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With Cinema DSP, you'll be amazed
Only Yamaha

Cinema DSP
creates phantom
speakers. It
sounds so real,
you'll swear you
hear sounds
in places you
don't even
have speakers.

Bats screech overhead. Wolves howl in the distance. And footsteps crunch across your
living room floor. No, it's not your imagination. You're hearing sounds placed around the
room, just as the director intended.
All courtesy of Yamaha Cinema DSP. The home theater technology that gives dialogue
more definition. Music, more dimension. And sound effects, more graphic detail.
Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers that fully replicate the experience
you get in multi -speaker movie theaters. It sounds so real, in fact, you'll swear you hear
sounds in places you don't even have speakers.
As you might imagine, a breakthrough like this is no small feat. It's accomplished by
multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic.'
Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's unique technology that electronically
recreates some of the finest performance spaces in the world.

© 1994 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation. Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories licensing Corporation.

at what comes out of the woodwork.
And Dolby Pro Logic is the technology responsible for placing sound around the room, matching the dialogue and
sound effects with the action on the screen.
Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line of home theater components that outperform
other comparatively priced products on the market
Stop by your local Yamaha dealer for what could be a very eerie demonstration. Maybe
we can't talk you into a system, but that doesn't mean we can't scare you into one.
For the sales location nearest you, call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

YAMAHA'

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.

The Art of Entertainment

CD PIONEER*

Hung out with the other rodents.
Ran out in the road.
Whatever nailed me sounded awesome.

u

8 Critics' Choice Awards and
5 Product of the Year Awards' in the past year alone,
and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

wwwwwwwWW111111

"Stunning!
The Inner Ear Report on thr I

"Awesome!"

IOW

- Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/RP

THE ULTIMATE IN

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar
speakers are an engineering and sonic
marvel! With years of design expertise
and our highly advanced R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians

BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

START AT AN

INCREDIBLE $499/EA.

set out to build the world's finest

These astonishing state-of-the-art
bipolar speakers combine exceptional
spaciousness, precise image placement,
superb timbrel balance, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynamics for absolutely
staggering realism!

bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

The Paradigm Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive Units:
) Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
0 (AVS"' ) air -flow ventilation system
0 Ventilated Apical i formers

Combine any of our bipolars with our
Ultra -Clear' center channels, amazing
ADP- surrounds and astounding
PS powered subwoofers for the
absolute finest in home theater!

0 Symmetrically -focused -field magnet geometry

High Frequency Drive Units:
-) (PAL") pure -aluminum convex domes
0 Critically coupled diecast chassis
0 Oversized damping chambers
1) Oversized magnetic structures

Cascade- Enclosures:
0 Sophisticated cascade of interlocking, full
perimeter horizontal and vertical braces

0 I" thick MDF front and back baffles
0 High velocity, low turbulence ports

f Apical is a trademark of DuPont

The Critics Agree...

cuadigni
ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND
AUDIOSTREAM. MPO BOX 2410. NIAGARA FALLS. NY 14302 (905) 632-0180
IN CANADA. PARADIGM ELECTRONICS INC.. 101 HANLAN RD.. WOODBRIDGE. ON L4L 3P5 (905) 850-2889

Paradigm has achieved the highest

standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen

to these sensational speakers today!
CIRCLE NO. 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD

* Sound&Vision Critics' Choice Awards
* AudioVideo International Grand Prix Awards
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It may be small. But the Bose® Acoustic Wave® music system is definitely an
overachiever. The unit holds a compact disc player (or cassette), AM/FM radio,
and Bose's patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology. And produces a
rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing thousands of

dollars. We know, that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it. Call or
write now for our complimentary guide to this
award -winning system. Because, like the system
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STEVE SIMELS

RLC-1 REMOTE LINE CONTROLLER

UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT STEREO SYSTEM
TO WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL AND FIVE CHANNEL
HOME THEATER WITH THESE AFFORDABLE, AWARD
WINNING PRODUCTS FROM CHASE TECHNOLOGIES
If you own an older stereo receiver, pre amp or powered sub woofer and want
the convenience of wireless remote control, the proprietary RLC-1 is the only
product on the market today that will allow you to upgrade, rather than replace
your current system. Next, add Five Channel Home Theater with the critically
acclaimed HTS-1 Passive Matrix Decoder with 5 discrete outputs. It will give
you all the performance of a prologic system, without the high cost, noise, or
distortion.

Both are available at better audio stores,
the best catalogs, and at selected
locations of...,

11, 1111,

)CHESS

1144,7 111 Second Ave N.E., Suite 700A, St. Petersburg FL 33701
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C arion introduces the next evolution

EVERY THREE

in car audio: Car Multimedia. Giving

MILLION YEARS,

ycu a :hoice of a voice -activated
navic ation

SOMETHING NEW

With Alpha

Touch, you

system, a color LCD television, a

COMES ALONG

multi -disc CD changer and an in -

can control
all the
commonly
used

functions

THAT YOU JUST

dash cellular phone that can be

with the tip
of your

integrated into one system. Call

index finger.

I -800 -GO -CLARION and get our Ca

HAVE TO HAVE.

Multimedia brochure. Or pick

one up at a car audio specialist while you're checking out C arion's

Car Multimedia System. That way wou can experience what the
future of car audio is all about

Clarion
CAR AUDIO AY BEYOND

Now long is
your daily commute?
Choose from a 6, 12
or 18 disc changer.

Our in -dash cellular
phone mutes everything
automaticary Except

Your significant other
hates you laying around
the house watching TV?
Go to the car.

With voice activated
navigation, you'll never
have to fold another

your passengers.

unruly map.

INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S FIRST CAR MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM

e

1995 Clarion Sales Corp., 661 West Redondo Beach Blvd, Gardena, CA 90247. Clarion Canada. Inc. 2239 Winston Park Drive, Oakville, Ontario LOH 591 Canada. (905)
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829-4600.

BY BOB ANKOSKO

LIE
A/V DIGEST
Bitstream recording of
compressed digital data from
broadcast sources like the
DirecTV satellite service will
be possible with the new
D -VHS format announced by
JVC. Fully compatible with
the existing VHS format,
D -VHS cannot make digital
recordings of analog sources.
Slated to go on sale late next
year, D -VHS machines will

have three digital recording
modes and are expected to
cost about $350 more than a
standard VHS recorder. The
format is supported by fifteen
companies including Sony,
RCA, and TDK.... Pioneer
plans to market two
Macintosh -based audio/video
computers in Japan this
summer that will be able to
control a CD/laserdisc player
as well as capture video and
audio .... Contrary to reports
from January's Consumer
Electronics Show that
Aiwa was putting MiniDisc
on hold, the company just
introduced a new $699
portable MD recorder.
CD PIRACY CRACKDOWN
Responding to calls from
the Recording Industry
Association of America
(RIAA) and Congress for a
crackdown on CD piracy, the

Chinese government recently
agreed to tighten control
over the activities of CD
duplicating plants that
have been providing mass
quantities of pirate CD's for
export. The association is
also pressing for similar
action in Bulgaria, where
the government is part
owner of the largest CD plant
in Europe, a plant the RIAA
says is responsible for a
98 -percent piracy rate among
foreign sound recordings.
MUSIC NOTES
For the vinyl -retentive, the
Rounder Records Spring 1995
LP Catalog is now available.
To get a free copy, call
617-661-6308.... Sweden's
Polar Music Prize, founded by
Stig Anderson, who used to
8
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IN
manage the pop group ABBA
(remember ABBA?), has

been presented to Elton John
and the noted cellist and
conductor Mstislav
Rostropovich "for significant
achievements in music." ...
Barbra Streisand, who has
Oscars, Grammys, Emmys,
and Tonys up the wazoo,
adds to her awards list the
honorary degree of Doctor
of Humane Letters from
Brandeis University.... This
year's Soul Train Music
Awards included two each
for Anita Baker, Boyz II Men,

and Barry White.... The
American conductor James
Conlon, general music
director of the city of
Cologne, Germany, and a
regular conductor at New
York's Metropolitan Opera,
will succeed Myung-Whun

Chung as principal
conductor of the Opera
Bastille in Paris.
Kenwood's first car
MiniDisc product, the six disc KMD-C80 changer, is

scheduled to hit store shelves
in June with a $1,000 price
tag. It features a 10 -second
antishock buffer memory

and can be operated by any
Kenwood head unit that has
CD -changer controls.... Bose
has introduced a new
high -power Delco/Bose

sound system for the Chevy
Camaro and Z28. Rated to
deliver 300 watts of total
power, the system has five
61/2 -inch drivers, including

two woofers. It is sold as
a $606 option with a CD
player, $350 with cassette.

SURROUND TUNE-UP
Ready to tweak your
surround -sound system into
tiptop shape? Delos has
released "Surround
Spectacular," a two -CD set
of surround -sound test

and demo tracks that was
put together with the help of

UNFORGETTABLE

Imagine popping your new Nat King Cole "Greatest Hits"
CD into the player for a little easy listening and being greeted
by a blast of hard-core rap. Removing the disc in disbelief,
you check the label - sure enough, "Nat King Cole" is printed
right on the thing - and try again: "Boom boom boom ...
yeah, yeah ... nineteen -ninety mutha
four ... boom
boom boom ...." That's just what happened to a friend of
ours recently, and when he turned to us for an explanation we
called Capitol Records. It was just a fluke, Capitol said
- the company had received only "a couple" of complaints.
Noting that such screw -ups are pretty rare, Pete Howard,
editor of ICE, The Monthly CD Newsletter, speculated that a
spindle of CD's was mislabeled at the pressing plant.
This isn't Capitol's first goof, Howard said. "In 1987, a month
before the first Beatles disc was scheduled for release, a
number of people who bought Kate Bush's 'The Whole Story'
got 'A Hard Day's Night' instead." As for the mystery rapper
on the Nat Cole CD, no one - not even Capitol or our own rap
experts - can .dentify him. Unforgettable? You bet.
are featured on Disc 1 and
more than thirty-five setup
and alignment tones on Disc
2. Available in stores, the set
can also be ordered directly

medical care to elderly,
forgotten Southern blues and
folk musicians and to record
these artists who represent
the end of an era. "A Living

by phone; call 1-800-364-0645.
Price is $19.98 plus $3 shipping in the U.S

Past" (Music Maker 9401) is a

STEREO REVIEW technical

The Music Maker label has
been established by Mark

editor David Ranada. Twentythree Dolby Surround encoded musical selections

Levinson (of Cello Music &
Film Systems) and Timothy
Duffy to provide food and

sampler CD available to
patrons who contribute $100
to the foundation that
supports the label. For more
information write to the
Music Maker Relief and
Recording Foundation, P.O.
Box 12522, Winston-Salem,
NC 27117-2522.

Adcom would
like to make
this perfectly
cleat
Regardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an
AC outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE -515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC power,
unveiling a pure, noise -free power source.

Listen To The Critics
.. the effective suppression of AC 'RF hash' by the
ACE -515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all three CD
players. . . .the significant improvements in instrumental and
vocal harmonic retrieval and hall ambience are superb. . . .
it simply appears to allow musical information to be passed
through to the listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
-Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear) is
vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power -line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line

protection-you can pay a little for it now, or you can
pay a lot for it later"
-Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For a modest investment, the ADCOM ACE -5L5
enhances both audio and video clarity while
protecting your equipment from damaging line
voltage disturbances. Once again, ADCOM
lives up to its reputation of offering superior
performance at a reasonable cost. For complete
technical data, please visit your Adcom dealer.
You'll discover the ACE -515 is more than an
accessory. It's a necessity.

Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE -515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high -voltage spikes and
surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

ADCOM®
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-11.30 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5 ©1989 ADCOM
CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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EigerWin

Subwoofer Secrets
Thanks for Tom Nousaine's article "Sub woofer Secrets" in January. Before reading
it I had done a number of measurements on
my own sound system, which uses separate
woofers and subwoofers. With a sine -wave
oscillator as the source -a worst -case condition for standing waves and cancellations

You!

- I found that it was very difficult to

plifier or in pre-out/main-in loops on the

at six different listener locations. I had two
subwoofers available, but I got my best results using only one, in a corner. I was nodding my head "yes" through the article.

front left and right channels of a receiver or
integrated amplifier. We do not recommend
using the speaker -level high-pass outputs
provided on some subwoofers except with
satellite speakers specifically designed to
mate with them. Some of the subwoofer outputs on receivers are wideband, whereas
others incorporate a low-pass crossover set
to some frequency. The only ones we know
of that incorporate a high-pass section in
their subwoofer crossovers are Home THX

RON BREY

I see the need for a powered subwoofer
when the efficiencies of the speakers are
different. But could you please explain how

a powered subwoofer saves my amplifier
from having to amplify low frequencies?
My receiver has no line -level output for a
subwoofer, so hasn't it already amplified
the signal before it gets to a powered sub -

chosen for how they sound together PARA is a
professional association of independent specialty

audio/video stores who are committed to the highest standards in retailing.
PARA stores will take the time to ask about
what you already own and suggest home

theater components that will integrate into
your current system.

dered what to do when an ordinary cassette

A powered suhwoofer with a built-in high-

pass crossover output will prevent your
amplifier from amplifying the lows if you
hook it up correctly. As for the powered
suhwoofer itself, its speaker -level inputs reduce the signal from an amplifier or receiver's speaker outputs to line level so that the
subwoofer's internal circuits see an input in
the range of a volt or so and with very little
current. Thus, since power is equal to volt-

age times current, the subwoofer absorbs
essentially no power from the system amplifier or receiver.

mance Recording"). I believe the answer
is very simple: Buy a digital audio tape
(DAT) recorder. I purchased my Sony
DTC-690 last July, and I do not know how I
ever lived without it. The sound quality has
caused me to give up on analog cassettes to-

tally. Furthermore, there are two bonuses
Mr. Meyer didn't mention.

First is the high quality of recording
through the analog inputs, which will be as

good as the original - so good that I cannot tell the difference between dubs of a
CD made through the analog and digital in-

puts. The second bonus is recording in
long -play mode, which turns a 2 -hour tape
into a 4 -hour tape. Even though the long -

PARA home entertainment professionals are

The MB Quart Sub Ten powered subwoofer
reviewed by Julian Hirsch in January seems
like an excellent way to improve a system

educated to explain the newest technologies in

with small speakers. Does its having no

hard time telling a long -play recording

line-out or speaker -out terminals compromise its potential? If a receiver had no sub woofer output, with a crossover separating
the high and low frequencies, using the Sub

from a standard -play one, and 4 hours of re-

clear, friendly language, helping you get the
best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's just
right for you.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA

:--cr=iit

Nome Recording
deck isn't good enough ("High -Perfor-

When you're buying audio and video components,

buy a good TV and VCR. Components must also be

models, however.

March issue, E. Brad Meyer pon-

woofer?
Dunmore, PA

it's important to understand that it's not enough to

ers, then there will be the added benefit of
increased dynamic range and lower distortion from the latter. This is usually achieved
by means of a line -level electronic crossover (often built into a powered subwoofer)
connected between preamp and power am-

achieve a reasonably uniform bass response

Rockford, IL

PARA Home Theater Specialists

junction with a high-pass crossover filter
that removes the frequencies it handles
from the signals going to the main speak-

speakers to handle a full -range signal. But
isn't one benefit of a powered subwoofer to
relieve the satellites of low -frequency signals (below about 100 Hz)?
GAYLEN HALBERT

Weimar, CA

sessional
AudioVideo

Retailers
Association

cording time really comes in handy for
"best or" tapes.

KENNETH WHITE
Jackson, MS

Ten would appear to require the satellite

dealer nearest you!

ran

play response cuts off at 15 kHz, I have a

The No. I benefit of a subwoofer is usually

to handle frequencies too low to be adequately reproduced by the main speakers,
thereby extending the system's deep -bass
response. If the suhwoofer is used in con10
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I enjoyed reading "High -Performance Recording" in March, but I was disappointed
that Brad Meyer didn't include the VCR as
one of the options. VHS and Beta are the
highest -quality nondigital tape-recording
systems on the mass market. They have
high signal-to-noise ratios and great specs
for frequency response, channel separation,
wow and flutter, and so on. Add in the free falling prices of hi-fi VCR's and blank videotapes and the 6 hours of continuous recording time you can get on one tape (the

No matter where you are, you're there.
Musical truth.
Close your eyes.

Open your ears and the speakers disappear. You become at one with the
music. Effortlessly transported to the expanded soundstage, precisely

pinpointing each performer. Now, the transformation is complete.
You're the one. Centrestage.
See your Energy dealer today. And audition the new
PRO -series. Wrap yourself in the incredible detail.

Take flight with the music. Enjoy the ride.

cISTc
ZG)7
LOUDSPEAKERS
Energy PRO -series speakers
CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sound as a performance art.

Onkyo's new DSP
Home Theater technology

offers up to
100% more

processing
capacity

EP mode is fine for audio only), and this
has to be the highest -value recording medium now available.

You can also program your VCR to record a concert from the radio and edit it
down to cassette later. Although getting to,
say, the ninth album on a videotape takes
some time, it's a great way to transfer your
entire LP collection, create anthologies of
your favorite artists, and so on.
ERIK BRONSTEIN

Penn Valley, PA

Bonus Al Keeper
Al Kooper actually has more soul than
Steve Simels gave him credit for in his review of "Soul of a Man" (April "Quick Fixes"), which put the running time at 74 minutes. The package I got has two CD's that
run almost an hour each. The qualitative
part of the review, however, was right on the
money: "Aces all the way." It comes with a
great booklet, too.
DON BALOGH
Green Village, NJ
Steve Simels replies: Mr. Balogh is right. I
reviewed the advance cassette and relied on

the erroneous timing MusicMasters gave
me over the phone.

!)/DE0-1 UDP

CD Flex and Bow

0-- 000

MN
El:=5KT:

As I was reading the letter from Eric Cryer
(March 1995) about how to handle and care
for CD's, I was listening to one from a double -disc set with such tight spindles that I
can't help flexing or bowing the CD's when
I'm removing them. Simply pushing down
on the prongs does little or nothing. How
much flexing or bowing is permissible before a CD is damaged? IRVING WALDORF
San Francisco, CA
As long as the flexing or bowing doesn't
cause visible cracks in the aluminum reflec-

Onkyo introduces the next generation of Home Theater receivers and
amplifiers equipped with the new Motorola 56004 Symphony DSP chip.
The chip's 24 -Bit data path makes it far superior to
the 16 -Bit formats of other DSP processors. Running

at 50 MHz, the 56004 DSP can execute 25 million
instructions per second (MIPS) using three separate
buses to access commands and data simultaneously.
This makes it the ideal digital engine not only for
today, but for the future of digital sound as well.
The new Motorola DSP Chip
found in Onkyo Home Theater
components offers S0. 100%
increased processing capacity
over typical DSP chips used

The integrity of the Motorola 56004 Symphony DSP

tive layer or the disc itself (hold the CD up
to the light to check), it should play fine.
The amount of flexing needed to remove a
disc from a tight jewel -box tray shouldn't
be a problem.

Recording Rights
Regarding Ken Pohlmann's great article on
"Lawful Audio" in March: The hoary old
audio cassette should have already earned
its well -deserved retirement, but the record
industry has kept DAT, its logical and vast-

ly superior successor, out of the hands of
the masses - where it could have helped
win new customers. People don't buy just
the music: They buy the whole package, including the colorful artwork, printed lyrics,

power supplies, discrete output stages, and full digital Dolby Pro Logic

performer credits, and so on. If someone
handed me a DAT copy of a new CD that
really turned me on, I would (as I have upon hearing cassette copies) run right out
and buy the CD (or the commercial DAT),

decoding all combine to deliver flawless reproduction of the most

as well as others by the same artist. So

today.

is assured by the high quality design of Onkyo
components. Oversized transformers, individual

complex soundtracks.

rather than cutting into the sales of CD's,
popular -priced DAT machines would have
exposed more people to the music, which
could only have helped sales.

Instead, we've ended up with the Serial
Copy Management System (SCMS) and

the Audio Home Recording Rights Act
(AHRA). SCMS makes it impossible for
me to make multiple digital -to -digital trans-

fers of my own music compositions in my
home studio. I can't even use a DAT recorder to "bounce" tracks digitally in my
multitrack sessions (an application to which

Which is

important
if

you re a

DAT is perfectly suited), because it then
becomes impossible to digitally master that
multitrack recording back to two -track!
To add insult to injury, the AHRA raises
prices on blank DAT's in order to pre -punish me for a crime I might commit: making

multiple digital copies of someone else's
music. The law presumes in advance that
I'm guilty!
LEE WATKINS

T Rex

Orange, CA

Fifties Collector
The decade of the 1950's has always intrigued me. Might any of your readers have
your very first issue (called HiFi and Music

Review) from February 1958? I am blind,
and I wonder if anyone would be willing to
read this historic magazine onto cassette
tape for me. I don't think the magazine was
being recorded for the Library of Congress
back then.

Also, I am looking for radio airchecks of
rock-and-roll, rhythm-and-blues, or middleof-the-road shows from the 1950's, especially if they include jingles, commercials,
and newscasts. Though old-time radio pro-

grams are quite plentiful, recordings of
1950's popular music are very rare (most
people who owned tape recorders in those
days recorded classical music from FM).
SAM WARD
3414 Dorcas St.

Mississauga, Ontario L4T 1M8

Corrections
Because of a production error by our film preparation supplier, Rich Warren's byline

was not printed in full in his May article,
"Spotlight on Receivers."
"Big Screen Bonanza" in April contained
two errors. The 16:10.7 aspect ratio used by
Pioneer for some of its rear -projection TV

sets is actually narrower than that of 16:9
sets, falling between them and standard 4:3
screens. Also, cooler (higher) color temperatures shift white toward the blue end of the

color spectrum, whereas warmer (lower)
color temperatures make it redder.

The caption for Pioneer's new TSWX5O car subwoofer in April "CES Show stoppers" incorrectly implied that you must
give up your spare tire to install it. It is designed to fit inside the well of any spare tire

Okay, what does all that stuff on the left mean in your living room?

For starters, it produces the most three-dimensional soundfield
you've ever experienced. Greater processing capacity translates into more
dynamics, more reflections, more reverberations-parameters that define
how real everything will sound. At the same time, you'll be able to control

more of the factors exclusive to your Home Theater-room size,
ambiance, equalization, time delay, etc. All of which are extremely
important when a T -Rex, Harrier jet, or a runaway bus drops by to visit.

whose rim is 13 inches or larger, and it
comes with bolt extensions and a wingnut
to hold it.
We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

Never before has such realism been available in a Home Theater.
See your Onkyo dealer today.

°MEIN)
Onkyo USA Corporation, 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446 201-825-7950
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TIME PRAY
cool -running, and long-lived
stereo system." And in the
feature "Portable Stereo: You
Can Take It with You," Ken
Gilmore provided a sampler
list of "lightweight" portable
phonographs ranging in price
from $200 to $400 and in
weight from 26 to 55 pounds.

\The Philips/MCA
"Disco -Vision"
videodisc player,
1975

marketing pundits, the home
video tape recorder never made
it as an entertainment medium,"
Klein wrote. "And so the big
push has been to develop a

video disc - simply because a
disc and its player are bound to
be less expensive than a video
tape and its complex machine.
. .. The D -V system . .. is a

true optical system.... What

Stereo Review

30 Years Ago
In his June 1965 editorial,
William Anderson, inspired
by the issue's cover story on
composer Henry Mancini,
lamented the dearth in this
century of original orchestral
music for "serious" drama,
such as Grieg's music for Peer
Gynt, Mendelssohn's for A
Midsummer Night's Dream,
and Schumann's Faust
overture. "Opera and musical
comedy aside," he noted, "there
is no music in our legitimate
theaters."

New products this month
included Harman Kardon's
SA2000 amplifier, a transistor
unit with a rated output of
36 watts per channel, and
Miracord's Model 40 record
changer, which could play
single LP's either manually or
automatically or handle up to
ten stacked on a special
spindle. In test reports, Julian
Hirsch evaluated the Harman
Kardon SR6000 receiver,
an all -transistor model ($389)
he said could "serve as the
nucleus of a very fine,

Miracord Model 40, 1965
16
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20 Years Ago
In the June 1975 cover story,
Richard Freed discussed
Scandinavian concert music by
composers "beyond the usual
Grieg, Sibelius, and Nielsen."
Among his recommendations:
a London LP, conducted by
Antal Dorati, of Allan
Pettersson's Symphony No. 7.

New products noted by the
editors included the C/M Labs
Model 912 stereo power
amplifier, rated at 150 watts
per channel, and the Bose
Model 301 Direct/Reflecting
speaker system. Hirsch -Houck
Labs tested the Burwen DNF
1201 dynamic noise filter and
Kenwood's Model 700C
preamp and 700M power amp,
which Julian Hirsch found to
be "two beautiful pieces of
equipment, both technically
and aesthetically."
In "Audio News," Larry Klein
reported on a prototype
Philips/MCA videodisc system
called Disco -Vision. "Despite
optimistic predictions by

we have, in other words, is the
long-awaited beam -of -light
pickup and a disc it can play.
... I envision a single,
inexpensive, dual-purpose
player connected to your TV
and audio system. Depending
on the 'record,' it will provide
color pictures with stereo or
straight, multichannel sound."

In Best of the Month, Richard
Freed raved about a DG disc
of Dvorak by the Prague String
Quartet, and Noel Coppage
flipped for Emmylou Harris's
debut album. In other reviews,
Coppage slammed Alice
Cooper's "Welcome to My
Nightmare," Bud Scoppa
admired "Physical Graffiti" by
Led Zeppelin, and David Hall
endorsed a Chopin recital by
pianist Garrick Ohlsson on
Angel ("the beginning of what
probably will be a major
career").
Bored in the USA: Bruce
Springsteen, then at work on
his breakthrough "Born to Run"
album, told interviewer Josh
Mills, "Yeah, there are a couple
of tunes there that might make
singles; I don't really care."
Alice Cooper's "Nigh -ream," 1975

10 Years Ago
Among the new products
previewed in June 1985 were
Pioneer's CTZ99W two -speed
dubbing deck, Design Acoustics' OS -1 omnidirectional
speaker, and RCA's VKP950

NEC's A-10 MKII amplifier, 1985

VHS Hi-Fi VCR. In test
reports, Julian Hirsch examined
NEC's A-10 MKII integrated
amp and Hafler's DH -120
power amp, and he went
one-on-one with the MGC-1
Magic Speaker from Acoustic
Research (priced from $3,000
to $7,000 depending on wood
finish). Elsewhere, Ian Masters
explained "How to Speak
Ampese," part of the issue's
focus on amplifiers, and
Stoddard Lincoln offered
"Basic Bach," a buyer's guide
to Bach recordings.

Whistling Dixie: Reviewing
Alabama's "40 Hour Week,"
Alanna Nash proved immune
to the group's down-home
chauvinism. "It's fairly obvious
the only cause these Rebels
have is their own," she wrote.
"God knows it isn't music."

- Steve Simels
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NEW PR 0
GERSHMAN
The top section of Gershman
Acoustics' Avant Garde speaker
is sloped to align the outpu7s of
its 1 -inch fabric -dome tweeter

and 3 -inch dome midrange. Low

frequencies are handled by an
8 -inch fiberclass-cone woofer
mounted in the bottom of the
3 -foot -tall black -lacquer ca linet.

The felt surrounding each driver
is said to reduce diffraction.
Bandwidth is given as 25 Hz to

24 kHz, sensitivity as 87 dB,
and power -handling capability
as 200 watts. Price: $3,500 a pair.
Gershman Acoustics, Dept. SR,

A PARADIGM
Dipole speakers intended to

to 65 and 85 Hz. respectively.

be mounted on or near the side

Both are two-way systems with

walls in a home theater.

opposite -facing woofer/tweeter

Paradigm's 101/2 -inch -tall

pairs. Finish is black ash

ADP -150 (left. $399 a pair) and

woodgrain vinyl. AudioStream,

81/2 -inch -tall ADP -100 ($319

a pair) use a special crossover
that is said to extend bass output

OPP-

Ontario M2F 3X1.
Circle 121 on eader service card

SENNHEISER

Dept. SR. M.P.O. Box 2410.

Sennheiser's IS 850 wireless

one analog input and two digital

Niagara Falls, NY 14302.

headphone system combines an

inputs, optical and coaxial.

AC -powered digital infrared

System bandwidth is given as

transmitter, with an operating

10 Hz to 20 kHz, signal-to-noise

range of about 400 square feet.

ratio as 101 dB, and distortion

and an 11.4 -ounce headset.

as 0.006 percent. Price: $1.295.

powered by two AA batteries. that

Sennheiser, Dept. SR. P.O. Box

has volume and balance controls.

987, Old Lyme, CT 06371.

The columnar transmitter has

Circle 123 on reader service card

Circle 120 on reader service card

(1

VIDEO-4

0-- 000 1W -

P.O. Box 81593. North York,

m9oo21411111111

I AI

ILI

A ONKYO
The heart of Onkyo's TX-SV727

control, and a power -management

AN receiver is a 24 -bit Motorola

system that powers it up and

DSP chip that's said to enhance

selects its video input wher a

the realism of surround modes

connected TV is turned on. Rated

and improve channel separation.

output is 80 watts each to three

The receiver features four video

front speakers and 25 watts each

and six audio inputs. Dolby Pro

to a pair of surrounds. Price:

Logic and four other surround

$750. Onkyo. Dept. SR. 200

modes. a universal remote

Williams Dr.. Ramsey. NJ C7446.
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NEW PRODUCTS
BELL'OGGETTI
Bell'Oggetti's AVS-790 metal TV
stand holds four AN components
as well as a direct -view TV with
a screen of up to 40 inches or a

tabletop projection set with a
screen as big as 50 inches. The

shelving is made of tempered

glass. Price: $1,000. Bell'Oggetti,
Dept. SR. 711 Ginesi Dr.,

Morganville. NJ 07751.
Circle 124 on reader service card

MC

01111111.

MONITOR AUDIO

awe ImiMIO

0

A AMC

Shown without their black grilles,

feature gold -anodized metal

the speakers in Monitor Audio's

drivers. The MAG902 and CC900

MAG900 AN series include the

are rated down to 45 Hz and the

195/8 -inch -tall MAG902 ($1,599

MAG903 to 35 Hz. The standard

a pair), the 3 -foot -tall MAG903

finish is black lacquered oak.

($2,299 a pair, $2,799 in rose-

Monitor Audio, Dept. SR, 902

AMC's AV81HT Dolby Pro Logic

subwoofer crossover, four audio

wood veneer), and the CC900

McKay Rd.. #4, Pickering,

AN preamp can be upgraded to

and four video inputs, two video

center speaker ($799). All are

Ontario L1W 3X8.

THX status with a plug-in card

and two audio tape loops. a

magnetically shielded and

Circle 125 on reader service card

($450). A microphone input and

level control for each output,

level meter on the front panel

and an infrared remote control.

help in calibrating the six outputs.

Price: $750. AMC/Weltronics

The preamp features a simulated -

Corp., Dept. SR. P.O. Box 80584.

surround mode, four surround -

San Marino, CA 91108.

channel delay settings. a

Circle 126 on reader service card

4 MIT
MIT's RES-LinO video -enhancer

cable incorporates a patent -

pending passive circuit that is

18
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BROOKLINE TECHNOLOGIES

said to improve color and picture

Brookline's VS401E Digital

switcher. and an automatic

detail. The cable connects the

Volume Stabilizer combines five

volume controller that adapts

output of a VCR or laserdisc

components in a sleek 17 x 134 x

the volume level to changes in

player to a TV or AN receiver's

10 -inch box with optional rack

ambient noise. Available by

video input. Price: S89.95 for a

ears (shown): a dynamic -range

mail order for S730 (plus S4.50

2 -meter cable. Music Interface

compressor/expander that works

shipping) from Brookline

Technologies (MIT). Dept. SR.

with any audio sot rce, a peak

Technologies, Dept. SR. 2035

3037 Grass Valley Highway.

limiter (to tame blaring TV

Carriage Hill Rd., Allison Park, PA

Auburn, CA 95602.

commercials. for example).

15101: phone. 1-800-366-9290.

Circle 127 an reader service card

a noise gate, a four -input AN

Circle 128 on reader service card

Here's a switch - speahers that change with you.
In the past, you bought a specific speaker to do a

Move from center aisle at the cinema, to third seat

specific job. When your needs changed, typically so did

flute section, as fast as you can turn your wrist. Because

your speaker. NHT introduces the future: The VT -1A. A rev-

olutionary new speaker that goes from optimum surround

we've taken home theater to a new level. Where the
choice is no longer between movies and music, it's

sound to tight, focused audio at the flip of a switch

between NHT and everybody else.

11 IIII
USE

?Hill

HERO.

Now Hear This. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia. CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993: (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448
CIRCLE NO. 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEW PR 05 HIS
JAZZ
The J-902 three-piece powered
computer -speaker system from

Jazz Inc. comprises a bass

module. with a 4 -inch driver and
an 18 -watt amp, and a pair of

satellite speakers, one of which
has a 5 -watt -per -channel amp

and a volume control for both
speakers. Price: $199. Jazz Inc.,
Dept. SR. 1217 John Reed Court.
City of Industry, CA 91745.
Circle 129 on reader service card

Quarz speakers include the 025

tweeters. Wall bracket/stands

($299 a pair). 035 ($399 a pair),

are included. The grilles are

and 015 ($199 a pair). The 22 -

available in black or white,

Monster Cable's 16 -gauge

inch -tall 025 is rated down to 55

the hardwood end caps in oak,

SuperFlat Mini (far left, 75c a foot

Hz, the 33 -inch 035 to 45 Hz, and

black lacquer. or white lacquer.

without connectors) and 12 -gauge

the 10 -inch 015 to 100 Hz. All are

Quarz. Dept. SR. 145 Brandy Rd.,

SuperFlat ($1.50 a toot without

234 -inch -deep two-way systems

Foster. Quebec JOE 1RO.

connectors) speaker cables are

with 5 -inch woofers and 1 -inch

Circle 130 on reader service card

MONSTER CABLE

designed to he run along base-

boards, door frames, and walls.
The cables can be secured with
Monster Clamps (not shown,

$9.95 for forty). Monster Cable.
Dept. SR. 274 Watt is Way.

S. San Francisco. CA 94080.
Circle 131 on reader service card

CANON
The wedge shape of Canon's S -

enclosure finished in matte and

C10 center speaker permits it to

satin -gloss black. Frequency

be placed above or below a TV

response is given as 80 Hz to

set, with its output aimed up or

20 kHz, ±2 dB. sensitivity as 86

down as necessary. It teams a

dB. Price: $199. Canon U.S.A.,

magnetically shielded 51 4 -inch

Dept. SR. One Canon Plaza,

woofer and 34 -inch tweeter in

Lake Success, NY 11042.

a 131 2 -inch -wide aluminum

Circle 132 on reader service card

PER MADSEN
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Per Madsen's mocular Rackit

19-10 (two are shown. $90).

System 19 AN certer includes

the 71 2 -inch Model 19-71 7 (580).

the 210 -disc CD 19 drawer unit

and the 5 -inch Model 19-5 (575).

($260), the 115 -LP Disc Cabinet

Finish is oak. Available by mail

19 ($125). the 18C -tape Cassette

order (plus shipping) from Per

19 ($290). and several component

Madsen Design, P.O. Box 882464,

racks: the 15 -inch -tall Model

San Francisco. CA 94188.

19-15 ($95). the 10 -inch Model

Circle 133 on reader service card

HOW YOU SPEND YOUR TIME
You get
HIGH

on the challenge.
Heart
POUNDING.
Spirit
SOARING.
ESQ.

It's how

you spend your
TIME.
ESQUIRE WATCH COMPANY

S

V(/

I

S

SQUADRON'.
CHRONOMETER

NORDSTROM

5195

PRODUCTS AND TRENDS

THAT GO BEYOND

PERIPHERALS

MAINSTREAM AUDIO/VIDEO

Home, Sweet Networked Home
There's an elevated train that runs

go downtown, and wondered
how late the train would be operating that night. I called the local transit office and found, not sur-

busy. I directed my computer

to the Internet, performed a
key -word search, located a

I*ow

CAIN.

Current

Poer
w

Channel

prrnal

Prot C 1
I Lim1=1

in France, logged on, and

+3

but its utility is limited when
only local users have access
to it. When many computers
agree to network with a com-

mon protocol, allowing remote users to access the col
lective information they con-

oilert

-12

C*ip

Input

Output

Chan 1

+3
0

tiLli 1

D

0
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4
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4

-12
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Input

Output

D
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-12
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.

Well, it is, kind of. Electrical switches control lights in
various rooms. I can plug a

telephone into almost any
room. The components in
each stereo system are interconnected. The computer

talks to its peripherals. The
house is even wired with an
intercom system so that I can
interrogate the person ringing

, -63

.9
-12

co

mut* Gang Fader

4

Clip

"3

et.9'PE"rh., 2

0
-0

CMOL

+30

Aux Output Aux Ctl
None
MI1

+3

is playing too loudly. Is something wrong with this picture?
You bet. My house isn't networked.

-12

D

Stereo

-:2':

Phase

=I

50%s

Input Select

" CMOL

D

Current

I Limp

4

OW`

E

numbers. But I can't hear the phone

Prot CI

100%

-6

database is a wonderful thing,

by simply punching in a string of

Channel 2
Thermal

0

learned that my train was running until midnight.

nario. A computer with a

Thanks to the telephone network, I
can call virtually anywhere on earth

----g-_- IPM/CR Amp]: PM/CA Amp
-

familiar with that kind of sce-

of information at my fingertips.

ring because the stereo system

ru

mass -transit system database

Anyone who has worked
with a computer network is

dreds of thousands of computers on
the Internet, putting billions of bytes

turn down the stereo. If I'm playing a
CD in my office, I can't listen to it in
the kitchen. I can "paint" beautiful (a
relative term) pictures on my computer, but I can't view them on the big screen TV in my living room.
My computer is networked to hun-

near my home; in fact, there's a
station about a mile away. Recently, I was working late, had to

prisingly, that their line was

BY KEN C. POHLMANN

-22

..

Ftaze

co

A tten

[WiGj 'M.' -79.5

r tut.?

liall

my doorbell - another interconnected device. In fact, my
house is filled with networked
devices. The problem is that

each network is relatively

tain, the utility is multiplied.

dumb, and none of them can
HII ront,M

Today, the quantity and diversity of the

information available on global networks such as the Internet is simply
staggering. For better or worse, our
modern lives depend on the sophisti-

cated data communication systems
that encircle our earth.

Meanwhile, for all its technological

complexity, my home is sadly antiquated in one respect. Sure, it's filled

with techno-toys. My office has a
computer with lots of peripherals as
well as two stereo systems and a tele-

phone, my living room has a home
theater system, my bedroom a computer and a stereo system, and my

talk to one another. Wouldn't it be
great if all the technology in my home

AV Control

lit iv

li Laer

was linked together in an intelligent
IN

Surround

fashion?

13ypas

dered the same thing and have intro-

Many manufacturers have won-

duced a number of home network

Li VCR

iff CD

it FM

Center Volume

ri Rear Volume

VCR -2

li Tape
ti Aux

Volume

Mute

killer security system to protect all of

I do hear it, I can't answer it until I
22
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sophisticated computer -based systems
to simple control devices (like the X-10

system) that plug into a wall outlet.
Only recently, however, has technology progressed to the point where it is
possible to interconnect a diverse array of electronic devices in smart, convenient ways. Case in point is the Me-

diaLink network, the brainchild of
Seattle's Lone Wolf Corporation, a

kitchen a TV. And, of course, there's a
these goodies. But if the stereo is playing, I might not hear the phone, and if

products over the years, ranging from

With Lone Wolf's MediaLink network,
you can control an A/V system via point and -click computer interfaces.

leader in professional audio communications and control systems.

MediaLink is a communications

In The Mid 70s We Created
Home Theater. Now We've Created
A New Way To Buy It.
The people who work at Cambridge
SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry
Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent)
- have been involved with the concept of home
theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years
before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss
founded Advent,
the company that
introduced the
first home theater
audio/video
systems complete with big screen TVs and
digital surround sound. We
have had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby
Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced
thefirst consumer products with Dolby noise
reduction over 20 years ago. And now at
Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set
a new price -to -performance standard for home
theater components.
Because we sell carefully matched and tested
home theater speaker systems factory -direct,
with no expensive middlemen, you can save
hundreds of dollars. We believe the
products on these pages represent the
country's best values in high performance
home theater components. Audio critics,
and thousands of satisfied customers,
agree. Stereo Review said "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers
that provide exceptional sound quality at
affordable prices." Audio suggested that we
"may have the best value in the world."

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole
radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby Laboratories recommends dipole radiator speakers
for use as surround speakers.
The Surround has a
very high power
handling capacity
and is often selected
for "high end"
surround sound
systems. Audio,
describing a
system that
included The
Surround said, "In many ways the surround
sensation was every bit as good as far more
expensive installations." $399 pt The
smaller The Surround II is arguably the
country's best value in a dipole radiator

Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic shielding). $149. Center Channel Plus uses an ultra low, ultra -wide design that is ideal for placement
above (or, with optional support stand, below)
a TV monitor. $219.

Home Theater
Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home
theater speaker systems that consist of center
channel,
surround and
main stereo
speakers. The

speaker. $249 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by
Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures
three speakers for use as center channel
speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater
systems. All three are magnetically shielded
so they can be placed near a TV or computer
monitor. Model Ten -A is a small, affordable twoway speaker. $80.
Center Channel is
identical to a

or with powered
subwoofers made by
other companies. Its
high pass filters keep
strong, low bass signals out
of the main stereo speakers, and directs them to
the powered subwoofer. $299.

duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140 -watt amplifier and a
built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said
it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass
output was obtainable at a room shaking level... they open the
way to having a 'killer'
system for an affordable
price." $699. Our Slave
Subwoofer uses the same
woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or
crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with
the Powered 5ubwoofer. $299. The new
Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120 -watt amplifier
with an 8" woofer. $399.
Our EXO-1 electronic crossover can be used
with either of our powered subwoofer systems,

411E1
combination we show here is our best seller. It
includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble
subwoofer satellite speaker system (with dual
subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and
a pair of our best surround speakers, The
Surround. You could spend
hundreds more than
CAPABRIDGE
its $1,167 price
Souti,13..!"9!IP.
without improving
..
performance.
For information on
other home theater
speaker systems - or
on any of the products
we make and sell - call
1-800-FOR-HIFI for
your free color catalog.
Thanks.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

To Make Loudspeakers

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 Calibmia Street, Suite102 JUN,Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
C 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. REnsemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge Sound Works, Inc. KW is a trademark of KLH. Inc. AR and Advent
are trademarks of International Jensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not
affiliated with KLH. Advent or AR.
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C RCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

(running Windows) and Macintosh
computers. VNOS uses a graphical

protocol (or language) for data distribution and control. In a live concert
setting, it's used to centralize control
over the many electronic devices on
stage - from amplifiers and equaliz-

point -and -click interface that enables

the user to construct and manage a
multimedia network. For example,
you could create a floor plan of your
home that shows how the various devices in the network are interconnected. The operating status of each system and each component within a system could then be examined in detail.
On another screen, you could set up a

ers to lighting and special -effects
equipment. Using appropriate computer hardware and software, a consumer

version of MediaLink could be installed in a home, allowing a variety

of electronic equipment to be controlled and managed from one or more
locations. For example, audio and vid-

custom control panel by arranging
simple graphical elements like faders,
control buttons, and meters. In addition, you could store control settings
for instant recall at any time. Best of
all, no computer programming exper-

eo programming could be conveyed
from one room to another, along with
the control signals directing its use.
(MediaLink supports many traditional
data -transmission formats, including
AES/EBU and S/PDIF.) And with appropriate interfaces, MediaLink could
even provide central control over appliances, lights, phones, heating, air
conditioning, and a security system.

The graphical interface Lone Wolf
devised for its MediaLink network
system lets you create floor plans that
show the status of interconnected
devices (lights in this case).

of its huge data capacity. The only

phones, security systems, and a variety of other devices (including MIDI
and RS -232 equipment) can be connected to the MediaLink network via
"taps" that convert a specific type of
signal (audio, video, etc.) into the MediaLink protocol and back. Although
control over devices that are tapped
into the network is limited, more sophisticated control is possible with devices that have a built-in MediaLink

catch in a domestic setting, of course,

chip. The chip contains a microproces-

is that the house would have to be
wired with fiber-optic cable, which

sor, multiple A/D converters, digital

ecause MediaLink is a protocol,

it can employ many kinds of
wired or wireless media to carry

its message. Perhaps the most
intriguing transmission medium,

however, is fiber-optic cable,
the same stuff that connects my computer to France. Fiber optics is an ideal conduit for transmitting audio, video, and all kinds of other data because

means running it along the baseboard
or snaking it through the walls.
From a hardware standpoint, Media Link is similar to a computer network.

A hub collects data from a group of
devices and conveys information via a

single cable to a central MediaLink
controller (multiple hubs can tie into
the main controller). For example, the
home theater in my living room could

input/output, memory, and other intelligent subsystems. Clearly, for Media Link to be successful in the consumer

market, the chip must be built into

to another hub, allowing the systems
to interact with one another. Media Link is based on the concept of dis-

braced MediaLink on the consumer
side, incorporating the chip into its

gle command might dim the lights,
turn on all of the components in a
home theater system, and start laser disc or VCR playback.

Audio/video components, lights,
24
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eign country, or to be able to call a
friend out of state. On the other hand,

I probably wouldn't use a phone to
talk to a friend sitting next to me.
Computer networks are great, but
sometimes the "sneaker net" is best: I
simply carry a floppy disk from one

computer to another. Is a home network a problem looking for a solution,
or a solution looking for a problem?

inside and outside of the
home. We certainly don't

Meridian is the only one that has em-

tional scenario described by one
macro command. For example, a sin-

tances covered. It's useful to be able to
access a mass -transit database in a for-

quite a few manufacturers - including Carver, Altec Lansing, JBL, and
Yamaha - already use MediaLink in

their professional audio products,

is needed, each networked device is
able to recognize a particular opera-

is inversely proportional to the dis-

Many technologists believe that
networked homes are the way

both of the stereo systems in my office

mands to a device every time a change

network is established and devices are
interfaced to the network, VNOS integrates and facilitates control of everything. You can even incorporate touch
panels, wireless controllers, and other
interfaces into the network.
Reality check: Do we need to string
together the electronic devices in our
homes? In general, a network's utility

many third -party devices, including a
variety of A/V components. This chicken -and -egg problem is the most formidable one facing Lone Wolf. While

be connected to one hub and one or

tributed intelligence; that is, rather
than sending a long series of com-

tise is required. Once a MediaLink

500 Series of components.

of the future, providing control over the technology both

want to plant ourselves in a chair the

morning after the senior prom and
spend our adult lives manipulating
icons on a screen. But we do want
technology that leverages our access
and enjoyment of information and en-

he other challenge facing Media -

tertainment. Networks such as Media -

Link is the user interface. Even
the coolest technology is useless
unless it offers comprehensive

Link will lead us away from today's
maze of isolated, incompatible black
boxes to a more integrated, universal
environment. Once we accept the notion that virtual control is more effi-

control that is user-friendly. Sim-

ple controllers are useful for
some functions, but a central controller is crucial. That's why Lone
Wolf developed the VNOS (Visual
Network Operating System), a software package available for both IBM

cient than physical control, we'll won-

der how we ever got along without
home networks. And now, if you'll excuse me, I have to turn down my stereo. I think my phone is ringing.

The Critics Love Ensemble Speakers.
You'll Love Our Factory -Direct Prices.
"Ensemble II performs
so far beyond its price
and size that it can be
compared only with
much larger speakers
at substantially higher
prices." Stereo Review
Audio magazine once said our Ensemble
speaker system may be "the best value in the world."
And Stereo Review said "It's hard to imagine going
wrong with Ensemble." Dozens of critics and
thousands of customers have
applauded our Ensemble, Ensemble
II and Ensemble III speaker
systems. Designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH and Advent),
they became best sellers by offering
quality construction and accurate,
wide -range music reproduction at factory -direct prices.

Ensemble
Our current Ensemble is an
improved version of our original
dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker system.
It maintains the dual subwoofer design, which
allows for maximum room placement flexibility.
Placement of bass and high -frequency speakers in a
room (and how those speakers interact with the
room) has more influence on the sound quality of a
music system than just about anything. Ensemble's
ultra -slim subwoofers give you more placement
flexibility than any system we know of, and are

most likely to provide the performance you want in
the real world..in your room. Having two, compact
subwoofers lets you move them around, experiment, and find that placement that gives you
exactly the sound you want. This is one of the
reasons Esquire described Ensemble by saying "you
get 30 days to retum the speakers or keep them,
but you'll keep them."

New Woofer And
Tonal Balance Controls.
Ensemble maintains the
tonal balance, frequency
range and quality of construction
of the original. There are two basic
changes.
1. Ensemble now uses a new 8" woofer
with a very long "throw" for more linear cone
excursion and more accurate bass. An integral heat
sink provides improved power handling.
2. Ensemble's satellite speakers use the same
speaker drivers and crossover as the original, but
with new midrange and high frequency controls.
The midrange control lets you choose the same
output in the key 800-1600 Hz octave as in the
original, or you can emphasize it by 2 dB.
Ensemble satellites have relatively less output in
this range to avoid the "boxy" sound of many
speakers. This results in
an "open" sound on largescale symphonic works.
For small -scaled music,

the higher output position
proves a "warmer" sound.
A three -position

high frequency
control can
subtly increase
the system's
"airiness," or
reduce any
tendency
towards
"edginess."
We believe our Ensemble system competes
head-on with speakers selling for hundreds more.
Available with black -laminate subwoofers for
$629, or with vinyl -clad subwoofers for $549.

Compared to Ensemble 11,
Ensemble III gives up a little in
power handling, low bass range,
and efficiency. Unlike the "cube"
satellite speakers you'll find in most
similarly priced systems, Ensemble 111's
satellites are two-way speakers. Ensemble
III's-61/2" woofer uses two voice coils in a
cabinet with a flared port for smooth air flow.
With most
recor a

Ense e III will
sound virtually
identical to New
Ensemble II. It
simply won't play

as loud. Its
construction
quality is
normally
found only in
much more
expensive
speakers.
Factory direct price,
including

connecting wire, cutter/stripper, Hook -Up Guide
and Dolby Surround Guide, is only $329.

30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed
by a 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. So you

can audition your speaker the ifght way - in your
home, with no salesman hovering rearby. If within
30 days you're not happy, retum your system for a
full refund.
7hte acoustic
ssuspension,
ealed cavity.

Ensemble II
Ensemble!! is an improved version of our
best-selling system. It's more affordable than
Ensemble because it uses one cabinet for both
subwoofer speakers. Ensemble II maintains the
tonal balance, frequency range, power handling
and construction quality of the original. But its
satellite speakers use the same new tonal balance
controls as Ensemble's
Ensemble II also has a new flared subwoofer
port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses two 6 1/2"
long throw woofers mounted in a sealed "acoustic
suspension" chamber. They project into a second
chamber fitted with the flared port, which provides
smoother air flow, eliminating extraneous noise on
strong bass notes.
We think Ensemble II outperforms other
speakers in its category, including well-known
models for about twice the price. Factory -direct
price, $439.

Ensemble III
Ensemble III is our most compact, most
affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker system. Its
satellite speakers are only 4 1/2" x 61/2" x 3" and
its subwoofer is 8" x 8" x 15".

Cavity acts
as acoustic

hand-passfilter

Flared port.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street, Suite 102 JUN, Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
S.) 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. R, Ensemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge SoubdWorks. Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH. Inc. AR and
Advent are trademarks of International Jensen Inc. Cambridge Sound Works

is not affiliated with KLH. Advent or AR.
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Extra Amp Mileage

that sells them and audition a few center

I recently bought a Dolby Pro Logic A/V
receiver and, as a consequence, my old
0 integrated amplifier now sits in the closet. Is there a way to use one of its channels
to drive a passive subwoofer and the other

to boost the rather low output of the surround channel' How would I wire it all up?
ED OLIVER

speakers along with the model you own. If
that's not possible, the manufacturer of your
main speakers may sell a center speaker that
has similar tonal characteristics. In any case,
choose a dealer with a generous exchange
policy in case you find that things just don't
sound right when you get the new center
speaker home.

USS Essex, Somalia
AThe integrated amplifier can certainly be

Audio Catalog
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell

them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and othersfactory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and find out why

Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world."
Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.
Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, SAM -Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.
30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.
7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.
SoundWorks amplified
subwoofer/satellite

used to power a subwoofer. If your receiver has a line -level subwoofer output,
just connect it to any line -level input on the
amplifier, and connect one set of the amp's
speaker terminals to the subwoofer. Or you
can use one of the front -channel signals, ei-

ther from a line-out jack if there is one, or

from the speaker terminals. In the latter
case, you'll probably have to pad the level
down to avoid overloading the integrated
amp's inputs; that can be done by inserting a
simple volume control in -line before the in-

put. If you use a front -channel signal as a
source, ideally you should also put a lowpass filter in -line with the subwoofer to remove the higher frequencies.

As for using the integrated amp's other
channel to beef up surround output, that depends on the amplifier. While the surround

channel is mono, it's really meant to feed
two speakers - and hooking up two speakers to the amp's free channel causes impedance problems with some amplifiers. Another approach would be to drive one surround
speaker with the integrated amplifier and the

other with the surround -channel amp in
your receiver, but you'd have to be careful
to get the phase and levels right.

speakers,

$199
"This is the best $199
you can spend
on yourself and
your computer."
Bill Machrone
PC Magazine

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers.
CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street, Suite 102 JUN, Newton MA 02164
Tel 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
CI 995 Cambridge Sound Works.

Auditioning Center Speakers
°I'm in the process of setting up a home
theater system in which I plan to use my

existing speakers for the main front
channels. I realize that I'm going to have to
listen to a lot of different models to choose a
center speaker to go with them. Are there
any particular specifications I need to pay
attention to?
EDWARD N. MENDELSON
Dallas, TX

0My next-door neighbor is an auto mechanic and often works on cars while
I'm trying to listen to my home theater
system. The windows rattle, the walls shake,

and the ground rumbles before I even turn
on my system. Is there an inexpensive way
to filter out unwanted noise and vibration
from outside?
MATT BOGOSIAN

Calabasas, CA

AUnfortunately, no. Adding mass to the
room's inner surfaces by affixing extra
sheets of drywall (a pretty big job, by the
way) may reduce the level of sounds that
actually penetrate the walls, but it will do
nothing about noise coming in through the
doors and windows. These can be treated as
well (for a tidy sum), but you'll still have to
deal with vibrations borne by the ground
and your home's foundation. That could be
a major structural challenge.

I think your best bet is to try to reach
some sort of accommodation with your
neighbor - schmooze him a little. As a first
step, I'd invite him over to hear the system.
After you dazzle him with its magic (I suggest the helicopter scene from True Lies),
you can gently break the news to him. With
any luck, he'll be more sympathetic to your
concerns.

Lines of Resolution
For some months I have been trying to
understand what exactly is meant by
0 "lines of resolution," which seems to be
gaining currency as a measure of TV -set
quality. Some large -screen sets boast of 850

lines, but the picture quality looks worse to
me than smaller -screen sets claiming 525
lines. Does resolution refer to the maximum

AAs long as the speaker is magnetically
shielded, is of appropriate size for your

capacity of the set divided by, say, the

system, and has an impedance rating

Lincoln, NE

your amplifier is happy with, the specs don't
mean very much. As you note, listening is
the key, as it is with any speaker purchase.
But in this case you should not merely listen
for "good" sound but for the closest match

to your existing speakers. If your primary
speakers are still on the market, go to a store
26
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Keeping Noise Out
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screen size? Or what?

VAFA YAZDANI

AA video display device's resolution is a
measure of the picture's sharpness, and
this is an area where there's a lot of hype
and a lot of misunderstanding. Test generators use pairs of alternating black and white
lines to determine resolution; the more lines

Introducing SoundWorks
By Henry Moss.
We'll get right to the point.
SoundWorks - our new amplified
speaker system may well be the most
exciting product ever designed by
Henry Kloss - and the most affordable.
Never before has so much high quality,
wide -range, natural, "big" sound come from
such a small, affordable system. It is ideal for
literally hundreds of applications, and
thousands of people.
SoundWorks consists of a pair of
satellite speakers (app. 3 1/2" x 3 1/2"
x 3 1/2") and a compact, powered
subwoofer cabinet that encloses a 4"
woofer, a 3 -channel amplifier,
equalization and crossover electronics,
as well as a control panel.

The Applications.
Because of its small size and price, and
tecause of its magnetically shielded satellites,
SoundWorks is ideal for use as a multimedia
speaker with any computer (it sounds far
better tLan any we've heard designed for that
use). It its easily into smaller rooms - like
kitchens, dens, dorms and bedrooms.
Its 12-v3lt capabilities make it perfect for
boats, campers and cars. And it's small
enough to pack in a suitcase, so you
:an travel with it.

The Price.
You can buy SoundWorks only

$199
Not including CD player

The Satellites.
The small satellites are magnetically
shielded so they can be used very close to a
TV or computer monitor. They contain a
remarkable 2" speaker driver with a longthrow/wide-range design that reproduces
high and mid frequencies all the way down
to 150 Hz, without the need for a "midrange"
driver. You can order SoundWorks with
satellites finished black, or in "computer beige." The satellites can be used as is, hung
on walls using their back -panel keyhole slot,
used with their supplied mini -stands, or they
can be attached to a computer monitor with
their velcro kit (supplied).

The Subwoofer.
The subwoofer cabinet (a little bigger than
a shoe box: 5" x 8" x 9") reproduces only
non -directional bass so it can be placed in
out-of-the-way places - on the floor behind
your TV set, under your computer desk, or in
back of furniture. It contains a 3 -channel
amplifier that's been precisely tailored to
match the speaker drivers. Its control panel
includes a stereo mini -jack input for
connecting to a computer or a portable CD
player, a "set and forget" bass level control,
and connecting terminals for the satellite

"This is the best $199 you
can spend on yourself."
PC Magazine

"SoundWorks has the most
natural musical timbre."
The New York Times

"really amazing...exceptionally
good...sounds terrific"
Audio Magazine

factory -direct from Cambridge
SoundWorks. Because we eliminate expensive middlemen, we can sell SoundWorks for

only $199. We haven't heard a system for
anywhere near its price that we think sounds
nearly as good. Period.

30 -Day Risk -Free Audition.
With our 30 -day risk -free home audition,
you can listen to SoundWorks the right way
- in your home, with your music. If you

aren't happy, return it within 30 days for a
full refund. We even reimburse your original
UPS ground shipping charges in the
continental U.S.

For A Free Catalog, Call

speaker wires. It also has an input for a 12
volts -so you can plug SoundWorks into the
cigarette lighter in your car or boat!

1-800-FOR-HIFI

The Sound.

W Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

"Amazing." "Remarkable." "Unbelievable."
These are the words used by leading
members of the audio press at the unveiling
of SoundWories. In terms of frequency range,
tonal balance. stereo imaging and overall
sound, SoundWorks compares very favorably
with component music systems costing far
more. It just doesn't seem possible that a
system so small could produce a sound so
"big." But it does.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California Street, Suite 102 JUN. Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

®IL
Cambridge SoundWorks.
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that can be discerned in a given area, the
better the resolution. In the vertical direc-

Japan, the line voltage is 100 volts, not 120,
and that may have adverse effects as well.

tion, resolution is determined by the number

On the positive side, however, a lot of

of scanning lines in the television system

equipment is designed for the international
market and intended to work with a wide
range of voltages and both standard line frequencies. If yours is doing okay, you don't

(525 in North America, with about 480 used

for picture information, which defines the
theoretical maximum vertical resolution).
Horizontal luminance resolution - which
is what everybody quotes - is related to the

TV's luminance bandwidth, or high -frequency response. It's the maximum number

of vertical black and white line pairs that
can be distinguished across a portion of the
screen as wide as the screen is high. There
are lots of sets out there that claim (most
rather optimistically) resolution on the order

of 800 to 900 lines, as you note, but those
specs are meaningless except perhaps as indicators of high -quality design, since no signal sources today come anywhere close to

that resolution. The best is the laserdisc,
with a bit over 400 lines; digital satellite services claim about that much as well.
And, yes, a smaller screen will probably
seem crisper than a larger one with identical

- or even better - resolution, as long as
Now -Remote speakers without unsightly wire.
New -Nearly invisible -a mere ten
thousandths of an inch thick. 18 gauge wire
tape is a great alternative to running thick
speaker wire up your wall. Simply prep, peel,
stick and paint over.
Save -Hundreds of dollars over the cost of
in -wall installation of speaker wire.
Easy -This process makes easy work of hiding speaker wire.
Learn -What custom installers don't want you
to find out, how easy and inexpensive you can
install your own speaker wire for surround
sound theater for your home.
Simply -Run speaker wire under carpet or
around edges of rooms to the place where
you want to go up the wall. At this point, connect Wire Tape speaker wire and follow easy
installation guide.

J1N 16 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Taperm 61.95
with 8 copper, spring loaded,
quick disconnect wire connectors
and 8 rubber insulated covers.

II

258 25 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape.
$19.95
(Connectors sold separately.
#808)
508 50 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape.
$39.95
(Connectors sold separately.
#808)

0 8 copper, spring loaded, quick
disconnect wire connectors
and rubber insulated covers.

you view them from the same distance.

need to worry.

Radioactive CD's?
IMy CD player has worked beautifully
since I bought it, but I recently moved to
an apartment located 200 or 300 yards
from two huge radio towers. Ever since the
move, I can't get any sound from my player,

although it does everything else it always
did. I've taken it to other places, and it has
worked fine. A couple of audio shops have
said that nothing is wrong with it. Could the
signal from those towers be interfering with
some component in my player?
CASEY COENEN

Rudolph, WI
AI doubt it very much. Nearby radio transmitters can cause all sorts of interference

problems with audio systems - typical-

To Foam or Not to Foam
I have an old pair of speakers in which
the foam around the woofers is badly
/1 torn and the passive radiators have all
but rotted out. I'm not sure whether to repair or replace the speakers. What are the
pros and cons of having them repaired?
RICHARD D.

Jos

Santa Fe, NM

ly ghostly voices mingling with the music or

unpleasant buzzes and other noises. I've
never encountered a complete shutdown,
though. My guess, especially as you've recently moved, is that something has gone

awry with the connection between your
player and the rest of your system. The fault
might be in the cables, although it's unlikely
fail simultaneous-

ly. To isolate where the problem lies, try
feeding the CD player to another input, such

AAssuming you can find someone who
will do the repairs, the main advantage is

usually cost. In most cases, it's simply
cheaper to fix something than to replace it.
And if the repair is done properly, you can
continue to enjoy the sound you are used to
(if you didn't like it, presumably you wouldn't be considering the repair).
Depending on the age and distinctiveness
of your speakers, however, the materials and

as a tape loop, or feeding something like a
tape deck to the input you are now using for
CD playback.

Clicking CD Player
When / wake up and can't get back to
sleep, I play an LP on my old turntable.

and then listen to some new speakers to de-

0 Usually, I'm asleep before the side ends,
and the turntable comes to a silent stop. I'd
like to do the same thing with CD's, but my
player makes a loud clicking noise when a
disc comes to an end, and it wakes me up.
Can a CD player be programmed to come
to a silent stop? And if not, are there other
models that don't have this problem?

cide whether it's worth the difference to

JOHN HENRY JORDAN

techniques used to repair them may not
match the originals exactly. That may affect
the sound or it may not, but by the time you

find out you will have incurred the cost.
Maybe the best bet is to get some quotes

Beaumont, TX

trade up instead of repairing.

$5.95

Using Equipment Overseas

Free Information packet with sample.

/ am stationed with the Army in Japan,
and I have several pieces of audio equip-

Cheek/Money OrOr

1.1all

0 ment designed to operate at 120 volts

and 60 Hz. The frequency here is 50 Hz. Will
running the equipment at the lower frequenDANIEL BELK
cy damage it in any way?

Camp Zama, Japan

Add S4 .r shipping (CA residents add applicable sales tax.)

To order, call toll -free

1-800-771-4063
1YVV IIIRC ITA\PCT.

be able to filter out 50 -Hz hum, for instance,
and motors may run slow. Also, in much of

640 N. Cypress SL, Orange, CA 92007
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programmed out; take the player to a
service shop to see if there is something
amiss that could be repaired. Otherwise,
there are lots of CD players on the market
that don't have this annoying habit - just
make sure you listen to the end of a disc in
the store. In my experience, portables tend
to be pretty quiet.

AThe lower line frequency is unlikely to
damage the equipment, but it may cause
some unpleasant audible effects. Equipment designed for 60 -Hz operation may not

World Patent Rights Pending.

AI'm not sure what could be causing such
a loud noise, but I doubt that it could be
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If you have a question about audio,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

Carver separates. The essence of total control.
Enticed by the sweetness of separates for your
home theater system?
But a nightmare image of a baziliion boxes and
unruly wires has given you the heebie jeebies?
R -e -l -a -x.

Now you can obtain a powerful home theater
command center, combining the musical brilliance of separates with the ease of a receiver, all
in one versatile package: Carver's CT -27v Dolby

Pro Logic" A/V Preamplifier/Tuner.
The CT -27v pairs flawless sound with excep-

tional Dolby processing, including a generous
selection of DSP effects (wait 'til you experience
an old movie like Casablanca on our "Matrix"

mode), yet without the extraneous gimmicks
that undermine aural integrity.
When matched with a Carver amplifier
(models from basic stereo to multi -channel),
the CT -27v lets you direct power to any array of
speaker combinations -a task for which a mere
receiver is woefully undermanned. So you'll
achieve wider frequency response and have the
dynamic headroom necessary for those explosive moments in great movie soundtracks.
In sum: the CT -27v is the heart (and soul) of
the most uncompromising home theater system.
For more of the story, contact Carver today for a
feature length brochure.

CARVER
Powerful Musical Accurate

CARVER CORP(471OV. N.O. 110X 1737 tINVIVOOD, Wi 981146 82,6, 775.13)2
f`. 1994 Cariv-r Corporation

Distributed trr Coact& by Evouttiou ALM.. Onkvili,. Ontarig (416)847.8888
Dolby Fro Lope" is a regi.-ered trolmar* of Dolby Labs Licensing Corp.
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BY KEN C. POHLMANN

Technologically
Driven

metal -plastic -metal sandwich material selected because it has better sound -absorb-

ing abilities than conventional stamped
steel. The fuel -intake system uses a special high -flow conical air cleaner to re-

phone is available - providing a wireless
example of audio engineering. But still
more audio technology extends its utility.
In particular, the phone is voice -activated
and employs a noise -canceling micro-

duce noise levels in this traditionally

phone that's mounted in the overhead

noisy component, and a resonator is built

console; the microphone is directionally

henever I go to a cocktail Pao),

into the intake to reduce noise further.

two things invariably happen.
First, someone asks me what I

optimized for the driver. Calls can be

The firewall side of the alternator is heavily reinforced for noise reduction. Farther

routed through the handset or the sound
system. To program the phone, you enter

do for a living. I used to answer
that I was an audio engineer, but
I always got a puzzled look, and
the conversation quickly bogged down. I

down the drive train, the front -wheel -

the phone number on a keypad. A synthe-

drive transaxle was designed with an alu-

sized voice asks you to pronounce the

minum case and reinforced to reduce

could never adequately summarize the
great diversity of the audio engineering

was modified to reduce resonances.

name associated with the number you've
just entered. When you reply, the system
asks you to repeat the name so it can veri-

profession. I recently found a solution to
my problem, however. Whenever I go to
a party, I now carry a picture of a 1995
Lincoln Continental with me. When the
question arises, I whip out the picture.

naturally offers a premium -grade sound
system. The large -bezel head unit is new
for 1995, and when it's teamed with the
optional JBL audio system, total system
power is 145 watts. There are six speakers: two 51/2 -inch coaxials in the front

You see, the new Continental is a
sleek, mobile example of what modem
audio engineering is all about. Almost
everything about the car, from its oil pan
to its antenna, incorporates the diverse

noise, and the engine/transaxle interface

Given its quiet ride, the Continental

doors, a pair of 51/2 x 71/2 -inch full -range

drivers in the rear doors, and two 6 x 9 inch woofers in the rear package tray. The

expertise of many audio engineers.

The Continental's engineering story
begins with its basic structural design.
Ribs are stamped into the main floor panel in such a way as to minimize vibration

and resonance. Some of the canted and
vertical panels are stamped with a series
of closely spaced dimples (called bubble -

beads) to dampen the panels without
adding thickness. The hood, deck lid, and

front fenders are reinforced with fiberglass. A metal damper was added to the
windshield header area to reduce interior
noise by 4 dB. The doors employ interior
sound -damping materials; sources of resonance were located by scanning prototype door skins with laser -holographic interferometry, and damping is applied at

The 1995 Lincoln
Continental is a sleek,

mobile example of
what modern audio

engineering is all about.

fy its analysis of your voice. When the
analysis is complete, it plays back its recording of the voice command. Thereafter, when you say the name, the system
will recognize it and dial the appropriate

phone number. In other words, speech
synthesis, solid-state digital audio recording and playback, and speech recognition
are all used in this car.

In some cases, too much technology
can be a bad thing. With too many com-

plex features to keep track of, a driver
may scarcely have time to glance at the
road. To help prevent that, the Continen-

tal has its own integrated twisted -pair
41.6-kilobaud databus, a kind of local area network that runs throughout the car,
interconnecting various devices. Some of
the audio components converse over this
bus. For example, incoming or outgoing
phone calls automatically mute the radio

or pause CD or tape playback. Playback

resumes at the previous volume level
when the call ends. In addition, the volume of the hands -free telephone automat-

rear -door speakers are positioned for opti-

ically adjusts to the user's normal phone

mal sound quality, but because they are

voice.

close to the front seats, the signal to them

is delayed digitally to improve front

Leaving no audio aspect unexamined,
the Continental's designers analyzed the

imaging. Digital signal processing, which

sound that the doors and trunk make

There is a continuous airflow exit built in-

provides five sound -field settings, also
performs parametric equalization, tone
control, stereo demultiplexing, distortion

to the rear bumper to reduce air turbulence and the resulting noise. Even the

limiting, and other functions.
For convenience, the head unit's multi-

climate -control system was redesigned to
reduce air -turbulence noise.
The Continental is powered by the new
32 -valve InTech V-8 engine; it, too, was

function buttons are lighted differently
depending on whether the CD, tape, or

when they're closed, then re -engineered
them to produce a more solid, more robust sound. Similarly, the click sounds of
interior switches were analyzed and improved. Even the window and seat motors
were tuned to impart a quiet but reassuringly durable sound. Clearly, the domain
of audio engineering ranges far and wide.
The second thing that happens to me at
cocktail parties is that people ask me, if I
like Continentals so much, why don't I
drive one? To answer that, I put the picture back into my wallet and show them
the empty space where the money is sup-

critical locations. The doors are also
tripled -sealed to help prevent the intru-

sion of outside wind and road noise.

designed with noise and vibration in

tuner is being played, and the six -disc CD
changer is mounted in the passenger compartment. The radio antenna is concealed

mind. For example, an acoustic fiberglass

in the rear -window glass to eliminate

blanket is placed in the valley between
the fore and aft cylinder banks of the V-8

wind noise, and the tuner circuitry is located in the trunk, near the antenna, for

engine block to reduce noise levels. In

optimal signal reception.

addition, the engine's oil pan is made of a
30
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As with most luxury cars, a cellular

posed to go.

Startling research
suggests that many
jazz aficionados
own a TV

Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options
SubSat Three -Piece Systems
Tiny satellite and big theater
sound.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR
Audiophile sound quality with
video flexibility.

Boston/THX
Dubbing studio quality sound.

This may be hard to believe.
But, many Miles fans are

into Demi Moore flicks. And
several of the Charlie Parker

faithful live for sci-fi action
adventures. Enter Lynnfield VR.

The first and only audiophile
speakers perfect for home
theater. To accomplish this,

we borrowed technology
from our much -lauded $5000/
pair Lynnfield Series Speakers.

Like our patented anodized

aluminum dome tweeter with
AMD, DCD bass units, bypass
capacitor crossovers and heavy

windowpane -braced cabinets. Hear Lynnfield VR at

your local Boston Acoustics
dealer. Because our research

indicates that you most likely
own a TV, too.

LynnfieldVR

II

This Lynnfield VR home theater includes
two shielded VR40 speakers, a VR12
center channel speaker, a VR500
subwoofer and VRS dipole surrounds.

BostonAcoustics
70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940 617-592-9000

TECHNICALTECHNICRLIALK
BY JULIAN HIRSCH
make a good judgment of component

Reading the Wail
fie of in) best sources of inspiration

for this column is the mail from
readers. Unfortunately, many of

0

quality (especially of speakers, which are
ultimately responsible for all the sound,
good or bad, that we hear). I would say
that a store demo should be taken with a

degree of skepticism. but there are no

these letters ask specific questions

hard and fast rules. Ultimately, you have
to depend on your own taste and the (one

about various products (usually

hopes) informed opinion of someone

ones that I have not reviewed). Oh-

more knowledgeable than yourself.

\ iously, I cannot give my opinion of a
product I have not used or tested. And
even if it has been reviewed, there is
rarely anything substantive that I could
add to the printed report.

Nevertheless. I read all the letters and

Actually, loudspeakers are relatively
easy to evaluate, because - unlike other
parts of a modem music system - they
have definite sound characteristics, for
better or worse. The electronic components are another matter. I do not mean to

appreciate the thoughts they offer. Al-

belittle the contribution of amplifiers or

though I cannot answer any mail unless a
stamped, self-addressed envelope is included, I would like to comment here on
some matters of general interest.
One reader makes the seemingly

CD players, but for all practical purposes
they should not, and do not, contribute

heretical claim that his midprice system
provides better than live sound. His. fa-

in any significant degree to the overall
sound quality (unless they are defective
or misbehaving in some way).
Another reader raises a question that I
thought had long ago been laid to rest. He

is typically performed in a club or festival

Most home listening

made recording, minus the extraneous
sounds and distractions of the original

is at a surprisingly

performance, can be more satisfying from
a listening standpoint.

low average power level

For that sort of listening experience,
the nitpicking that often goes into the selection of components may be unwarranted. All that is required is a good system
that sounds "right," and it is even possible

- perhaps a watt or
less in many situations.

that a high -end system could be less
pleasing (especially the speakers) than a
more modest group of components. This
reader also takes exception to my oft -giv-

en advice to audition various speakers
when making that important decision,
pointing out correctly that speakers certainly will not sound the same in an in-

claims to have discovered that the standard for amplifier power ratings, long ago
established by an FTC ruling, is no longer
being applied as required. His evidence is
that in a dealer showroom two different

receivers with the same power rating.
played through the same pair of speakers.

prefers to depend on published reviews
(specifically ours) and his own judgment,

the past twenty years, I would say his

did not produce an adequate level in an
A/B test ("terribly weak" was his description). As he put it, "I've heard 45 -watt receivers, and those weren't 45 watts no

choices have been wise.

matter what the salesman said."

Would I recommend that practice to
everyone? Not without qualification. It

I'm not sure how he came to that conclusion. It certainly would be convenient
if I could measure power capability by

depends on your degree of involvement
with high-fidelity reproduction and your
exposure to different systems. Someone
who has never heard high -quality reproduced sound and the products that are
available to create it is in no position to
32
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First of all, most of our listening at
home is at a surprisingly low average
power level. If conversation in the same
room is a requirement, we are probably
talking about an average power of a watt
or less. Brief peaks may be several times
as large, but the main reason we should
have more powerful amplifiers is to deal
with the occasional peak that can reach
10, 20, or more watts (in extreme cases).
If that is the case, why do we need 50 and 100 -watt amplifiers? Frankly, most of

us probably do not, but the extra power
adds little to the cost of an amplifier or receiver and makes the product adaptable to
more severe situations. For example, in a
large room with absorbent surfaces and

relatively insensitive speakers, playing
highly dynamic music at something close
to a natural level can easily require peaks

much of my listening (often at background levels), I prefer a system with 100
watts or so for the times when I do need
the power.
This reader appears to have the impression that the power ratings of some of today's amplifiers are exaggerated (as was
often the case many years ago). Let me
say that I cannot recall a single one of the
hundreds of amplifiers I have tested in the
past ten or fifteen years that has failed to

meet its basic power ratings. My correspondent will have to look elsewhere for

store demo as they would in his home. He

and, based on the speakers he has used for

phenomenon.

of 100 watts or more. Although I doubt
that I reach even a I -watt level during

setting with little of the attention to ultimate sound quality that goes into making
a good recording. Unquestionably. a well -

ity (or efficiency) is interchangeable with
actual wattage in determining acoustic
output level, I think he is having difficulty
in interpreting the audible effect of that

simply listening to an amplifier playing
music or speech through a speaker, but it
is not quite that easy!
Although my correspondent indicates
that he is aware that loudspeaker sensitiv-

the cause of the anemic sound he experienced in that dealer's showroom.
The historical problem with exaggerat-

ed output claims, which my correspondent suspected of being responsible for
the effect he observed, was a product of
the power race in hi-fi advertising about

twenty-five or thirty years ago. Some
manufacturers would seek a competitive

advantage by claiming vastly inflated
power capabilities for their amplifiers. In
1974, the Federal Trade Commission established guidelines for rating amplifiers,
and since then all home audio amplifiers
have been measured by the same rules,
which were later incorporated in the current EIA amplifier -measurement standard.

That development effectively put an end
to wildly inflated power ratings, at least in
the realm of home component audio.
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TEST UNITS
bass distortion. The AR -1 set new
standards for low -distortion, deep -bass

reproduction (down to 30 Hz or below) from a "bookshelf" speaker.
Several years later, AR introduced a

more advanced acoustic -suspension
speaker, the AR -3. Based on an improved bass driver teamed with the
world's first dome drivers (a 11/2 -inch
midrange unit and a 3/4 -inch tweeter),
the AR -3 solved the problem of achiev-

ing midrange and treble performance
that could match its bass standards. In
1967 the AR -3 was upgraded to the
AR -3a, which for many years was a
recognized standard for quality sound
in the home.

Over the years, AR has changed
ownership a couple of times. Today it
is a division of IJI (International Jensen, Incorporated), which is seeking to
restore the AR name to its early glory
with a series of speakers designed in
the company's grand tradition of providing true musicality with the deep,
low -distortion bass characteristic of a
good acoustic -suspension woofer.

Acoustic Research AR 303

The AR 303 is the flagship of that
line. It is almost exactly the same size
as the AR -3a and has essentially the
same driver complement, although the

Loudspeaker System

drivers are all newly designed for
much better performance than was
possible with the technology of the

JULIAN HIRSCH HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES
Have you ever felt nostalgic about

a car you bought more than

with an 8 -inch midrange/tweeter. The
woofer cone's restoring force was sup-

twenty-five years ago, which at
the time provided the last word

plied largely by the compression of

in driving Pace, comfort, and performance? Suppose its manufac-

herently nonlinear physical suspension, eliminating a major source of

turer built a 1995 version using an almost identical design with some improvements made possible by technological advances. How would you like
to make a side -by -side comparison between the two? I have had the pleasure

the air in the cabinet, instead of an in-

DIMENSIONS
15 INCHES WIDE, 25 INCHES HIGH,
I I INCHES DEEP

WZIONT

thing I could have hoped for.

FINISH

Henry Kloss. Their initial product, the
AR -1 loudspeaker, featured a simple
yet revolutionary design consisting of
a very compliant, long -throw "acoustic -suspension" woofer, in a relatively
small, tightly sealed enclosure, paired

changed slightly, from 550 Hz and 6.5

kHz to 650 Hz and 5.5 kHz. In the
AR -3a the midrange and high -frequency drivers were mounted diago-

of doing just that, not with a car but
with a loudspeaker, and it was every-

In 1954, Acoustic Research (AR)
was founded by Edgar Villchur and

1960's. It has a 12 -inch woofer, a 11/2 -

inch dome midrange driver with the
distinctive "fried -egg" appearance of
the original (it's protected by a metal
grille), and a 3/4 -inch dome tweeter.
The crossover frequencies have been

54 POUNDS

BLACK OR WALNUT VENEER

nally across the upper part of the
speaker panel, but in the AR 303 they

are vertically aligned on one side of
the panel (unlike the AR -3a, the AR
303 is made in mirror -image pairs).

The AR -3a had adjustable level
controls for its midrange and high -frequency drivers, with a range from ful-

ly off to maximum. In contrast, the
PRICE
$1,200 A PAIR

MANUFACTURER
ACOUSTIC RESEAR II. DEPT. SR, 535 GETTY
CT., SUITE A, BENICIA, CA 94510

AR 303 has no level adjustments. Although the two speakers are very nearly the same size and weight, the AR
303 has about 15 percent greater internal volume.

There are other differences as well. 6
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The AR 303's sensitivity is rated at 85
dB, about 4 dB less than the AR -3a,
and its specified bass response extends

a bit lower than the older speaker's.
But the real goal of today's AR designers was to provide the essential

impedance was a maximum of 13.7

sic that included the lowest frequen-

ohms at 37 Hz, with a smaller peak to

cies (down to the 20- to 30 -Hz region)

8 ohms at 400 Hz, and was about 4
ohms or slightly less over the rest of

- ideal demo material for evaluating
subwoofers. It was not much of a sur-

the audio range.

prise to find that, like its predecessors,
the AR -303 does not need a subwoof-

Interesting as the measurements

sound quality of the AR -3a in a modern high-performance speaker system.

were, the real test was in the listening.
With the speakers side by side and the

er at all, unless you are more con-

We were very interested in determining how close they came to that
goal. To that end, we are indebted to
collector Thomas Tyson for the loan
of a pair of virtually mint -condition
AR -3a speakers for comparison with
the new models, both in listening and

AR-3a's midrange and treble level

than with what the music sounds like.
The AR 303 can deliver a clean, ear popping output all the way down to 20
Hz; when we added a subwoofer the
result was merely a stronger skin massage from the bottom octave.

measurement. In addition, I could not
resist bringing my own vintage AR -1
(circa 1955) out of retirement, at least
for measurement purposes, even
though all it shares with the others is
the basic woofer design.
Not surprisingly, there were more
similarities than differences between

the AR -3a and the AR 303. In fact,
their composite response curves (a
close-miked bass measurement spliced
to a room -response measurement
made with a sweeping warble tone and

averaged from the two speakers at a

single microphone position) were
amazingly alike. The AR 303 had significantly flatter response at the high
frequencies, however, about 3 to 5 dB
stronger than the AR -3a above 6 kHz.
Quasi-anechoic MLS frequency -response measurements brought the differences between the two speakers in-

controls at maximum (the settings we
had used during measurements), we

listened to a variety of music while
switching between the two speakers.
There was no doubt that the two were
close relatives in the bottom octaves.
In fact, there was little or no audible
difference between them in the deep
bass. At first, however, the AR -3a was

cerned with shaking the room walls

We used the AR 303 placed on a

midrange controls to their midpoints
(probably the recommended "flat" set-

low stand (as recommended) and several feet from any walls. I suspect that
this speaker may require more careful
placement than most to avoid undue
bass heaviness. Certainly no other current full -range speaker that I know of
in the AR 303's size range can match

tings) corrected the imbalance and

its low -frequency capabilities.

produced a basically similar tonal balance from the two sets of speakers.
Further listening confirmed that the

The AR 303, with a pedigreed descent from the earliest acoustic -suspension loudspeakers, is not only a
fine reproducer, but a bargain as well.
The AR -3a sold for $500 a pair in

distinctly brighter than the AR 303.

Turning the AR-3a's tweeter and

two speakers sounded very much
alike. We did not attempt to stress the
AR -3a speaker unnecessarily, but it
was clearly performing as it did when
it left the old AR plant in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
We played some CD's of organ mu-

1969; the AR 303, in 1995, is priced at
$1,200 a pair. How many other things

(houses, cars, etc.) have only a little
more than doubled in price over the
past twenty-five years?

to stronger relief. The AR 303 was
smoother overall and had stronger output at the highest frequencies (from 10
to 20 kHz). On -axis at 1 meter its out-

put variation was ±1.5 dB from 300
Hz to 18 kHz, certainly among the
best responses we have yet measured
from a speaker.
The AR 303's woofer was true to its

heritage, producing only 5.5 percent
harmonic distortion at 20 Hz with a
90 -dB sound -pressure level (the AR 3a and my old AR -1 were in the same

range, generating around 6 percent
distortion). The measured sensitivities
of the two speakers were 88 dB for the
AR 303 and 90 dB for the AR -3a, reasonably close to their specified values.

The AR 303's impedance reached a
minimum of about 3.5 ohms at 85 Hz

and averaged 5 ohms or higher over
most of the audio range. The AR-3a's
34
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. Can I have your date of birth, sir? On your sixty-fifth birthday
the Sonix people, at no charge, will send a man over to remove the tweeters."
.

Exceptional perfi.rm Ince is what you look for in an
audio component Ex:eptional service is what you
expect from an et.diolrideo re -.ail spe:ia'ist. With

"Impeccably reliable. NAD under
promises aid over de ive'-s. They
pioneerec :he buildiig oloc< cor-

NAD, you g.e. bo:h.

cept, whicF lets ....our .systen g -ow

along with you aid puts technology
at your service. And, KAD is the
audiophile's choice, eAen wren Fe
or she is not on a bucget."
O'Meara
Ao;alute Sound
Winte- Park, F ori:a

Eery NAD audio ant home theater component is

dedicated to t.-inging you tt e mcs! cdvanced
performance the simplest wcy possible.
Performance tku!'s -to! measured LI the money
you spend, but NI tie value you receive

Every NAD reta le- is dedicated

he,ping you
build a home en!ertr.nment system ;hat's as much
about tomorrow as it is about today. Retailers who
see you not ,35 a cusbmer, but 75 a lirefong client

Lk WHERE THE

EPTIONAL

HE RULE
We've prepared a booklet pointing out the design

differences in p raeucts carried by audio/video
retail specialists that separates them from the
mainstream. IC! avoilcble from you' NAD dealer.
Oh, and while y-cu're there, you'd also discover you
won't have to spend much mo.-e for NAD high end

Writing in the February 1995 issue

of Stereo Review, -ethnical

components than you would for a mass market,

Editor David Ranada said "You'd

mid fi branc.

have to spend twice as much to get significantly

And that's really exceptional.

better than the AV -716's Dolby Pro Logic

For the name of the NAD retailer nearest

performance..." In addition to its sound, the

you, call l-800-265-4NAD.

review praised the 716 AV Receiver as being one

of the easiest to operate-an NAD hal mark.
NAD

Surouna Sow, Woe, AV 714

7LL

FP1

NAD

- 0 -IMAM /MOPS

ma

pure. and simple.
NAD USA

200 Williams Drive
Ramsey, NJ 07446
CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TEST NEPOBiS
At the same time, they typically offer
the full range of programming modes
and operating flexibility found in any
good single -play model.

The new Aiwa DX -C lOOM is the
latest hundred -disc changer to reach
us for testing. Though relatively inexpensive, light, and compact, it provides all the operating features one
could wish for. Its shape is suggestive
of a rather compact tower -format per -

he DX-C100M's

loading drawer can also
accept and play a
single CD, independent

of the discs that are

stored internally.
sonal computer, relatively high and
deep, with a narrow front panel. A
see-through vertical window on the
panel provides a view of the colorfully

illuminated disc stack and the mechanical action inside as discs are
moved between the playing position
and their storage slots.
The DX-ClOOM stores discs, stacked

horizontally, in a vertical magazine
about 10 inches high. To play a disc, a
shuttling mechanism inside the player

travels to the selected slot, removes

Aiwa 1E -C100111 Compact Disc Changer
JULIAN HIRSCH

HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

ompact disc changers have estabI ished themselves strongly in the

market by virtue of their excellent value, since they usually do
not sacrifice any significant element of performance to achieve
their automatic changing functions.

Most multidisc CD players are designed to provide several hours of es9
N

sentially uninterrupted playback. A
few go well beyond that function,
serving also as music libraries and
providing swift access to as many as a
hundred discs stored within the player.
36
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DIMENSIONS
83/8 INCHES WIDE, 131/4 INCHES HIGH,
141/2 INCHES DEEP

WEIONT
I4 POUNDS

PRICE
$650

MANUFACTURER
AIWA, DEPT. SR, 800 CORPORATE DR.,

MAHWAH, NJ 07430

the disc, and carries it to the playback

mechanism near the bottom of the
chassis. At the end of play, the process
is reversed.

During actual playback, the DX C 100M behaves much like any conventional single -play CD player. It is
programmable to play any sequence of
tracks, to a maximum of ninety-nine
selections, or to repeat any one disc or
all the discs indefinitely. It can also
play the tracks on a disc in random order or even discs and tracks in random

order, selecting a disc at random and
playing the tracks on it in random
order, then selecting another disc at
random, and so on. The DX-ClOOM's
slide -out disc drawer, used for loading

and unloading CD's, can also accept

To the eye, invisible.
To the ear, impossible.

Bose® Lifestyle Music And Home Theater Systems.
The New Standard In Audio.
It seems impossible. How can a room full of rich, lifelike stereo

sound come from a system as small as the one in this picture?
The answer is inside Lifestyle® music and home theater systems.

Bose patented technologies take everything good about the

Time magazine certainly did when it recently selected our
Lifestyle® 5 system as the only stereo on its Ten Best Products list.

But to believe the sound, you have to hear Lifestyle®
music and home theater systems yourself. To find out which

sound of a concert or movie, from the clarity of the music to the

Lifestyle® System is best for you, and for names of Bose retailers

excitement of sound effects. And re-create it from a system so

near you, call 1-800- 444-BOSE ext.543. Sometimes what

small, it's practically invisible in a room.

seems impassible really does exist!

That is, until you turn it on. Suddenly, speakers you may have

overlooked, and a music center that blends into your decor
(though it contains a CD player and tuner), beg to be noticed.

Better sound through reSEarel

TEST REPORTS
The Aiwa DX-ClOOM was able to
track through 1,000 -micrometer information -layer gaps without difficulty. A
gap of 1,250 micrometers occasionally

and play a single disc, independent of
those loaded into the magazine.

On the back of the player are the
standard audio output jacks as well as
an optical digital output and two pairs

resulted in a brief "tick," and larger

of input jacks marked AUX 1 and AUX

gaps could interrupt the playback

2. The inputs can be used to augment
those of an associated amplifier or receiver in need of more line -level input
jacks (typically identified as auxiliary
inputs). Additional signal sources at-

more seriously. This behavior is acceptable (no undamaged disc should
present any tracking problems), although some CD players can cope
with considerably larger interruptions.

tached to the DX -C lOOM's inputs can

The output voltage from a maxi-

be switched through it to the amplifier's CD inputs, in effect adding two
more auxiliary inputs to the system.

mum -level (0 -dB) signal was about
1.3 volts, considerably (about 4 dB)
below the nominally standard 2 volts,

Another way the auxiliary inputs

although this is unlikely to present any
problem in normal operation. Channel
separation, though not as great as with

can be used is to daisy -chain multiple

changers, connecting the outputs of

MEASUREMENTS

many other CD players, was more

one DX-ClOOM to the AUX 1 or AUX
1.28 volts

than sufficient for subjectively com-

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.05, -0.7 dB
Channel separation

plete isolation between channels.
Distortion (total harmonic distortion

2 input jacks on a second, and so on.
Each changer in the chain can be assigned its own unit number, enabling
you to operate all of the functions of
each one from a single remote control.
Not many of us will ever require play-

Maximum output level

back programming of 200 or 300

20 kHz

CD's, but should the need arise, this is

Signal-to-noise ratio (A-wtd)
Quantization noise
Dynamic range
Distortion

certainly the least expensive way to
satisfy it!

Besides the usual power switch and
transport controls, the DX-C100M's
front panel has ten numbered track/
disc selector buttons and a small button that sequentially switches the out-

put jacks between CD, Aux 1, and
AUX 2 signals. The panel also has a
small display window showing the
numbers of the disc and track being
played along with a twenty -track mu-

sic calendar for the disc currently

100 Hz
1 kHz

1 kHz at 0 dB

I kHz at -20 dB
20 H7 to 20 kHz at 0 dB

0.014%
0.007%
0.014 to 0.3%
+2 dB

Linearity error (at -90 dB)
Max. interchannel phase shift
Defect tracking
(Pierre Verany #2 test disc)

Impact resistance
Disc -change time
Track -change time

68.5 dB
71 dB
61.5 dB
80.4 dB
-78.5 dB
89.6 dB

1.5°

1,000 pm

A
22 seconds
see text

playing. The player's infrared remote
control duplicates all its front -panel

plus noise) was typically well below
the manufacturer's 0.03 -percent rating. A spectrum analysis of the output
from a 0 -dB, 1 -kHz recorded signal,
excluding noise from the measurement, showed distortion components
(principally third and fifth harmonics)
whose total rms value was 0.006 percent. Aiwa says the DX-C100M uses
1 -bit digital -to -analog (D/A) converters with four-times-oversampling digital filters, so we were not surprised to
find very good low-level linearity. The
output from a -80 -dB recorded signal

was within a fraction of a decibel of
its nominal value, although the error
increased to about 2 dB at the -90 -dB

level. Interchannel phase shift was
negligible.

Immunity to external shock and vibration was outstanding. No nonde-

functions and adds power, volume,
and "function" buttons for use with

intriguing to watch (and hear - it is
quite audible) as the shuttle mecha-

certain Aiwa audio systems.
The DX -C lOOM comes with a com-

nism goes to the selected slot (first returning the previous disc, if any, to its

prehensive instruction manual (in

rightful place) and carries the disc

The Aiwa DX-C100M is a well-

Spanish and French as well as English), which is fortunate, since it is
not always obvious from the control
markings how to go about using and
programming the changer. The sequence of button entries required to

down to the spindle before parking itself. One effect of all that activity is to
give the player an unusually long disc -

built, highly versatile CD changer with

program it differs from what we have

encountered on other CD changers,
but a bit of experience with the manual at hand should get you on the right
track pretty quickly.

The action in the disc magazine is
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change time - about 22 seconds -

structive impact we could apply to the

player's exterior by hand produced
any audible effect on the program.

more features than most of us would
ever be likely to need. Its price is attractive, and its compact dimensions

whether one selects an adjacent disc or
one at the other end of the magazine.
We also noted that in its normal programmed mode, even track changes
within the same disc could take several seconds. Unprogrammed operation
was as rapid and uncomplicated as one

could make it a logical choice in many
installations where some other mega -

could wish for, however.

yield substantial dividends.

changers might not fit easily. Like
many other products that offer unusual
or exceptional capabilities, it requires

some practice for most effective use.

In this case, that effort will surely

AMAZING NEW 3D SURROUND SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

NuReality is proud to introduce a

DISCOVER A NEW

revolutionary development in audio
technology- the Vivid 3DTM series

of sound

"I OILlikt 11401 h.Iit t

Ills Ils

all I can do is enjoy it and stop

enhancement

DIMENSION Of SOUND.

wondering how it was done."

products.

-Leonard Feldman,
Audio Magazinc'

Thanks to

patented SRS CIO® technology,
Vivid 3D systems retrieve ambient

information lost by traditional stereo

processing to create 3D surround

With a backlit LED

The Input Source control

indicator, the 3D Space

lets you select Mono when

40° ----

display shows you the
processing.

".

v .' 9

Bee Produo

11141119v....191v

Mono mode, the Vivid 31)
signal from a mono source,

The SRS On/Off

and then adds SRS 3D

control turns SRS

Vivid 3D products are easy to install

sound processing. In

processing on and off.

Stereo mode, the Vivid 3D
Studio creates SRS 3D

with your existing audio system. You
3D SouND

RH'

stereo source material. In
Sudio synthesizes a stereo

EASY TO INSTALL.

-J

material, and Stereo for

1994 Winner

sound from only 2 speakers.

ExPRIENa

using mono audio source

RETA4IL VISION.

current level of SRS

sound from a stereo

can use Vivid

3D products

to enhance virtually
any audio

source.

Center brings up the
information in the center
of a recording, such as a
lead soloist or vocalist.

Spate adjusts the width of

configuration-from

a sound image.

a portable CD player with only 2
speakers to a full 5 speaker surround

You can use the Vivid

sound system. In addition, Vivid 3D

31) Studio's built-in

Vivid 3D products employ

amplifier, or bypass the

award -winning SRS

products are fully compatible with

internal amplifier to use

technology licensed from

surround sound
technologies,

your existing amplifier

SRS Labs. This leading -

system.

edge sound technology
has earned the Mowing

such as Dolby

patents:

Pro Logic.®

U.S. Patent No. 4,841,572

U.S. Patent No. 4,748,669

The award -winning

Vivid 3D Plus adds a new
level of audio excitement to
portable and component
stereo systems.
SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE.

NuReality otkrs a complete family of
Vivid 3D products with prices starting

VIVID 3D Studio

under $100. To order or for more
information, call NuReality at:

1-800-501-8o86
4.14 s TERICAR

VISA

CIRCLE NO 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NUREALITY'
nom a review of the SRS ()
the Innovations award from the Internattor

"'This specially recorded CD recreates the experience of 3D sound from any CD player. The demo CD is available
for a $5.95 shipping and handling charge which can be fully credited toward the purchase of a Vivid 3D system.
This offer applies only to Vivid 3D products purchased directly from NuReality. International orders do not
include freight charges, duty or VAT.

nom the April 1992 issue of Audio Magazine. The Visid 3D sound enhancement system won the Retail Vision "Rest Product" award in May 1994, and
Electronics Shins in lune 1994. Cr 1995 NuRcality. All rights reserves. SRS is a registered trademark ,iISRS labs. All product names arc trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders. SR3

TEST UNITS
The OS -10 is a two-way system
with a 51/4 -inch polypropylene woofer

operating in a sealed enclosure. Niles
says the driver's stiff, light cone, pow-

erful magnet, and rigid steel basket
enable the large cone excursions necessary to produce satisfying bass output from a compact loudspeaker. The
woofer is teamed with a 1 -inch soft dome tweeter, with an unstated crossover frequency.
The OS -10's installation and operation manual is considerably more thor-

ough and informative than the scanty
information supplied with many loudspeakers. That is especially important
for a product that may be installed in a
variety of unconventional situations,
and the nineteen -page manual provides suggestions for various placement options. One novel feature is that
the speaker can be painted a different
color from its normal white. The manual is quite specific on this procedure,
which few of us normally attempt on
our speakers. It even indicates how to

Niles [MO Indoor/Outdoor

remove the perforated metal grille

Loudspeaker System

a bent paper clip to pry it loose. For
what it's worth, we tried the recommended procedure and found that an

JULIAN HIRSCH

(which is fastened much more securely than most speaker grilles) by using

HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Conventional loudspeakers are designed for use indoors, or at least
sheltered from the effects of out-

plied with a swiveling bracket for wall

fit through the grille openings. The

mounting. It is also equipped with
threaded inserts for other types of

side weather conditions. They

brackets. For use without the swiveling bracket, the bottom of the cabinet
has small rubber feet that protect the
supporting surface. The input connectors, recessed into the back of the en-

point of an awl loosened the grille easily, however.
Niles's specifications for the speaker include an 8 -ohm nominal imped-

could be seriously damaged, both
cosmetically and functionally, by

exposure to the elements. There are
times, however, when we would like
to enjoy music out of doors, a desire
that has given rise to a broad category

of speakers referred to as weather-

closure, are gold-plated five -way binding posts, mounted upside down to exclude water from the connection point.

proof or "indoor/ outdoor" speakers.

A recent addition to this family of
products is the Niles OS -10, designed
to serve as part of a multiroom music

system as well as in marine applications. The OS -10 has been designed to

withstand extended exposure to rain,
sun, snow and ice, salt water, and ultraviolet (solar) radiation, among other
things. Its enclosure is molded of non -

resonant, mineral -filled white polypropylene, completely sealed to exclude moisture. The cabinet is wedgeshaped to fit into corners and is sup40

ordinary paper clip was too flexible to
do the job, but a large clip would not
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DIMENSIONS
83/8 INCHES WIDE, 11 INCHES HIGH,
63/4 INCHES DEEP

WEIGHT
6V2 POUNDS

PRICE
$380 A PAIR

MANUFACTURER
NI --ES AUDIO, DEPT. SR, 12331 S.W. 130r0 ST..

MIAMI, FL 33186

ance, a sensitivity of 89 dB sound pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter on -axis with 2.83 volts input of pink noise,
and a frequency response of 100 Hz to

20 kHz ±3 dB. The OS -10 is recommended for use with amplifiers rated
at 5 to 100 watts per channel.
Wall mounting, recommended by
the manufacturer, was not feasible for
us, since we have to move the speakers about for different measurements.
We therefore tested the Niles OS -10
speakers in a conventional placement,
about 30 inches off the floor and 2 or 3

feet from the wall behind them and
from the side walls.

A composite of the averaged room
response of both speakers and a close- 9,
miked measurement of the woofer re-

sponse produced a curve that was 6

BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 1 -800 -USA -ARMY

Definitive's
BP 10 &BP20
Win AudioVideo
GrandPrix Award!
- Audio Video International

Experience the miracle of bipolar technology
when you hear the absolute sonic superiority
of Definitive's revolutionary BPS, 10 & 20
The Ultimate Home Theater

"Truly Outstanding"

Combine the BP8s, lOs or 20s with
our C/L/R 1000, Cl or Cl jr. center
channel, BPI or BP2 bipolar surround
speakers and optional PowerField
subwoofer for the ultimate in sound
for music and home theater.

- Stereo Review
Our double Speaker -of -the -Year

triumph is absolutely unprecedented. But of course, Definitive is the
leader in high -end loudspeakers
and our BP8, BP1O and BP20 are

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority

sonically superior to any conventional speaker, regardless of cost.
These American -made, advanced
technology bipolar (front and rear
radiating) systems combine lush
spacious soundstaging, lifelike

Stereo Review "Showstoppers" and
"Expert Dream System"
Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year

CES Design & Engineering Awards
Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

depth -of -field, razor-sharp resolution and pinpoint 3-D imaging with
powerful subwoofer-like bass (to
below 20 Hz), high efficiency, wide
dynamic range and easy -to -position

convenience. The dramatic result is
superb music and movie reproduction so real that it has been called,
"an incredible sonic miracle!"

Experts agree that Definitive's complete bipolar home theater systems, built around our bipolar towers, are "brilliant...
astounding... clearly the best sounding systems available."
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

nitive Technolo
11105 Valley Heights Drive Baltimore, MD 21117
See our dealer list on page 44
(410) 363-7148

Definitive Technology®
Authorized Dealers
A6- Alaska Audio Juneau. HbitVs: Fairbanks. Pyramid An-

chorae

Ai- CgoheMs El actronics Montgomery. Kinkaid's TV
Tuscaloosa. Arius Audio: Brrringnam

TEST MPS

I- Custom AN. Little Rock

Jerry's A uc io Video: Phoenr.:, Tucson
- Access to Music Larkspur. Accurate AN So. Lake Tahoe
udio Concepts Long Beacn, San Gabriel. Bay Area Audio.

completely consistent with what we
heard from them, as well as conforming to the manufacturer's specifica-

at most other frequencies the imped-

tions. The response was a very smooth

With an input of 3.2 volts (equivalent

±3.5 dB from 80 Hz to 20 kHz. The

to a 90 -dB SPL) the bass distortion

crossover frequency to the tweeter appeared to be in the neighborhood of 3
kHz, although there was no unambigu-

was between 0.4 and 0.8 percent from
150 Hz to 1.3 kHz, reaching 1.5 per-

ous evidence of this in the test data.

steadily below 150 Hz to 7 percent at
60 Hz and 10 percent at 50 Hz.
In pulse power tests with single -cycle tone bursts, the woofer cone bottomed at an input of 160 watts at 100
Hz. At higher frequencies our amplifier clipped before the speakers distorted severely, at outputs of 350 watts at

The bass response fell off at 12 dB per
octave below approximately 130 Hz.
Quasi-anechoic MLS measurements

of the OS -10's frequency response
yielded unusually flat curves from 300
Hz to 13 kHz, with an on- axis varia-

tion of less than ±2 dB over that
range. At 45 degrees off the system's
axis, the response began to slope off
above 13 kHz, reaching -20 dB at 20
kHz. We were interested to find that

our frequency and polar response
measurements agreed quite closely

ance was 8 ohms or higher.

Sensitivity was 89 dB, as rated.

cent at 2 kHz. The distortion rose

1 kHz and 735 watts at 10 kHz.

Listening tests confirmed that the
Niles OS -10 is considerably more than
a limited -purpose all-weather speaker

(albeit a very good one). Despite its
bass limit of 80 to 100 Hz (depending

with the manufacturer's data despite
the different test environments. The
OS -10 had a very constant group delay, varying only about ±100 micro-

on how you wish to define it), the
speaker was not at all bass -shy. Its

seconds over the full audio range

size and cost. Teamed with a good

above about 500 Hz.
The system's impedance reached its
maximum of just under 50 ohms at the

sound quality was above average for
conventional speakers of comparable

The minimum of about 6 ohms oc-

subwoofer, it left little to be desired in
overall system performance. The OS 10 is a very good small speaker in its
own right, with the bonus of weatherproof construction and exceptional in-

curred between 200 and 300 Hz, and

stallation flexibility.

bass resonance frequency of 105 Hz.
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Definitive Technology®

Definitive's
PowerField 1500

Wins the
Subwoofer of
the Year Award

Our extraordinary new PowerField' 1500 features

a 250 -watt RMS amp, fully adjustable electronic
crossover and massive 15 -inch driver for only $995
"Showstoppers" - Stereo Review

Perfect Bass for Your System

Definitive's PowerField 1500 has
triumphed, winning Subwoofer of
the Year in the Audio Video Grand
Prix. We set out to build the world's
finest sounding subwoofers, and we
have done it. Experts agree that we
have achieved the perfect synergy
of powerful, earth -shaking bass for

To ensure optimum performance
in your home, the PowerFields have
high and low level inputs and outputs,
adjustable high pass, low pass and
volume controls (plus phase controls
for the PF 1500 and 1800) to guarantee
perfect blending with any system and
superior bass response in any room.

home theater and a refined and
expressive musicality.
All three Definitive powered sub woofers feature our PowerField
Technology, monocoque cabinets,
high -power high -current amplifiers,
fully adjustable electronic crossovers and massive 15" or 18" drivers.
The result is the absolute ultimate in
subwoofer performance, awesome
bass which thunders down below
15 Hz, yet retains complete musical
accuracy for your total enjoyment.

Super Subwoofers from $699
Three extraordinary Definitive
powered subwoofers are now available: the PowerField 15 (185 -watts
RMS, 15 -inch at $699), PowerField
1500 (250 -watts RMS, 15 -inch at $995)
and PowerField 1800 (500 -watts RMS,
18 -inch at $1599). Hear them today!

Definitive Technology®
Our Audio Video Grand Prix and CES Design & Engineering
Award winners deliver ultimate bass performance to you.
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

11105 Valley Heights Drive Baltimore, MD 21117
See our dealer list on facing page (410) 363-7148

TEST REPORTS

tion of the system on the handful of ti-

Enlightened Audio Designs TheaterlVaster

tles available so far. For more everyday fare, the TheaterMaster's Pro Log-

Surround -Sound Processor

ic decoder uses the same Zoran signal processor chip as its AC -3 decoder.
The TheaterMaster has no video cir-

DAVID RANADA

transmission through a standard
SPDIF digital interface. EAD thought-

cuitry or video switching capability,
nor does it provide an on -screen display or headphone output. But video
switching can be handled by an EAD
accessory that is controlled through a
rear -panel multipin connector. The
processor does have balanced outputs
available for the main left and right
channels, a programmable AC outlet,
and the ability to control room lights
and other appliances via a supplied X-

fully supplied us with one of its

10 house -wiring interface.

T-8000 CD/laserdisc transports so

The highest of tech is packed into
the audio circuitry, which EAD says
incorporates hand -matched, select grade Burr -Brown PCM63 Series K
20 -bit D/A chips (that's a pedigree).
There is also an HDCD decoder chip
that processes HDCD-encoded CD's
(available only from Reference Recordings at present) and is said to act
at all times as an "ultra -high -quality"

TECHNICAL EDITOR

decoder, Enlightened Audio
Designs' TheaterMaster was

At present, however, that bit stream
can be obtained only from a laserdisc
player with an AC -3 RF output attached to the TheaterMaster through

for months the item on our test -

a special RF demodulator that extracts

report schedule that we were
most eager to see come through the
door. A lot of that interest arose from
our desire to put AC -3 through its
paces at last, but the TheaterMaster
actually offers a great deal more than
just that one capability. In addition to

the AC -3 signal and formats it for

Pro Logic as well as AC -3 decoding,
the TheaterMaster can also function as

laserdiscs are just starting to come to
market, so we had to base our evalua-

A, the first product to incorporate a Dolby Surround AC -3

equipped as well as a prototype of its
SmartCable demodulator circuit. AC -3

an audio source switcher and as a
high -end digital -to -analog (D/A) con-

verter - among the first to incorporate a decoder for Pacific Microsonics'
widely touted HDCD system.
The TheaterMaster has six line -level analog and six digital inputs (three

coaxial, two Toslink optical, and one
ST -optical), making it suitable for use
as a main system preamp/surround-decoder. Any of the digital inputs will
take an AC -3 bit stream, which automatically activates the AC -3 decoder.
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DIMENSIONS
17 INCHES WIDE, 5 INCHES HIGH,
I I INCHES DEEP

WEIGHT
32 POUNDS

PRICE
$6,995

MANUFACTURER
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGNS, DEPT. SR.

300 W. LOWE, FAIRFIELD, IA 52556

digital filter for the D/A converters.

Some of the most interesting features relate to the use of subwoofers.
The TheaterMaster can be programmed
to perform low-pass filtering for sub woofers and high-pass filtering for the

other speakers in a system. You can
select the channels from which bass

O

will be shunted to the subwoofer output, determine whether the signals to
the speakers for those channels will also be high-pass filtered, and select the
crossover frequency.
As you can see from the tabulated

tures it must control. (That always

phone" with the remote. You may

warns of trouble ahead.) Two buttons,
labeled F and #, are involved in operating almost all the features. EAD apt-

have to laboriously reset every feature
individually to get back to known settings as there is no restore -everything to -factory -presets procedure.
Part of the problem is created by the
front -panel indicator lights. Fully interpreting them involves paying atten-

ly calls the pound key (#) the "hash"

sured performance ranged from very
good to superb. The D/A conversion

button. These buttons are used in combinations with the other keys to form
control sequences. The most complex
are the ones for the most critical setup

linearity, in particular, was outstanding
down to remarkably low levels, a pos-

procedures, such as subwoofer and
crossover setup and channel balanc-

lab data, the TheaterMaster's mea-

sible benefit - indeed, the only one
we found - of the HDCD digital filter when playing normal CD's. But in
our noise -shaped dither test, the TheaterMaster proved only average, providing an extension in dynamic range
of approximately 7 dB at 3.5 kHz versus a theoretically possible 24 dB (the

best we've seen so far is around 12
dB). Nonetheless, its sound quality

ing. Example: The sequence #-L-F-12-F-# saves the left front channel's relative level as 12 dB below full up.
Familiarity will undoubtedly bring

greater fluidity to the entry of such
control sequences, though I've seen
EAD personnel get confused during
demonstrations. Heaven help you if
you accidentally hit the wrong button
or if your kids decide to play "cellular

when playing normal stereo CD's was
superb, as were the cleanliness and accuracy of the Dolby Pro Logic decodback, see the next page.
HDCD decoder automatically came on

and produced easily measurable dynamic -range expansion, which was
audible in direct comparison with undecoded HDCD playback. That alone
would be enough to account for most
of the characteristics anecdotally attributed to HDCD. And it corresponds

DOLBY PRO LOGIC DECODER
All measurements made through a digital In-

put with reference input level of -20 dBFS
(decibels below digital full-scale land reference output level of 0.2 volt.

Frequency response
left
center
surround

with what little we've been able to

Noise
left

glean so far about how HDCD suppos-

center

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.44 dB
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -1 dB
20 Hz to 7 kHz +0, -3 dB

surround

namic -range companding with a control signal buried in the digital signal's
least -significant bits. Unfortunately, it
is hard to figure out much from Pacific

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)

Microsonics' own literature on HD CD, which is long on techno-babble

Overload (all channels)

and short on real information.
Given everything the TheaterMaster
does, its great flexibility, and the over-

Channel separation

badly in that category. The front panel

provides no visual indication of the
volume setting. The seriousness of
that fault becomes clear when you try
to set the unit up; the omission and the

idiosyncrasies of the remote control
conspire to supply hours of confusion.
The elegant handset has very few buttons (eighteen) for the number of fea-

Surround -channel noise -reduction

tracking

excellent

TWO -CHANNEL STEREO OPERATION
Unless others se indicated, the digital input
reference level was -12 dBFS, the analog input reference level 0.5 volt, and the output reference level 0.5 volt.
Max. output level (gain full up)
4.17 V

Analog input sensitivity
-73.2 dB
-74.1 dB
-73.9 dB

edly works - that it is based on dy-

all excellence of its performance, I
wish I could give it good marks for
ergonomics as well. But it stumbled

quickly, and which ones do or do not
light up as you enter your command
sequence. You must also listen for one
or two (it depends) confirmation beeps
emitted by the unit, beeps that may be
masked by the music.
Much of the rest of the confusion in
setup comes from the instruction manual, which lacks charts of legal button
sequences or indicator -light patterns.
It mentions only in passing that there

MEASUR EMENTS

ing. For my reaction to AC -3 play-

When playing HDCD discs, the

tion to which ones are on and off,
which ones are blinking slowly or

left

0.033%
0.034%
0.093%

center
surround

none up to 0-dBFS input

left out, right driven
left out, center driven
left out, surround driven
center out, left driven

>75 dB
>43 dB
>30 dB
>40 dB
center out, surround driven
>65 dB
surround out, left driven
>40 dB
surround out, center driven
>65 dB
left/right symmetry
excellent
Cross -channel distortion (worst -case, 1 kHz)
surround out, center driven
3.2%

Surround -channel noise -reduction

(for 0.5 V out)

320 mV

Analog input overload level
(1 kHz, 0.3% THD)
normal input gain
2.6 V
attenuated input gain
53V
Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
digital input
+0, -0.17 dB
analog input
+0.04, -0.25 dB

Linearity error
digital input (re 0 dBFS) >1 dB at -108.5 dB
analog input (re 2 V in)
>1 dB at -105 dB
Distortion (THD+N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz)
digital reference input and output
<0.03%
digital 0-dBFS input, 2-V output
<0.015%
analog reference input and output
<0.041%
analog 2-V input, 2-V output
<0.011%

Noise (A-wtd)
digital input (re reference levels)
-81.5 dB
digital input (re 0 dBFS in, 2 V out) -93.7 dB
analog input (re reference levels)
-77.6 dB
analog input (re 2 V in, 2 V out)
-89.7 dB

calibration error
re Dolby level (-15 dBFS)

0 dB
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TEST IVIES
is a time-out period for the entry of

output level is displayed on the lower -

some (but not all) key sequences. That
reference is buried deep in the manual,
well past where you should have been
told about it. And there are mistakes.

right line of LED's during surround sound speaker balancing, which helps
greatly in the process. I'm surprised
that EAD didn't take the next step and
use the mike together with the inboard

For example, you turn off a slight high -

function. I hope future software revisions will address such issues as the
use of front -panel lights and the internal beeper and will implement some
sort of volume -setting indicator. The
manual should be revised immediately.

ANLG-VOL DOWN as printed.

computer, test -tone generator, and one
of the analog -input A/D converters to
do speaker balancing automatically.
That may come. Even as I was test-

EAD has loaded the TheaterMaster
with outstanding audio performance
and exceptional versatility. The processor's digital Dolby Pro Logic decod-

The irony is that the TheaterMaster
has one feature that gives it the poten-

ing the processor a package arrived
from EAD containing two revised in-

ing worked superbly, and its AC -3 ca-

tial to be the easiest -to -set-up sur-

tegrated -circuit chips that implemented some changes to the control functions and enabled selection of the AC -

whole new level of excitement and re-

frequency equalization (a rolloff suitable for Pro Logic playback of THX
laserdiscs) by F-ANLG-VOL UP, not F-

round -sound processor of all. It comes

with a microphone that plugs into a
front -panel jack. The microphone's

3 decoder's late -night compression

pability takes surround -sound to a

alism. If EAD can just make those
qualities easier to get at, it will have a
truly great product.

AC -3: First Impressions
Use any of the standard movie -review

clichés - stupendous, exciting, gripping, thrilling, stunning, marvelous,
powerful, spine -tingling, a triumph, two

thumbs up, **** (highest rating) and you'll be understating my first reaction to what will undoubtedly become a
significant audio technology over the
next few years: Dolby Surround AC -3.
If you think Dolby Surround Pro Logic,
to use its official name, provides an
involving home theater experience, you
ain't heard nothin' yet.
Although we had very little software
to audition, the benefits of Dolby AC -3
compared with Pro Logic were quite
vivid in playback of AC -3 laserdiscs
(True Lies, Clear and Present Danger)
and a special demonstration DAT
(unplayable on consumer DAT decks)
prepared by Dolby Labs. AC -3 has an
enormous dynamic range; it seems
capable of effortlessly reproducing both
massive impact and vanishingly small
details. In comparison, Pro Logic's
surround channel has an audibly
restricted dynamic range, usually
because of its relatively high noise level
after decoding. All of AC -3's five main
channels have the potential to carry the
full audio frequency range, compared
with Pro Logic's restricted 100 Hz to 7
kHz surround -channel bandwidth. And,
of course, AC -3's surround channels are
in true stereo, a colossal step forward
that makes such sound effects as falling
chunks of debris (seemingly every five
minutes in True Lies) all the more
pulverizing.
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With audibly complete separation
between all channels, AC -3 eliminates
the subtle sound -steering artifacts that
occur with most Pro Logic decoders
(such as noise "breathing," signal
"pumping," and image instability). And
interchannel distortion effects, in which
a dominant sound in one channel
produces lower -level but greatly
distorted outputs from the others, are
gone. These advances combine to yield
a cleanliness and precision to an AC -3
sound field that is immediately apparent
and enormously appealing.
Our initial auditioning of Dolby AC 3 surround sound also touched on a few
issues and controversies that may take
some time to sort out.

Bass management. What kind of
speakers should reproduce the low
frequencies? Where should they be?
How many should you have? Should
you have full -range speakers for all five
main channels? The cheap and easy
answer is to send all the deep bass to
one subwoofer in a corner. The cost -no object answer may be six subwoofers
(one each for five main speakers as well
as a separate, larger subwoofer for the
special low -frequency effects channel)
placed who -knows -where. We don't
know the answers yet.

Dipole surrounds (as in Home THX
systems). The knee-jerk audiophile
reaction to AC -3's stereo surrounds is
that you now need direct -radiating
surround speakers, not THX-type quasi dipoles. But our experiments with AC -3
soundtracks indicated that dipole

surrounds still provide a more theater like experience. In fact, direct -radiating
surround speakers too easily image as
pinpoint sources that can distract your
aural attention away from the front and
the action on the screen, something
filmmakers never want.

Surround decorrelation (again as in
Home THX). Most surround -sound
movies made before the recent advent
of discrete 5.1 -channel digital cinema
sound systems were mixed with only a
mono surround channel. Unless they are
remixed with stereo surrounds, their
eventual AC -3 rereleases will not
deliver appreciably better sonic envelopment than plain Dolby Surround with
Pro Logic decoding, which can too
easily produce in -the -head imaging
effects from the two surround speakers
in a normal home theater system. THXtype surround decorrelation would thus
still be advisable. But AC -3's five
discrete main channels now enable the
filmmaker to apply artistically selected
methods of surround decorrelation to
old soundtracks, possibly using techniques too sophisticated to incorporate
into home equipment.
We'll have lots of time to sift through
these important issues in the years to
come as AC -3 makes its eagerly
awaited debuts in such media as digital
videodisc and high -definition television.
Meanwhile, run, don't walk, to your
nearest hi-fi showroom and experience
AC -3 in action. If you hear one new
audio technology this year, it must be
- D.R.
Dolby Surround AC -3.
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CAR STEREO
woofer inputs summed internally. All
of these connections are gold-plated to

resist corrosion. There are three recessed input -level controls, one each
for the two main -channel pairs and the

subwoofer channel. In addition, the
subwoofer channel has a control to
boost the bass level by as much as 9
dB at 45 Hz. Finally, a small red LED
lights when the amplifier is powered.

There are five cutout holes on the
bottom of the chassis. Three of them
provide access to pairs of configuration slide switches. Two of the switches set the main -channel pairs for full range operation or insert fixed 160 -Hz,
12 -dB -per -octave high-pass crossovers in the signal path. The two switch-

Soundstream SA245 Power Amplifier
KEN C. POHLMANN

HAMMER LABORATORIES

Some innovative cars, like the Edsel, are disasters that explode on-

to the scene and then disappear
forever. Other innovative cars,
like the Porsche 911, are incredibly good and live on, undergoing

continual refinement and invention.
Similarly, innovative audio products
may suffer a brief, hellish existence or

enjoy longevity and evolution. I reviewed the Soundstream MC245 car
power amplifier in 1991. It was innovative because it consolidated five amplifier channels and crossover circuitry
into a single chassis, enabling the user
to bridge the amps as needed to yield
three, four, or five output channels. I
was highly impressed with its flexibility and praised its sound quality. Apparently the rest of the car -audio industry agreed. The MC245 became a

legendary product and was widely
copied. Time marches on, however,
and to survive even the fittest must
evolve. Thus, Soundstream has introduced the new and improved SA245.
The question is, can the SA245 possibly live up to the lofty reputation of its
predecessor?
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The SA245's exterior is .traditionally styled, with modest heat -sink fins
running along its length. The extruded -aluminum chassis sports the trademark Soundstream blue. All input and
output connections are aligned on one
side of the chassis. Three large screw
terminals accept power, ground, and
remote -turn -on leads. Twelve smaller
screw terminals provide speaker outputs. Specifically, there are individual
outputs for the four main channels as

well as two parallel outputs for the

es in the second hole set the channel
pairs for stereo or bridged mono operation. In addition, the second switch
can be set to route the inputs to the
first channel pair to the second pair as
well. The final two switches, in the
third hole, configure the subwoofer
channel. One selects external input or
internal input from the first channel
pair. The other selects flat response or
inserts the bass-EQ circuit into the signal path.

A fourth hole provides access to a
plug-in subwoofer-crossover resistor
network. Although the slope of the
low-pass subwoofer filter is fixed at
24 dB per octave, its cutoff frequency

can be selected by substituting different resistor values. The amplifier is
shipped with an 80 -Hz crossover, but

it can be varied from 50 to 800 Hz.
The resistor networks are common
parts, available in many electronic parts stores.
Finally, the fifth hole gives access to

mono subwoofer channel. Six phono

a pair of 20 -ampere fuses. Sound -

jacks accept line -level audio inputs for

stream thoughtfully provides five plas-

the four main channels and the sub woofer channel, with the two sub -

tic caps to plug the chassis holes so
that dust and dirt will not enter the
amplifier's interior.

DIMENSIONS
81/4 INCHES WIDE,

2'/4 INCHES HIGH,

41/2 INCHES DEEP

PRICE
$499

MANUFACTURER
SOUNDSTREAM TECHNOLOGIES, DEPT. SR, 120
BLUE RAVINE RD., FOLSOM, CA 95630

A peek inside the SA245 reveals
typically high -quality Soundstream
construction. In fact, the SA245 shares
more than a few design characteristics
with the upscale Soundstream Reference amplifiers. It has a glass -epoxy
military -spec circuit board along with
1 -percent metal -film resistors throughout and 1 -percent capacitors in critical
signal -path stages. There are five dual -

Class A discrete -component drive

0
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stages, and a Darlington power -transistor array supplies the output muscle. As with most power amplifiers,
the SA245 is protected against overheating and short circuits in a variety
of ways. In addition to the main power -supply fuses, there are speaker -out-

put circuit breakers and a thermal shutdown circuit that triggers at 95° C.
Infrasonic filters protect speakers from

signals below the audible range, and
an automatic muting circuit eliminates
turn -on and turn-off thumps.
The SA245 improves on the MC245
in several ways, including the variable

cutoff frequency for the subwoofer
crossover and the steeper crossover
slopes all around. That makes the new

crossovers more expensive to build
but also more precise and effective.
And the SA245 adds a bass-EQ feature. Finally, the SA245 boasts a two-

year limited warranty as opposed to
the earlier one-year warranty.
The SA245 provided excellent test -

MEASUREMENTS
Unless otherwise noted, all measurements
made with 14.4 -volt DC power supply, all
channels driven into 4 ohms.

(12 V, four-channel/two-channel/subwoofer)
29/149/57 watts
8 ohms
52/101/110 watts
4 ohms
55/na/155 watts
2 ohms
(14.4 V, four-channel/two-channel/subwoofer)
36/156/57 watts
8 ohms
66/104/111 watts
4 ohms
68/na/I58 watts
2 ohms
Noise (A-wtd, re 1 -watt output) ....-86.6 dB

at 20 kHz

0.031%
0.070%

Frequency response
10 lir to 20 kHz +0, -0.38 dB
Channel separation (at 1 kHz)
68.3 dB
Sensitivity
20 to 500 mV
(for I -watt output)
2 4 amperes
Current draw (at idle)

entire audio band, falling off just a
fraction of a decibel at 20 Hz. Measured power output comfortably exceeded the amp's specifications. For
example, the SA245 is rated at 35
watts each to the four main channels
and 100 watts to the subwoofer channel, all into 4 ohms. In reality, with a
12 -volt supply it pumped out 52 watts

each to the main channels and 110
watts to the subwoofer output. Although internal circuit breakers tripped
when driving maximum power into 2 ohm loads, the fuses never blew. This
is a very solid piece of work.
Preliminaries aside, I headed for the

garage for the real test. Clearly, the
multichannel SA245 can be configured in a variety of ways. For exam-

the essential absence of audible distortion and noise, the excellent imaging,

and the snappy transient response. A
perfect amplifier has no sound of its
own, instead merely conveying a magnified replica of the input. In this case,
both the main and subwoofer channels
were extremely transparent; listening
to familiar music, I felt that the SA245
stayed neutral, without putting any fin-

gerprints on the music. In short, I appreciated the fact that the SA245 didn't impose any sound of its own.
Returning to the roadways, I
cranked up the music to see how the

I've lately gotten into massive car

mum output. This quality was particu-

power and speaker cables, and I would

larly impressive in the subwoofer
channel, which handled the worst

have appreciated larger screw terminals.) I powered up the system, quickly adjusted input sensitivity, and adjusted the bass EQ for a slight boost.
Chores completed, I hit the road.
An amplifier should sound good, be
reliable, and pump out enough

tion even as it approached its maxi-

abuse I inflicted on it without flinching. I also felt that the relative power
balance between the main and sub woofer channels was about right. In
other words, a single SA245 can successfully drive an entire car system.

wattage, and a crossover should enable you to achieve flat frequency response. I considered the crossover
first. Most cars have a midbass fre-

Without question, the SA245 improves on the success of the MC245.
Given the lofty status of the MC245,
that is no small feat. But the SA245

quency -response hump related to their

manages to pound out more power

interior dimensions. The SA245's

with lower distortion, has an improved
crossover design, enables you to vary
the low-pass crossover frequency, and
adds a bass -boost control. At the same
time, it wisely doesn't mess with success. It still delivers very flexible,

er frequency to address the problem
more exactly. I also appreciated the
steep filter slopes - a big improve-
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ly for subtleties. I was impressed by

bend sheet metal, but I found its power to be largely sufficient for my tastes.
More important than being damn loud,
the amp stayed clean with low distor-

into my trunk, securing it with four

52

quality, so I parked and listened intent-

Clearly, this amp is not designed to

crossovers are designed to notch out
midbass slightly to compensate for
this effect, resulting in a flat response.
In fact, that's exactly what happened
in my case (after further boosting the
subwoofer bass level somewhat). The
bass response was quite good, and I
was additionally comforted to know

reo input from my upstream signal

al environment for evaluating sound

path and connected speaker leads to
my front speakers and two rear sub woofers. I then attached fused power
and chassis -ground leads and a remote -turn -on lead. (A minor gripe:

ple, it can be driven with one, two, or
three stereo input pairs. Channel pairs
may be bridged, the crossover filters
may be engaged or not, and so on. For
this test, I bridged the SA245's main
channel pairs, inserting the high-pass
filter and internally routing the main
input signals through the crossover to
the subwoofer. I dropped the SA245
self -tapping screws. I connected a ste-

I next considered the amplifier it-

SA245 would handle high levels.

bench results. Noise and distortion
were both admirably low, and frequency response was flat across almost the

great job.

self. A moving car isn't exactly an ide-

Output at clipping

Distortion (THD+N at 1 watt)
at I kHz

ment over the MC245. Perfectionists
will want a more comprehensive external crossover, but for the rest of us
the SA245's internal crossovers do a

that I could vary the low-pass crossov-

high-fidelity multichannel operation
from a proven circuit design, robustly
constructed with high -quality components. In short, on the Edsel/Porsche

scale, the SA245 is solidly in the

Porsche range -a textbook example
of how the best can get even better.
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TROUBLE
Technology giveth, and technology taketh away.

The same miracles of sound and vision that
bring music, movies, and high-tech video into our
homes can, in the blink of an eye, go blank and
mute. In other words, stuff breaks.

Yes, audio/video components have been known

to fail from time to time - and sometimes that
means a trip to the shop or, worse, to the trash heap.
But often what looks, feels, and smells like component failure is really component folly, or a problem
that is easily remedied. How many times have you
cursed your system only to find out that a component was unplugged or a cable was disconnected?
Or maybe the culprit was a blown fuse. The trick is

Lights Out

in learning how to tell the difference between a serious problem that requires the skill of a technician
and one that you can fix yourself.
Today's A/V components are complicated, to be
sure, and when they truly break there's not much
you can do but call the doctor. But it pays to do a
little troubleshooting of your own before you throw

up your hands and rush to the repair shop. Since
A/V receivers, integrated amplifiers, and power
amps use most of the electrical power and do most
of the real "work" in a typical sound system, they
tend to be the most common troublemakers, along
with components that have lots of moving parts,
like VCR's and cassette decks.

black knurled knob. (If there's no ex-

A dead receiver or amplifier with

ternal fuse, see "Lights On, No

no lights and no sound may seem
like an automatic service call. But
that the unit is powered from a live

Sound" below for tips on replacing
internal fuses.) Unscrew the knob
and remove the fuse, a small glass
tube with a metal cap at each end.

AC socket (use a lamp or other
household appliance to check) -

When you hold it up to the light, you
should see a thin wire inside running

don't laugh, this one has fooled me
more than once. If the component is
still "dark," check its main fuse: Un-

from cap to cap; if the wire is bro-

before picking up the phone, confirm

plug it from the wall socket and look

on its rear panel for a fuse holder,
which will usually have a round,

NEVER replace a fuse with anything
but a fuse of the identical size, shape,

and rating. A fuse's rating is printed
in tiny type on one of the metal end
caps (dig out a magnifying lens and
find a strong light) and usually more
legibly on the component's rear panel. A typical rating might be "AGC
2A, 250V," which means an AGCtype fuse rated for 2 amperes at 250
volts. AGC (or AG) fuses are widely available at electronics shops like
Radio Shack and at hardware stores;
buy three or four of 'em while you're

ken, the fuse is blown.
A blown fuse almost always indicates deeper ills, but you won't know
for sure until you spend 25¢ or so on

a replacement fuse. Never, never,

By Daniel J. Kumin
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there. If you put in a new fuse and it
immediately blows, surrender: The
component has power -supply problems, and there's nothing more you
can do. Power -supply repairs are usu-

ally fairly straightforward and (relatively) inexpensive - provided nothing more has failed downstream. Unfortunately, that's not always the case.

Lights On, No Sound
Sometimes a component lights up
and appears operational, but you get

Try plugging headphones into the
receiver or amp. If you get sound over
the phones but not through the speakers, check the speaker -selector switches and wiring one more time. If those
look correct and the lights are still on

with no sound, you may have blown
some fuses inside the receiver or amp.
Please note: Removing the top cov-

er of your receiver or amplifier may
well void your warranty and will surely expose you to a shock hazard even

sources, turn your attention to the
speaker wire. Reverse the speaker
connections, from left to right and
right to left, at the receiver end only. If

the missing channel stays the same
(for example, there's still no sound
from the left speaker), the speaker
wire on that side is broken or disconnected somewhere. Replace it and recheck all connections, and the problem should be solved. But if the absent
channel changes sides when you switch

when the unit is disconnected from

speaker wires, and remains AWOL

no sound. Before you do anything

AC power. All amplifiers have power -

else, eliminate some common "shorts
between the ears." First return the volume control to a low level to avoid a
heart -stopping surprise if and when
you correct the problem. Then confirm
that everything is indeed turned
on, that you have in fact pressed play

supply storage capacitors that can retain a substantial electrical charge for

with all sources, your receiver or amp
has a nonfunctioning channel. Check
for an internal fuse failure as above; if

Thus forewarned, look for several

Missing Channels,
Pro Logic Mode

on the selected source component
(with a disc or tape loaded), and that

small fuses on a circuit board near the
entry point of the AC line cord; one or

sound modes are trickier to trou-

the correct source is selected on the receiver or amp. Check a few less obvi-

more may be blown. Use insulated handle needle -nose pliers to replace

weeks after they're unplugged. The

the fuses look okay, it's something

bottom line: Don't muck about inside
any electronic gear unless you know
without any doubt what you're doing.

deeper and more expensive.

ous settings, too. If there's an A/B

any bad ones you find - just don't

speaker -selector switch, make sure the

squeeze too hard! - and then replace
the cover and try the unit again. Repeatedly blown fuses indicate a pow-

appropriate pair is engaged and that
any unconnected speaker outputs are
turned off. And, unless you are trying
to play a tape, double-check the tape monitor or tape -play switch or button

to make sure it's not engaged - a
common embarrassment.

ther frequent trou-

--

blemakers are the
audio -video dubbing
modes found on
many A/V receivers.

These permit you to mix audio and
video sources for simulcasts or to record new sound on your camcorder
tapes, and they're easy to confuse. If
you're not already familiar with your
equipment's A/V dubbing -selector set-

er -supply problem.

Dead Channel,
Stereo Mode
A dead channel is usually the result
of a faulty cable connection, so double-check all wiring before looking for
a more serious problem. If the missing
channel is peculiar to a single source,
the fault lies in the interconnect (the

Dropped channels

in

surround -

bleshoot, but if you're methodical you
can eliminate some common faults.
First make
Dead center channel.
sure that your A/V receiver or proces-

sor is set to the Dolby Pro Logic
mode, and double-check the wire run-

ning to the center speaker. Confirm
that your A/V receiver or decoder is
not set to the phantom -center mode,
which directs center -channel informa-

tion to the left and right speakers,
leaving the center speaker completely

off. Next play a monaural source (a
mono CD or laserdisc movie is ideal,

source component) or in the source it-

or tune to a mono AM radio station or
an FM station using the receiver/amp's
mono mode); all of the sound should
come from the center speaker. If you

self. Replace the suspect cable; if

hear nothing (and the source is truly

sound returns to the "bad" channel,
you're done. If the channel remains

mono), the center -channel amplifier is
malfunctioning or the center -speaker
wire is broken or disconnected (check
it again). If you hear the mono source
from both the left and right channels,

RCA -type cable running from the

dead and all other source components
play okay, plug the suspect component

up, dig out the manual and study the
relevant section. Make sure that no
dubbing or simulcast mode has been
selected - if one has, you might well

into an input that you know is good
(CD into the Aux -I jacks, for example). If the fault persists, the problem

get a picture from the expected source
but no sound, or vice versa.
If everything looks correct but you
still have no sound, try a different music source. For instance, if it turns out
that CD's and FM work fine but cassettes don't, the problem almost surely

pears, the receiver or amp input you
used before is defective or damaged

is in the source component; if it disap(very rare).

It's not unheard of for volume- or
balance -control potentiometers to be-

come pitted or dirty, causing one or
both channels to drop out. With the

either you're not in Pro Logic mode
or your source material is not really
mono. If your mono source plays only
from the left or right channel, and not
the center, then the cable running be-

tween the source component and the
receiver/decoder is probably partially
unplugged or defective. Fix or replace

resides in the cassette deck or in the

unit turned off, fully rotate all control

the cable, and sound should come only
from the center speaker.
Dead left/right channels. If sound

connection between the deck and your

knobs several times; if that restores
sound to the dead channel, a simple

comes from only the center speaker
and the front left/right and surround

potentiometer cleaning is in order; see
sidebar, "Maintenance Department."

speakers are silent, only one possibility exists: Your source material or component is mono. (Many movie sound-

receiver or amp (unless you've ingeniously inserted a blank tape). If, on
the other hand, you switch through all
of the connected source components
and still get no output, you probably
have receiver/amp trouble.
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[Thanks to reader Steve Kohn, of
Hawaii, for this tip. - Ed.]
If one channel remains dead with all

tracks have long stretches of mono
sound, especially in dialogue -only

scenes.) If you hear only the center

music. Distortion during peaks at loud
levels means the center -channel am-

speaker and the surrounds, then your

A/V receiver/amp's main speaker

plifier is running out of gas - get a

switch is disengaged.

more powerful center amp or a more
sensitive center speaker, or turn down

Dead surround channel. If your
surround speakers are silent, your receiver/decoder is probably set to Dolby 3 -Channel mode, which mixes the
surround signal into the front left and
right channels, or the program you're
playing is not encoded in Dolby Surround (it's either mono or, in very rare
cases, a poor stereo recording, one in
which there isn't enough out -of -phase

information to be steered to the surround channel). Or perhaps the cables
running to the surround speakers are

the master volume. Distortion at all

The best way

A left or right speaker heard on its

to isolate a bad

the surround speakers are still mum,
chances are the surround amplifier in
the A/V component has failed.

Dead subwoofer. If your powered
subwoofer isn't working, make sure
the AN receiver, amp, or processor's
subwoofer mode is set to "on." (De-

pending on the component, you'll
make this setting via an on -screen
menu or a front- or rear -panel switch.)
Usually, "sub -on" mode is required to

activate the subwoofer output. If ifs

own when Pro Logic is switched in
will sound somewhat vague, and pos-

sibly a bit thin if your system has a
subwoofer, because the mono signal

channel in

disconnected or broken. If you've
eliminated all of these possibilities and

levels indicates a failure in the center channel amplifier circuits - see a service technician.

surround mode
is to listen to

has been handed off to the center
speaker and the bass to the subwoofer.

Distortion shouldn't be obvious, but
you might hear some spitting on "p,"
"t," and "s" sounds during dialogue
because some center -channel informa-

tion has leaked into the left and right
channels. More noticeable distortion
heard only during high-level peaks

could be caused by improperly set
input -sensitivity or input -balance con-

each speaker

on its own.

trols (an unlikely scenario in new
components since those levels are set

automatically these days). Distorted
sound at all levels in both the left and
right speakers suggests a global re-

on and you still have no bass, and the
sub's own power indicator is lit, check

ceiver/amp or processor fault, in which
case the problem should also surface
in two -channel stereo mode - unless

the interconnects between the sub -

the Pro Logic decoder circuitry itself

woofer and your receiver, amp, or
processor, replacing any that seem
faulty. If these cables are okay, the
subwoofer's electronics may have

totted channel "follows" all source

is defective (exceedingly rare).
The sound of a lone surround speaker should be quite vague or diffuse. At
the same time, it should also be clean

components and stays put when you
swap speaker wires, then a poor con-

(except, perhaps, for some transient
spitting in dialogue) at all levels up to

nection or borderline speaker -wire

a master volume setting that produces
very loud full -system sound. The surrounds may distort slightly as you approach or exceed that level if your system's surround -channel amps run out

failed, and fixing that is a job best left
to a service technician.

f there is no bass coming from a
single passive subwoofer that's

wired to your receiver or amp
with speaker -level connections,

it's almost certain that you've
accidentally reversed the polarity on
one of the cables (assuming you're
playing a recording that has real bass).

The wires between the receiver/amp
and the subwoofer should be connected plus (red) to plus and minus (black)
to minus at all eight points: the receiver/amp's left and right outputs and the
subwoofer's left and right inputs.

Bad Sound, Stereo Mode
If you get distorted sound from one
speaker, check the speaker cables first.

If the fault reverses sides when you
swap speaker wires at the receiver/
amp end, an amplifier channel is malfunctioning (probably the result of one
or more damaged output transistors)

- it's service -center time. If the dis-

fault is probably the culprit, or the
speaker itself is ill (see "Speaker Failure" below).
Distorted sound from both channels
usually points toward a global receiv-

of headroom; that's normal. (Make a

er/amplifier failure. Before you head
for the shop, though, be sure that the
sound is really bad by playing a vari-

note of this master volume setting and

ety of recordings on all of your source
components. If the "defective" sound
is not dramatically distorted, solicit a

speakers.) If the surround speakers
sound distorted only during loud pas-

second opinion, and confirm that all

be wrong (although, as noted above,
most new A/V components handle this

sources are equally affected.

Bad Sound,
Pro Logic Mode

don't play your system much louder;
distorted or clipped signals are bad for

sages, the input -sensitivity setting may

automatically). Bad sound from the
surrounds at all levels probably means
damaged surround -channel amplifier

The best way to isolate a bad channel is to listen to each speaker on its
own. Temporarily disconnect all but

circuits, but just to be sure, listen to
several different recordings - the sur-

one speaker and listen to it alone, then
disconnect it and go around the horn,
auditioning one speaker at a time.

soundtracks.

The center speaker should sound
clean and clear with both dialogue and

round channel is noisy in some movie

Speaker Failure
Loudspeaker failures are often
caused by abuse rather than defects or
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1995
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old age. Whatever the cause, the signs

optical -disc tracking problems are

are the same: One or more drivers

sometimes caused by a buildup of dust
and dirt on the lens.
Most CD/laserdisc player problems,

don't work or operate at a reduced lev-

el and deliver poor sound quality. A

dead tweeter is probably the most
common speaker ailment. The symptom is dull, muffled sound from one

speaker, and it stays put when you
swap speaker wires. Check the back of

the speaker for a tweeter -protection
fuse, and replace it if it's blown. Also
make sure that any driver level controls are set properly.

Woofer damage is less common. A

blown woofer might be completely
silent, or it might sound normal at
moderate levels but produce buzzing,

scraping, and other signs of distress
when bass -heavy passages are played
loudly. A blown midrange driver (in a

three-way system) is uncommon although not impossible, and it can be
difficult to detect. The best method is
to play broadband noise (such as the
hiss found between radio stations on
the FM dial) and put your ear right
next to the driver; if you hear nothing,
the midrange is shot.

however, are traceable to misaligned
servo circuits, aging or broken laser optics, or failed integrated -circuit
chips - all of which require the attention of a qualified technician. Optical
players are complex, so take the unit
only to an authorized service center
for that brand.

Tape Trouble
VCR's and cassette decks are packed

with belts, motors, and gears, so they
tend to break down more frequently
than most nonmechanical components.
A deck that refuses to accept a cassette
or to wind a tape, that eats cassettes,
or that suffers from other obvious mechanical ailments, such as gross wow
and flutter (pitch warbling), is probably due a service -center visit.

If you're feeling adventurous, before opening the Yellow Pages unplug

the deck from the AC outlet and remove its cover. If you see a broken

rossover-component
failures are rare

but not entirely unknown. The symptoms usually mimic

ficult to be sure the crossover is at

removing the driver, unclipping its
leads, and touching the two strands of

speaker wire running from your re-

VCR's and
cassette decks

ceiver/amp directly to the driver's ter-

minals - just make sure the volume
is very low. If the driver plays, it's
probably okay.) Damaged drivers are
almost never repaired. Instead, they
are replaced with new drivers of the
same make and model.

CD/Laserdisc Glitches
Optical -disc players seldom fail, but

when they do it's usually in conveniently obvious ways. Symptoms include skipping, looping (repeated play

of a short passage), or just plain failure to play a disc. To be sure that the
problem is not caused by a defective,
dirty, or damaged disc, play several
discs, including new ones and some
that play fine on another unit. Once
you're satisfied that the problem lies
in the player, you may want to try a
commercial lens -cleaning disc before
lugging the player to the repair shop;
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- unless you were the one fourth grader in a million who actually got
the alarm -clock back together again
(and working!) after taking it apart
unasked.

Less clear-cut woes, such as dull
sound, a noisy (snowy) or flawed picture, or poor -quality recordings, may

be traceable to dirty or magnetized
tape heads. To be sure, visit your deal-

er and get a quick course on how to
clean and demagnetize your particular

deck. If the dealer suggests a head
cleaner and demagnetizer for your au-

dio deck, buy them: If you don't already use those tools, you should.
(VCR's don't require demagnetization; just get a high -quality head cleaning cassette and use it when necessary.) If the problems persist despite
thorough cleaning and demagnetization, your deck may be suffering from
worn or damaged heads, particularly
if it has had more than a few hundred
hours of use. Since tape -head replace-

ment can range from about $100 to
several times that figure, it's usually

those of a blown driver, making it dif-

fault. A service technician can determine quickly whether a suspect driver
is blown. (You can do it yourself by

rubber drive belt, you may be able to
purchase a replacement from a service
center for a few dollars and install it
yourself. But be forewarned that such
installation procedures can be tricky,
often requiring considerable disassembly. If that is the case, seal the deck
back up and send it to the repair shop

tend to break

worthwhile only for very high -quality
machines.

Video Woes
Let's get one thing straight right
from the start: There is nothing - not
so much as a fuse - that you can (or
should attempt to) fix yourself inside
any television or video -display component. A TV set's complex interior is
rife with lethal voltages and currents,

so you have no business poking

down more
often than most

nonmechanical
components.

around inside. Don't open that box!
And don't say we didn't warn you.

No picture. It's rare for a TV to
fail, but it can happen. If your screen
stays dark when you turn the set on,
chances are you have simply selected
an input that's turned off or not in use.
If the set provides on -screen control
menus or command confirmation, key

in a few commands on the remote
control. If they appear on the screen,
the TV is fine; your trouble is either a
turned -off source (VCR or laserdisc
player), a selected video input with
nothing plugged into it, or a defective
video interconnect cable.

If your TV is an older model with
no on -screen control provisions, select

MAINTENANCE
DEPARTMENT

plug's tip with an ordinary pencil eraser.
Be sure to blow oft any rubber shreds. (If
you're obsessively meticulous, you can
polish the jacks and plugs with a con:act

cleaner like Ciamolin; it's expensive,
but it does an excellent job.) As you reinsert
each plug, rotate it a quarter -turn in each

direction, and make sure it's fully inserted.
Before you pack up your "failed" component

Also evaluate each cable for signs of

and head for the repair shop, be sure to

physical damzge, and eliminate any kinks

eliminate faulty connections as the culprit.

or tight bends in its routing (this simple

A few minutes spent double-checking your

procedure will help reduce the likelihood

system's wiring may well save you hours

of cable failures).

of aggravation, not to mention an

Next, inspect your speaker

unnecessary repair bill. Suspicious

wires - every one of them. Perform the

symptoms include one or more channels that

same pencil -eraser routine on all those

refuse to play, whether from a single source

that terminate with a banana plug. Check

component (a CD player or cassette deck,

bare -wire crimps and screw termina's for

say) or on all sources, constant or

tightness, anc if metal fatigue has broken

intermittent humming or buzzing with

oft too many wire strands. restrip the

one particular source, and. possibly,

ends to expose fresh wire. Also make sure

distorted sound on one channel.

that there are no wayward strands

If you find a suspect cable, exchange
it for a brand-new one or one that you know

wandering from one terminal to another.
While you'Je got the components turned

is good; often wire troubles are intermittent

off, twist each of their rotary controls

and show up only when a cable is twisted or

(volume, bass, treble, balance, and so on)

turned a certain way-which may not

back and forth several times. That helps

happen until you relocate your system or

prevent contact pitting, which could induce

move components around to make room

noise or, in severe cases, a dead channel.

for new ones.

If you've noticed scratching noises while

Here's a 10 -minute routine that I

operating a component's controls, pick up a

recommend performing on your entire system

can of tuner cleaner/lubricant at an

every year or so, even when everything

electronics store and, after unplugg ng the

seems to be in perfect working order: Turn off

component's power cord and removing

all components and unplug all AC power

its top cover, spray a dollop into each

cords. One at a time, unplug each audio or

potentiometer (the cylinder on the inside to

video interconnect - the RCA -plug -equipped

which the knob is attached) while

cables that run between components - and

rotating the control back and forth several

burnish the jack's outer perimeter and the

times.

- D.K.

cally shielded to avoid this problem).
Most relatively new TV's automatically degauss themselves when they are

switched off and on again. If that
doesn't work in your case, you'll need
to have a service technician demagnetize the set's picture tube -a relatively inexpensive, 5 -minute procedure
that involves waving a sort of magic
wand around the screen.
A screen that exhibits persistent diagonal or horizontal lines on broadcast
or cable -fed channels is probably suffering from induced electrical noise of
one sort or another. Sometimes merely
cleaning and tightening the cable connections will cure the problem; sometimes replacing the RF cable that connects the set to the cable -TV wall jack

or the TV antenna will do the trick.
You can also try plugging the TV's
power cord into a different AC outlet.
If that doesn't clear up the picture, try

turning off nearby noise sources computers, cordless phones, intercoms, and the like - one at a time until you discover the offending source;
then either relocate the device or keep
it off while you're watching TV.
Similarly, a noisy (snowy) picture
on all channels - one that was previ-

ously clear and clean - indicates a
faulty connection. Check the antenna/

cable leads, outside downleads (if
any), and connectors. It's not uncommon for the screw -on F -connectors in
cable hook-ups to vibrate loose, breaking the ground contact - just tighten
these up by hand.
Finally, a fairly common home -theater problem is a constant 60 -Hz hum
or buzz caused by a ground loop between the cable -TV wiring and your

home's electrical system. The fix is
simple: Most A/V dealers can sell you

a ground -loop -eliminator that you
simply connect in -line with your main
cable feed; in most cases, it will eradi-

cate the hum. Or if you're a penny-

pincher, like me, dig out two 75-

broadcast channel). If the set is work-

cator lights up), congratulations: Your
TV is truly broken. Now you can call
the service center.

ing, a picture will appear on the

Bad picture. There's nothing you

wire their 300 -ohm (flat -wire) ends to-

screen, or at the very least you'll get a

can do about a video failure mode that
induces a vertically shrunken picture,

gether; insert this device in -line, and

the set's internal tuner as the video

source (make sure it's tuned to a

full screen of video "snow" (which
means there's no antenna or cable -TV
lead connected to the set). Go back to
the previously troublesome mode and
make sure the source component is on,
loaded with a disc or tape, and in the
play mode. If the screen is still totally
dark, try replacing the video intercon-

no picture, or other catastrophic disturbances, but some minor problems
can be easily fixed. If, for example,
the color exhibits a purple or greenish

cast, particularly in the corners or

ohm/300-ohm baluns (matching trans-

formers) from your junk drawer and
the hum will often disappear.

roubleshooting

your
always
worthwhile. Even if

- A/V gear

is

you can't fix it your-

along the edges of the screen, the pic-

self, you'll be ahead of

nect. If it remains dark, and you're

ture tube has become magnetized,
most likely by a nearby pair of un-

the game. You'll know where the
problem is - and which component

sure the set is plugged into a live AC
outlet and turned on (the power indi-

shielded speakers (the drivers in most
A/V speakers sold today are magneti-

to take to the shop instead of renting a
truck to take the whole system.
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Like most of us, Rick Louthan is
careful about spending his hard-

equalizer/spectrum analyzer is patched

around you when the front -effects

into the DSP-A2070 to help spruce

speakers are on," Louthan says.

earned money. But when the

up poor -quality, non -Dolby -encoded

Bringing up the bottom is Velo-

thirty -two -year -old maintenance

soundtracks, but Louthan says he

dyne's mighty ULD-15 Series II sub -

mechanic and his family moved
into a new house in Salem, Oregon, a few years ago, the bucks
began to flow: first on lots of contem-

rarely uses it.

woofer. Packing a servo -controlled 15 -

porary furniture, all carefully chosen

Movies are served up by either a

inch driver, it is powered by its own

Marantz LV-800 CD/laserdisc combiplayer or a Sony SLV-595HF VHS Hi-

400 -watt amplifier, which also houses

to complement the house, and then on

Fi VCR, both of which route video
signals (via the DSP-A2070) to a

black -oak bass module, which is rated
way down to 18 Hz, doubles as a cof-

the killer home theater he had been

Sharp XU-10ITU LCD projector

fee table in the front corner of the

dreaming about. Louthan, an avowed

perched atop a mirrored cabinet in the
back of the room, a china closet that

room.

Louthan modified to accommodate

the Marantz combi-player to feed a
video signal (via the DSP-A2070) to

gadgeteer with stacks of old audio

components and wiring. The projector
fills a 100 -inch (diagonal) screen with

what Louthan describes as a very
bright but somewhat pixelized image;
the screen blankets the room's large

front window when it's pulled down.
Louthan says that picture brightness
improved substantially when he replaced the original bulb (which had
burned out) with a new, modified bulb
from Sharp.
Most of the speakers for the system
are from Definitive Technology: a pair
of two-way DR7 Studio Towers and a

Cl center speaker in the front and a
pair of white BP2 bipolar surround
speakers mounted high on the side
gear in his attic, just couldn't resist the
home theater temptation, even though
he was running a bit short on cash. So
he bit the bullet. "I took a chunk of my
retirement savings and decided to just

do it." he says. The 26 x 15 -foot living/dining room in his new home was,
after all, perfect for home theater.

Within weeks, Louthan had transformed a piece of his nest egg into a

full -bore A/V setup that he insists
gives the local cineplex a run for its
money. The brain of the system is Yamaha's DSP-A2070 seven -channel integrated amplifier, which offers, in addition to Dolby Pro Logic, a wealth of
digital ambience controls and settings,

including eleven movie and twelve
music modes. It powers all of the system's speakers except the subwoofer,

delivering 80 watts across the front
and 25 watts each to two front effects
speakers and two surrounds.

A Technics SH-8066 twelve -band
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an active crossover. The handsome

Louthan uses the second output on

the Mitsubishi VS -5073 50 -inch projection TV he just bought for the family room (not shown). The audio portion of the signal is handed off to an
Adcom GFP-555II preamplifier, which
is also used to switch between a Pioneer PD -5010 CD player, a Nakamichi RX-202 cassette deck, and a Den on DP -37F microprocessor -controlled

turntable with a Grado MF-1 cartridge. Power is supplied by an Adcom
GFA-545II 100 -watt -per -channel pow-

er amplifier, which drives a pair of

walls toward the rear of the room. The

Cerwin-Vega D-9 three-way speakers.
A Sansui SE -510 seven -band graphic
equalizer is also on hand just in case
Louthan wants to tweak the system's

center speaker sits on a homemade

response while listening to ZZ Top,

steel -tube stand.

the Stone Temple Pilots, or one of his
other favorite rock bands.
All of the electronics gear, including

A pair of Solid Monitors, from the
Rock Solid Sounds division of B&W,
supplement the Definitive lineup.
Mounted in the front corners of the
room, where the 19 -foot cathedral
ceiling begins its upward climb, the
white speakers handle front -effects
signals (generated when one of the
DSP-A2070's Cinema DSP modes is

engaged). "The sound just wraps

the components used to pipe music
into the family room, is housed in the
modified china closet. Add up the receipts for all of the gear in both rooms,

and you're looking at a tidy sum that
easily exceeds $15,000 (just don't tell
his wife, Tracy).

To achieve goose -bump performance from his home theater, Louthan

experimented with many different
speaker locations. The surrounds were
the hardest to place, he found, because

of the open space above the 8 -foot
shelf wall in the back of the living/din- a
ing room. "The room is also very reverberant, so I made absorptive panels
out of 6 -pound -dense fiberglass and T.
covered them with colored fabric," he zz

says. "That made the system sound

much better." The panels conform to
patterns designed by an artist, giving
them the appearance of wall art.
There was one slight problem, however. The ferocious output of the Velodyne subwoofer ruined two expensive
thermal -pane windows. Apparently the

the seal that holds the gas in between
the window panes. "I finally had the
window company build a new one -

pressed - especially with the THX

using rubber grommets this time,"

laserdisc version of Disney's Aladdin.
"The soundtrack of a movie like True
Lies (starring Arnold Schwarzenegger)

Louthan says with a chuckle.

is so riveting that it's hard to even

"I've really awed a lot of people
with this system, and I still do that to

move. Sometimes I sit back and watch
the expressions on people's faces. It's

explosive low -frequency energy that

myself," the proud owner reports.

characterizes so many of today's

like a cartoon: Everybody moves to

Even his sons, three -year -old Gage
and six -year old Nicholas, are im-

the left, then the right, and back again.
It's really funny."
Bob Ankosko

blockbuster movies did a number on

-
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Designed for soundtracks,
how do Home THX
speakers perform on music?

VS

Several years ago, Lucasfilm introduced its Home THX program as a set of technical solutions to some of the problems of
home theater sound. Although widely embraced, nearly every
element of the program has provoked at least some controversy.
The largest, and most interesting, of the arguments has had to do
with whether the Home THX standards for front loudspeakers
compromise their performance as music reproducers. While Lucasfilm contends that the speakers are equally adept in the two
applications, dissenters maintain (often vehemently) that more

0

conventional speakers sound much better with music and that
the Home THX designs should be turned off with the TV.
So we decided to put the question to the test. All previous attempts we've seen have compared speakers of completely different design, obscuring which aspects were responsible for listener preferences. We wanted to find out, as nearly as possible,
what effect the THX requirements themselves have on sound
quality, with music and soundtracks alike.
A number of the Home THX specifications for front speakers
have to do strictly with compatibility issues - impedance, sen-
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demonstrated that they were certainly
fraternal, if not identical, twins. As expected, they had significantly different
vertical directivity patterns, and the S -

ences in three performance categories:
spectral balance (frequency response),
spatial accuracy (imaging), and definition and clarity. Finally, each listener

90's response showed a much larger

was asked to indicate which system
was more natural or pleasing. Ratings
were scored on the following scale:

ally achieved by means of multiple -

floor/ceiling bounce notch around 100
Hz. Spectrally, the speakers were pretty darn close except that the THX version was about 2.5 dB hotter between
1.6 and 3.6 kHz.

driver arrays. Although many speakers
are not as flat as Home THX specifica-

THE TEST SETUP

good, he would circle "Same"; if he
thought Red sounded marginally bet-

sitivity, and the like. Others have to do
with dynamic range. Two in particular,
however, directly affect sound quality

at all listening levels. One is that the
frequency response be very flat on -axis and over a fairly wide horizontal angle. The other is that the speaker's ver-

tical dispersion be limited to a fairly
narrow angle at high frequencies, usu-

tions would require, almost nobody
claims that flat response is a bad thing.
The part of the standard that has drawn

fire is the requirement for restricted
vertical directivity, which Lucasfilm
says improves clarity, dialogue intelligibility, and localization by minimizing sound reflections from the floor
and ceiling.

Coming up with two loudspeakers
that differ only in their vertical directivity is virtually impossible, but we
wanted to come as close as we could.
Our goal was to find out just how well
a Home THX speaker compared with
a non-THX speaker as similar as we
could find, except for vertical directivity, reproducing both film sound and
music in blind listening evaluations.
Easier said than done, since few manu-

facturers have directly comparable
THX and non-THX models. But the
M&K S-5000THX speaker, essentially

two of the company's S-90 two-way

1 experimented with various near coincident placements of the speakers,

obtaining a good, close match with
the S -90's directly on top of the S5000THX's, which were mounted on
26 -inch stands. That put the tweeters
of the THX speakers at ear level, as
recommended, and I could get a reasonable comparison by means of direct
switching between sets of speakers.
The left and right speakers were driven by a pair of Bryston 4B power amplifiers, one for the S -90's and the oth-

er for the S-5000THX's, while the
center speakers were driven by a single Accuphase P-300 - one channel

for the S-90, the other for the S5000THX. I adjusted the level controls
for each of the amplifier channels driv-

ing a THX speaker to match the outputs of the speakers to within 0.5 dB
when playing B -weighted pink noise.
The test setup also included a Lexi-

speakers stacked tweeter -to -tweeter in

con CP-3 surround processor, which
during the tests was used in its Home

a single enclosure to meet the THX
specifications, seemed almost ideally

THX, Music Surround, and stereo
modes. A pair of bipolar surround

suited to our purposes.

speakers was also integrated into the
system. A Marantz LV-500 laserdisc
player and a Denon DCD-1290 CD

The S-90 (which was reviewed in
the September 1994 issue) is a high quality two-way system with a 1 -inch
dome tweeter and a 61/2 -inch polypropylene -cone woofer. Strips of acousti-

4

3

2

1

Same

1

2

3

4

If the subject thought the two sets of
speakers sounded the same or equally
ter, he would circle the first number to
the left; and so on.
Three sessions, titled Stereo, Music

Surround, and Film, were conducted
for each of the listeners. Five of them

listened individually with no other
subjects present, while the remaining
two were together for their sessions.
The Stereo session included a set of
eight music -only programs containing
selections with male and female vocals, small ensemble with predominantly acoustic instruments, and choir
with organ and full orchestra, all in
conventional two -channel stereo using
only the left and right speakers. The
Music Surround session used the same
musical selections played in the CP-

3's Music Surround mode with the
center and surround speakers enabled.
The Film session was conducted us-

ing the "Jungle at Night" campfire
scene from Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom. That scene contains
male and female dialogue, an adoles-

cent boy with a hard -to -understand
foreign accent, and plenty of competing off -screen sound and action. The
Lexicon was switched to its Home

player delivered signals.
The speakers were compared using

THX Pro Logic mode (again, with

a two -position rotary control that

for this piece. I gave the listeners a
one-time preview of the scene on a

cal foam are strategically located on
the front panel to control diffraction.
The S-90 is rated to handle 200 watts
and has a frequency range of 80 Hz to
20 kHz. As mentioned above, the S5000THX is essentially two S-90
speakers, one atop the other with the

switched left, center, and right channels simultaneously between the 590's and the S-5000THX's. The switch

tweeters in the middle. The over/under
topology is a common way of meeting
the THX directivity specifications. The

cloth to hide their identities.

pc:Mt-ions were color -coded red (S-90)

and blue (S-5000THX) with stick -on
labels, and the speakers were draped

with acoustically transparent black

THE TEST DESIGN

center and surround speakers enabled)

tiny picture -in -picture screen before
the session for orientation. There was
no video4luring the listening comparisons, hoWever, to eliminate visual
cues for placement of sounds. Sessions
were initiallyVrdered by coin flip and
so that the Film, Music
then
Surround, and Stereo sessions did not
always occur in the same order.

specified frequency range of the S-

Seven listeners (not counting me)

The listeners were all male audio

5000THX is 72 Hz to 20 kHz, and, not

enthusiasts ranging in age from twenty-five to forty-eight. All but one had
participated in blind evaluative listen-

Hooking up and measuring a set of

participated in a three -session experiment. All they were told was that two
"speaker alignments" were being compared. In all three sessions the listeners

each in my listening room quickly

were asked to express their prefer-

had previous experience ranking per -

surprisingly, it is rated to handle 400
watts.
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ing tests before, and all but that one

formance in the categories
that we used for this test.

THE RESULTS
Spectral balance.

LISTENING TEST SCORES

for the S-5000THX in the
Music Surround sessions.
Although most listeners felt

that both speakers did an
Six

of the seven listeners
thought the S -90's spectral

balance was more natural
for two -channel stereo, but
by only a small margin, av-

eraging roughly +1 on our
rating scale. In the Music
Surround sessions, an even
smaller preference (about

4

of listeners on each side of
the scale was identical. Surprisingly, the systems' average ratings were dead even
in the Film sessions.
The measurements vividly showed the S -90's greater
room interaction, which

seemed to be easily discernible when listening to
pink noise as adding full-

ness and mellowing the

3

2

The S-5000THX's increased output between 1.6
and 3.6 kHz also manifested

1

2

3

4

perior performance ratings

overall, the two who preferred the more convention-

al S-90 were adamant in
their choice. They didn't
rate the differences between

SPATIAL RENDITION
S-5000THX

S-90
4

3

2

1

Same

1

2

3

4

Film
Music Surround
Stereo

the two as large, but they
were nonetheless insistent
as to which speaker they
would buy if they had to
choose between them. That

reaction could have to do
with the response difference around 3 kHz, where

DEFINITION AND CLARITY

S-90
4

3

2

1

S-5000THX
Same

1

2

3

4

Film
Music Surround
Stereo
OVERALL NATURALNESS

S-90

tener indicated that he prelike what he was used to.

Same

Film
Music Surround
Stereo

sound. Interestingly, one lis-

ferred the S-90 primarily
because it sounded more

1

THX version clearly su-

S-5000THX

S -go

+0.5) developed in the other

direction, favoring the S5000THX, but the number

excellent job and gave the

SPECTRAL BALANCE

4

3

2

1

S-5000THX
Same

1

2

3

4

Film
Music Surround
Stereo

the ear is very sensitive, or
with the difference in how
the speakers interact with
the room. In my own listening, not blind and conducted over a couple of weeks,
I was very surprised at how
large the effects of the
S -90's interaction with the
room seemed in direct

comparison with the S5000THX, with its much
narrower vertical dispersion. We are so accustomed

to strong floor and ceiling

Averages of ratings from seven listeners. Higher numbers Indicate stronger preference.

itself in the comments on
spectral balance, but usuall\ linked to
other sonic characteristics. For exam-

the S -90's. "Blue [S-5000THX] has a
narrower but more localizable sound

ple, one listener noted that the S-

field." "Sense of depth on Blue [S-

5000THX "had a cleaner center image
but was too shrill." Another, however,
came right out and called it "too bright
and fussy."
Spatial rendition. The listeners
were far more vocal about differences
in spatial rendition. Everybody agreed

5000THXJ was amazing in comparison." And "Red [S-90] just didn't want

that the S -90's produced a wider

reo sessions and +2 in the Film and
Music Surround sessions. Comments
ranged from "Blue [S-5000THX] is

soundstage, perhaps as a result of the
greater room interaction, but that the
S-5000THX's created a deeper, more
spatially precise sound field. Surprisingly, about half the listeners preferred
the imaging of the S -90's in the Film
sessions. Average scores tilted strongly
(+2.5) to the S-5000THX in the Stereo
and Music Surround sessions. Typical
comments: "Blue IS-5000THXJ seems

to locate sounds better." "Less able to
locate individual voices in choir" with

to center -up well enough."

Definition and clarity. In this
category the listeners preferred the S5000THX for every type of program,
by an average margin of +1 in the Ste-

more clear, with tight, defined highs"
to "On dialogue, Blue [S-5000THX]
sounds like the actors are speaking directly into my ear."
Overall naturalness. These
rankings are interesting, with roughly
equal ratings for the S-5000THX and
S-90 in the Film sessions, a +1 preference for the S-5000THX in the Stereo
sessions, and a strong +2 preference

reflections that it can sound
a little peculiar at first when
they are removed.
I found, however, that the more I lis-

tened to the two speakers, the more
"right" the S-5000THX's presentation
sounded. Although it would be precip-

itous to draw sweeping conclusions
from a comparison of just two models,
in this case there did seem to be, with
speakers otherwise almost identical in

design, real sonic advantages to the
THX approach. My personal preferences mirrored the results of the
blind listening comparison: The S5000THX sounded a touch too bright,

but the improvements in spatial presentation, intelligibility, and clarity with ordinary music recordings as well

as soundtracks - more than made up
for it. At the very least, the test results
should be a cautionary note to anybody who has jumped to the conclusion
that Home THX speakers are by their

nature suitable only for film or TV
sound.
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eter Shaffer's Amadeus was great theater,

even if it did take liberties with the facts

of Mozart's too -short life and revive an
unsupportable vilification of poor old Sal-

ieri; on both the stage and the screen, it surely awakened many

people to the wonders of Mozart's music. Bernard Rose's
movie Immortal Beloved, with its somewhat greater care for
historical accuracy and more direct involvement of music in the
telling of the story, may prove to be similarly effective in bring-

ing the power of Beethoven to the awareness of new audiences.
For those making this remarkable discovery, and for veteran lis-

teners as well, here are recommended recordings of the music
represented in the film and a small number of additional Bee-

thoven masterworks that might be considered indispensable.
All CD's are full -price unless indicated 03 for midprice or ® for
budget; names of some labels are abbreviated.

ethoven

THE NINE SYMPHONIES are the essential core of the orchestral
repertory, and many listeners like the idea of an "integral" set in a
five -disc box. Both Nikolaus Hamoncourt, conducting the Chamber
Orchestra of Europe (Teldec 46452), and John Eliot Gardiner, with his

period -instrument Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique (DG
Archiv 439 900, with a bonus disc on which Gardiner discusses the
music), show fluency, animation, and fine care for instrumental balances. The earliest of Herbert von Karajan's three sets with the Berlin
Philharmonic is one of the high points of that conductor's vast discography (DG Et 429 036). George Szell's performances with the Cleveland Orchestra are still models of precision, power, and elegance, and
as remastered for CD they add up to quite a bargain (Sony
48396).

SYMPIION1 O. 3, IN E -FIAT
t.1011 ("11101(:."). This
work, which changed existing notions of what a symphony ought to I
be, remained Beethoven's own favorite. Klaus Tennstedt's live performance with the London Philharmonic is ablaze with conviction and
handsomely recorded. Kurt Masur, in his remake with the Leipzig
Gewandhaus Orchestra (Philips 434 913, with No. 8), and Ginner
Wand, in his with the NDR Symphony (RCA 60755, with Leonore 2
Overture No. 3), are similarly persuasive in their balancing of power '5
and warmth of heart. The "Eroica" from the Szell/Cleveland set, of46328, may be outclassed sonically, but
fered with No. 8 on Sony
Ai

not musically, and it's a great buy. Also of special interest is Otto
Klemperer's galvanic 1953 mono recording with the Philharmonia
(EMI Oh 63855, with Leonore Nos. 2 and 3).

2

SYMPHONY NO. 5, IN (: MINOR. Gunter Wand's live remake is g
outstanding in every respect (RCA 61930, with No. 6). Masur, too, in g
his Leipzig remake, leaves little to be desired (Philips 426 782, with o
No. 1), and neither does John Eliot Gardiner's fiery version in the
complete set listed above. Carlos Kleiber's Fifth with the Vienna Phil- a

by Richard Freed

Gary Oldman portrays the composer Ludwig von Beethoven
in the recent biographical film Immortal Beloved.

harmonic, perhaps the most striking of all, is extravagantly offered
alone on a full -price CD (DG 415 861).

SIIIPH0N1 NO. 6, IN F MAJOR ("PASTOR :U."). Gunter
Wand's new live recording of this beloved work is just about all one
could wish for in respect to both performance and sonics (with No. 5,
above). Andre Previn's account with the Royal Philharmonic is one of
this conductor's finest recorded performances (RCA 7747, with the
Egmont Overture). Fritz Reiner's recording with the Chicago Symphony is similarly appealing, and the fine sound belies its age (RCA 8
60002, with No. 1).

SI AIPIIONV NO. 7, IN II U011. Gardiner's energetic account is
another high point of his cycle (see above). Karajan's 1962 performance is an outstanding component of his integral cycle, also listed
above. Kleiber's compelling version with the Vienna Philharmonic is
to be repackaged with his Fifth next year, but for now it's all by itself
on DG 415 862. Pierre Monteux's 1961 recording with the London
Symphony, in a first-rate transfer, offers a heady combination of dynamism and warmth (London fit 433 403, with Dvorak's Symphony
No. 7). The classic Toscanini/New York Philharmonic recording from

1936 is no substitute for a modem version but is a good deal more
than a mere souvenir (RCA 0 60316, with Haydn's Symphony No.
101 and other works).

SI AIPHONY NO. 9, IN I) MINOR ("CHOR U."). The version
of the Ninth Symphony in Gardiner's complete set is all -surpassing in
terms of drive and excitement. Daniel Barenboim's highly personal
reading with the Berlin State Orchestra is less driving but more overtly
dramatic in its broader proportions (Erato 94353). The power and integrity of Rene Leibowitz's 1961 recording with the Royal Philharmonic come through brilliantly in the fine transfer (Chesky CD66).
Wand, with the NDR Symphony, also achieves grandeur without ceremoniousness (RCA 60095). The 1962 Karajan/ Berlin Philharmonic
version (in DG Et 429 036) and the earlier of Karl Bohm's two Ninths
Philharmonic (DG 8 427 196, or with No. 3 and other works in 437 368) are both rich in traditional values.

THE FIVE PIANO CONCERTOS (in three -disc sets). Murray Perahia, who is heard in the soundtrack of Immortal Beloved, recorded
the concertos with Bernard Haitink and the Concertgebouw Orchestra
(Sony 44575). Arthur Rubinstein's set, with Josef Krips conducting
the Symphony of the Air, has an especially fine "Emperor" (RCA 8
61260, with the Piano Sonata No. 18). Leon Fleisher's classic set with
Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra (Sony 48397) includes the Triple
Concerto (played by the Istomin-Stem-Rose Trio with Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra). Vladimir Ashkenazy is both

soloist and conductor in his spirited and stylish set, also with the
Cleveland, and it includes the Choral Fantasy (London 421 718).
Discs from the Perahia and Fleisher sets are also available singly, and
their versions are strongly recommended for Concertos Nos. 1-4.

CONCERTO NO. 5, IN E-11. AT 11 U011 ("E11PER011'). Recordings of this work are among the valedictory gems left by Claudio
Arrau (with Colin Davis conducting the Dresden State Orchestra, Philips 416 215) and Rudolf Serkin (with Seiji Ozawa and the Boston
Symphony, Telarc 80065), but both come without additional works.
Serkin's earlier recordings on Sony are better buys in that respect, as is
Rubinstein's "Emperor" with Erich Leinsdorf and the Boston Symphony (RCA 5676, with No. 4). Both Alfred Brendel's recording with

Haitink and the London Philharmonic (Philips )8 434 148) and
Emanuel Ax's digital one with Previn and the Royal Philharmonic
(RCA (V 61213) come with fetching accounts of the Choral Fantasy.
1111.1N :ON(:ERTO IN I) 11 U011. The earlier of Arthur Grumiaux's two Philips recordings, with Alceo Galliera conducting the New
Philharmonia, is the most thoroughly satisfying account of this noble
work, and it happens to be an exceptional value as well (® 426 064).
Similarly attractive in both respects, and of similar vintage, is Josef
Suk's performance with Adrian Boult and the same orchestra (EMI
67765). Both discs include Beethoven's two romances for violin and
orchestra.

ERTURES. Beethoven composed four different overtures for his
opera Fidelio (three of them known by the opera's original title,
Leonore), one for his ballet The Creatures of Prometheus, and another

half -dozen for various theatrical works and festive occasions. All
eleven are offered, on two discs, in crisp, authoritative readings by
Herbert von Karajan with the Berlin Philharmonic (DG 8 427 256), in
somewhat more expansive ones by the Vienna Philharmonic under
Claudio Abbado (DG 429 762), and in performances by the Minnesota
Orchestra under the alert and perceptive Stanislaw Skrowaczewski,
whose set includes more of Beethoven's music for the stage (Vox
CDX 5099).

1:11)11.10 is the kind of opera we'd expect from Beethoven, a work
that celebrates and glorifies his most cherished personal ideals - of
individual liberty, of justice, of conjugal devotion and triumph over
adversity. The most durable and moving recorded performance is the
one conducted by Otto Klemperer, with Christa Ludwig in the title
role and Jon Vickers as Florestan (EMI 8) 69324, two CD's).

MISSA SOLEMNIS. It was on this score, composed in the same period as the Ninth Symphony, that Beethoven wrote, "From the heart may it also go to the heart." John Eliot Gardiner conducts his Monteverdi Choir and English Baroque Soloists, with fine vocal soloists, in a
propulsive and convincing performance on a single disc (DG Archiv
429 779). Those who find his reading too propulsive may be more
comfortable with a two -disc version: the expansive live recording by
the Chicago Symphony Chorus and Orchestra under Daniel Barenboim, with equally effective soloists (Erato 03) 91731), or Karl Bohm's
with the Vienna Philharmonic, the Vienna State Opera Chorus, and an
outstanding solo quartet, which is more animated than Barenboim's
and more radiant than Gardiner's but at a disadvantage sonically (DG
8 437 925).

STRING QUARTETS. Overall, the Talich Quartet gives the most
satisfying accounts of the sixteen quartets and the Grosse Fuge, and
Calliope gets them all onto seven discs (9633/39). The Vermeer Quartet's recordings, hardly less persuasive, benefit from more lively sound
(Teldec 76547, nine CD's). The Quartetto Italiano's probing performances triumph over dated sound (Philips 8 426 046, 420 797, and
426 050, ten CD's in all). All these sets are available in separate packages of the early (Op. 18), middle, and late quartets, and some of the
performances are on individual discs as well.
PIANO TRIOS. The "Archduke" Trio in B -flat Major, Op. 97, remains the defining work in the literature for this combination of instruments (piano, violin, and cello). The Suk Trio's 1961 recording is deservedly a classic (Supraphon 89 11 0707, with the Triple Concerto).
The new recording by the Chung Trio is also very distinguished and
benefits from superior sonics (EMI 55187, with the Op. 11 Trio). The

Beaux Arts Trio's disc of the "Archduke" includes the "Ghost" Trio

(Op. 70, No. 1, in D Major), which is heard in Immortal Beloved
(Philips 412 891). The sets of the complete piano trios by the Beaux
Arts (Philips
432 381, five CD's) and the Istomin-Stern-Rose Trio
(Sony El 46738, four CD's) are both first-rate.

THE V101.IN SON VI ts. The grandest of these, the "Kreutzer"
Sonata (Op. 47, in A Major), is frequently paired with the earlier
"Spring" Sonata (Op. 24. in F Major); David Oistrakh and the pianist
Lev Oborin are exceptionally persuasive in these two works (Philips
412 255) and in their survey of the complete cycle (Philips 412 570,
four CD's).

THE PI AN() SONATAS. The three most popular sonatas - the
"Moonlight" (Op. 14, No. I, in C -sharp Minor), the "Pathetique" (Op.
13, in C Minor), and the "Appassionata" (Op. 57, in F Minor) - are
often packaged together. The most persuasively performed such sets

are those by Arthur Rubinstein (RCA 8 61443, with Op. 81a, "Les
Adieux"), Alfred Brendel (Philips 411 470), Claudio Arrau (Philips
422 970), Vladimir Ashkenazy (London 410 260), Daniel Barenboim
(DO 419 602), and Rudolf Serkin (Sony 8 37219). For all thirty-two
sonatas in a single box, Richard Goode's ten -CD set (Nonesuch
79328) is an eminently sound choice.
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As virtually every speaker manufacturer
rushes to deliver "home theater" speakers to the marketplace, M&K amasses
nearly twenty years of experience in the
field-dEting back to Hollywood screening-roon- installations in the 1970s.
M&K engineers have
spent well
over a
decade
studying
the varied
aspects of
surround

acter when their sound moves from left
to right or front to back in your room.
Even if you are just adding an M&K
subwoofer, front/center, or surround

M&K

COMPONENT
SPEAKERS
FOR THE

HOME

THEATER

sound-including encoding and decoding; soundtrack recording:
and the differences between reproducing
sound in theaters and in homes.
M&K speakers excel in the reproduction of ar source material. Accuracy, low
coloration, pinpoint imaging, wide
dynamic range, and deep -bass reproduction Ere all critical for music as well
as film soundtracks. M&K Satellites and
Subwoofars have been acclaimed for
these att-ibutes since the '70s.
And th s is why M&K knows that any
speaker hat claims to be optimized for
either music or film sound, one at the
expense of the other, will never reproduce eitt er one properly.

speaker to your present system, M&K's
unique timbre controls allow you to
"fine-tune" the sound of your new M&K
speakers to achieve the closest possi-

ble timbre -match with your existing

speakers-even if they are not M&Ks.

M&K Center Channel Speakers
Beware of inexpensive "center channel" speakers. In Pro -Logic, the center
channel speaker is driven the
hardest, and often
reproduces
as much
sound as the
left and right
speakers
combined.
Each one of M&K's
six individually -available Satellites
has exceptional dynamic range and high
output to meet and exceed the tremendous demands of the center channel.

M&K Powered Subwoofers
Legendary for their massive output,
exceptional detail, and articulation,
M&K's thirteen internally -powered Sub woofers set the industry's standards for
high-performance deep bass.
M&K's innovative Push -Pull Dual
Driver subwoofers deliver a major
improvement by virtually eliminating
even -order harmonic distortion, and
doubling efficiency (same as doubling
amplifier power) with four times the
output of single driver subwoofers.
Whether you choose our state-ofthe-art Home THX Audio speaker
system, an add-on set of surround
speakers, or anything in between,
no other speakers will give you the
exciting performance, sound quality,
flexibility and compatibility of M&K's
home theater component speakers.

M&K Home Theater Systems
Conventional speakers make the
music and effects on film soundtracks compressed and dull. But
M&K's exciting dynamics and
"quick" transients give you precise
3-D imaging and a lifelike presence.
M&K Satellites are timbre matched using virtually identical
speaker drivers, crossovers, and frequency response, for a seamless 360
surround sound performance. With
an all-M&K home theater system.
voices and effects do not change char-

MCMILLER

e. KREISEL

SOUND CORPORATION
10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232
(310) 204-2854 Fax: (310) 202-8782
THX is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co

CIRCLE NO 46 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Hideaway
Speakers
If you wanted to conceal speakers in
your walls or ceiling back in the early

Things changed in 1982 when custom installer Scott Struthers, then owner of Home

Today's in -wall

Eighties, there weren't many options.

Technology Systems in Southern California, got tired of having to fabricate every
in -wall speaker he installed. It may have
been the job of installing eighty in -wall

speakers offer

Assuming you wanted something that
would sound better than the commercial
ceiling speakers used in supermarkets, elevators, and your dentist's office, you had to
modify a pair of conventional home or car

speakers for in -wall mounting - a painstaking process that involved making your
own mounting brackets and grille covers.
Or you could hire a professional sound contractor to do the job for you. In those days,
high-fidelity in-wall/ceiling speakers simply weren't available off the shelf.

speakers that prompted Struthers to ask
speaker designer Bill Kindel for help in de-

signing a high-fidelity speaker specifically
for in -wall mounting. Their collaboration
yielded a two-way speaker with a mounting
bracket and a paintable grille.
"After that, installing in -wall speakers
was easy because we had a system," recalls
Struthers. "We weren't creating a new de -

variety in style,
features, and
performance.
By Rebecca Day

Hideaway Speakers
Featuring a 51/4 -inch woofer and a 1 -inch

tweeter, the Niles HD525 ($300 a pair) is said
to ]lay down to 55 Hz. It has spring -loaded

terminals to simplify hookup.

sign every time we put one in." Eventually, Struthers and his partners realized that speaker manufacturing was
far more lucrative than the custom installation business, so they formed So-

nance - a company dedicated to

manufacturing in -wall speakers. Today, with some thirty models, Sonance
has one of the largest selections of inwall/ceiling speakers and is a leader in
a vibrant market served by more than
fifty companies.

A lot has changed since Sonance
helped usher in the age of the high-fidelity in -wall speaker. While it once

41111WP"""'

seemed as though all in -walls were
rectangular and more or less created

Snell's AMC -450 ($499 a pair) combines

equal, today's in -wall crop offers

a 61/2 -inch woofer and a 1/2 -inch textile -dome

plenty of variety in style, features, and
performance. The classic rectangular
in -wall is now available in many sizes

tweeter in a 101/4 x 71/4 x 31/2 -inch

in -wall package rated down to 60 Hz.

and with an assortment of drivers there are even a few models that use
electrostatic or ribbon transducers.

Martin-Logan's 631/2 -inch -tall Stylos

($2 695 a pair in black, $2,995 in white) can
be mounted in or on a wall or on an
optional stand. It has a 61/2 -inch woofer and

a 38 -inch electrostatic element.

Round speakers designed for unobtrusive in -wall or ceiling mounting are
becoming more common. And many
models incorporate clever new mounting schemes that simplify installation.
Recognizing that limited space and
the desire for a clean appearance often
lead to in -wall speakers in locations
that degrade sound quality, manufacturers are also building more flexibility into their products. Many in -walls

now offer some sort of acoustical or
electrical control over their output to

help listeners compensate for poor
placement or room acoustics.
MTX has two subwoofers designed for

mounting in the floor or ceiling, or in a wall.
The FS -8A ($239) and the FS -10A ($279) are

rated down to 52 and 48 Hz, respectively.

Sonance, MTX, and Speakercraft,
for example, sell in -wall speakers that
have pivoting tweeters. Being able to
aim the high -frequency output toward
the listening area makes it possible to

achieve decent imaging with such
less -than -ideal locations as high on a

wall or in the ceiling. And with in wall surround speakers, being able to
aim the tweeter's output off -axis can
help create a diffuse sound field.

Speakercraft's 6.5MIT ($465
a pair), with a 1 -inch soft dome tweeter and a 61/2 -inch
dual -voice -coil woofer, is said to play

down to 40 Hz with only 0.33 cubic
foot of air space behind it. It's covered

by a lifetime warranty. MTX's five
Pivot Pointe models team 1 -inch piv-

oting titanium -dome tweeters with
Boston Acoustics' Model 350 ($300 a pair)
has a 51/4 -inch woofer and is rated down

to 68 Hz. Installation requires a 9 x 6 -inch
cutout and 25/e inches of rear clearance.
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woofers ranging from 51/4 to 8 inches
in diameter ($250 to $400 a pair). For
additional flexibility, MTX provides a
tweeter -level switch on the baffle.
Sonance, which pioneered the piv-

oting tweeter a few years ago, has taken sound shaping even further with its

Designed for mounting

in the ceiling or in a wall,

high -end D series of in -walls. Designed for professional installation,
each of the three-way speakers has a
series of two -position treble, midrange, and bass switches on its baffle
(two of the three models also have a

Infinity's ERS360 ($250
a pair) is a 514 -inch

coaxial system with a
3'4 -inch tweeter. A steel

grille is included.

pivoting tweeter). The flagship D6000
($999 a pair) has eight switches (three
treble, two midrange, and three bass)

that can be set to yield numerous response -altering combinations, allowing you (or your installer) to tweak the

sound to suit your taste and to compensate for a room's acoustical charac-

teristics. The effects of different settings are outlined on the speaker's baffle and in the owner's manual.

Ceiling Speakers
Looking Up
Ironically, the most popular location

B&W's Signature Seven ($1,000 a pair)
teams am alloy -dome tweeter and a 7 -inch
woofer in a 143/4 x 11 x 4 -inch package with a

removable baffle. It's rated down 10 40 Hz.

for in -wall speakers these days, according to Sonance's Struthers, is the
ceiling, as people strive to make their
speakers all but disappear. To meet
this demand, many manufacturers are
offering round speakers designed to
complement recessed lighting fixtures.
Infinity's new ERS 360 ($250 a pair),
derived from the company's rectangular Model 540 in -wall, has a 51/4 -inch
woofer and a coaxially mounted 3/4 -

B&W

4i)

inch tweeter and comes with a white
perforated steel grille. Boston Acoustics' Model 335 ($250 a pair), also a

SpeakerCraft's Model 6.5MIT ($465 a
pair) boasts a pivoting tweeter, a 61? -inch
dual -voice -coil woofer rated down to 40 Hz.

5'/4 -inch coaxial design, offers the
choice of a standard white grille or a

and bass and treble level switches.

black one that's recessed.

The trouble with ceiling -mounted
speakers is that they can sound less
than musical if you're not positioned
directly under them. Sound levels often vary as you move from one location in the room to another. While you

might think that increasing tweeter
output would smooth out coverage,
experts say it can actually do more
harm than good by turning the sweet
spot into a hot spot of overly bright,

The 1- nch titanium -dome tweeter in MB
Quart's Quarl 90M ($649 a pair) plays down
to 1.5 kHz

deliver a "focused musical

presence." The system has an 8 -inch woofer.

disproportionately loud sound.

Makers of ceiling speakers address
these problems in different ways. MB

Quart, for example, uses a special
crossover design in its new Model 160
Luna speaker ($399 a pair) to create a

"flat power response" that is said to
distribute sound more evenly throughout the room. The result: greater flexi-

bility in speaker placement and improved off -axis response.

Hai ed as the world's first magnetically
shielded in -wall center speaker. Polk

To eliminate hot spots, Sound Advance Systems (formerly known as

Audio's AB705c ($249) has a 61/2 -inch woofer

B.E.S.T., or Bertagni Electronic Sound

and is rated all the way down to 32 Hz.
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Hideaway Speakers
Transducers Corp.) uses a flat wide dispersion diaphragm that is actually
the face of its unique CT77D ceiling
speaker ($345 each). The 24 -inch square speaker fits in T -bar -type sus-

pended ceilings and is said to have
high -frequency dispersion of 140 degrees on both the horizontal and vertical planes. Bandwidth is given as 40
Hz to 19 kHz. The standard finish is
white, but a variety of silkscreen patterns are available, or you can create
your own finish with paint, wallpaper,
or fabric.

In -Wall Home Theater
Home theater, with its standard requirement of at least five speakers, has

only compounded the problems of

L-LLL±L:_'

speaker placement. But now Polk Audio has come out with the world's first
magnetically shielded in -wall center

speaker, the AB705c ($249 each). A
shielded version of Polk's AB705 in wall, it uses a 61/2 -inch woofer and a
1 -inch dome tweeter to deliver a rated

bandwidth of 32 Hz to 25 kHz. The
speaker comes with a paintable white
metal grille, but Polk also offers an
optional cloth grille.

KEF takes speaker concealment a
few steps further with its Ci-200QT
motorized speaker ($400 each), which
tilts down out of the ceiling when trig-

gered by a low -voltage DC signal.
Able to serve as the front left, center,
or right speaker in a home theater, the
Ci-200QT features an enclosed 8 -inch

KEF Uni-Q driver (a woofer with a
center -mounted tweeter) that's attached to a motorized gear -drive assembly. The 141/4 x 103/4 x 8 -inch
speaker, rated down to 50 Hz, has a
sensitivity of 90 dB and can play in either its retracted or deployed position.

Installation Short Cuts
Makers of in -wall and ceiling
speakers are constantly evaluating
new ways to simplify installation for
both the do-it-yourselfer and the seasoned professional. "Custom installers
always tell us they need three hands to
mount in -wall speakers - one to hold
the speaker, one to connect the speaker wire, and another to put the speaker
in the wall," observes Steve Ravinski,
KEF's marketing manager. KEF's solution was to use spring -lock push terminals instead of binding posts so that
you can hold the speaker and compress the terminals with one hand.

L2 .2

Subwoofer/satellite systems have gone a

studs with an outboard 100 -watt

long way toward appeasing music lovers

amp/crossover. The 421/4 x 141/4 x 31'4 -inch

who want deep bass but not a pair of large,

sealed bass module is designed to

phase Technology has greatly
streamlined the installation of
its CI Series speakers ($200
to $500 a pair) by replacing the con-

obtrusive speaker enclosures. But the

overcome the challenge of placing a

sub/sat solution still requires visible

subwoofer in a vibration -prone wall. The

satellite speakers even if the bass module

enclosure is made of half -inch -thick

is tucked away in a corner. The next step

medium -density fiberboard to minimize its

simple locking clamp located on the
speaker's frame. The clamp holds the

toward invisible sound is to use a pair of

interaction with the drywall and to reduce

speaker frame to the wall. The compa-

in -wall or ceiling speakers as the satellites.

leakage into adjoining rooms. To add more

But you'll still need a subwoofer of some

oomph to the system's 8 -inch woofer, Niles

sort if you want to reproduce the lower part

uses a "BumpBack" magnet said to allow

of the musical spectrum, because most

the woofer to be driven harder without

able to separate the baffle (which holds

in -walls don't deliver deep bass.

bottoming out. The exposed portion of the

the drivers) from the mounting frame

"It's very difficult to achieve low bass

subwoofer is covered by a 101/4 x 141/4 -inch

without an enclosed cabinet." explains Ted

perforated -metal or cloth grille. Rated

Hollander, head of custom installation at

frequency response is 38 to 100 Hz ±2 dB.

Absolute Sound in Winter Park, Florida.

Phase Technology's CI -Sub IV

Reproducing that lower octave requires an

subwoofer ($250 each) is an open -back

enclosure that "you can't really fit in a

infinite -baffle design that can be mounted in

typical wall," he says. As a result, many

an optional fiberboard enclosure ($130) to

people end up combining in -wall satellites

prevent leakage into other rooms and

with a conventional subwoofer hidden

bass -canceling vibrations. When used

in a closet or under the stairs.

without an enclosure, the CI -Sub IV is said

An extra closet or hideaway space

to require substantially less power than a

isn't always available, however, and some

comparable stand-alone subwoofer

people want to have all of their speakers

because of its "true infinite -baffle" design.

concealed in the walls. Enter the in -wall

Rated bandwidth is 28 to 90 Hz.

subwoofer, now offered by several

MTX offers two bass modules in its

companies including Niles Audio, KEF,

Blueprint Series designed to be mounted in

Sonance, MTX, and Phase Technology.

a floor, ceiling, or wall. The 8 -inch FS -8

Niles takes a two-piece approach with its

($239) is rated down to 52 Hz and the 10 -inch

SW -800 in -wall powered subwoofer system

FS -10A ($279) to 48 Hz. Both are 83/4 inches

($1,000), which combines an 8 -inch woofer

high, 271/2 inches deep: widths are 101/2

in an enclosure that fits between wall

and 141/2 inches, respectively.
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ventional mounting bracket with a

ny also builds speakers that have removable baffles, an approach several
manufacturers have adopted to enhance installation flexibility. Being

makes it possible to avoid speaker
damage during construction and to
service or upgrade drivers without
having to remove the frame.

Choices, Choices
As the in -wall boom continues,
more high -end speaker companies are
participating in a category that's clearly here to stay. B&W, which has been

selling in -wall speakers for several
years now, recently introduced what it
calls the first "legitimately high -end
in -wall speaker." Chris Browder, executive vice president, says that B&W's

new Signature Seven ($1,000 a pair)
overcomes the primary obstacle designers have faced in producing high quality in -wall speakers: variations in
such installation conditions as wall
thickness, "enclosure" volume, and
wall resonance. "Some manufacturers
create in -wall enclosures so that they
know these parameters," Browder observes, "but that really works only for
new construction. People are reluctant

to tear out a wall to insert a speaker
enclosure; you're better off minimizing the variables than designing a dedicated enclosure."
The Signature Seven, which is based
on the same fundamental design prin-

The 4 -inch ribbon tweeter used in Arogee's

RM-1 Ribbcn Monitor ($900 a pair) can
be oriented horizontally or vertically. Its 61/2 inch woofer is rated down to 45 Hz.

ciples as B&W's exotic Silver Signature speaker, uses a 1 -inch alloy -dome
tweeter (governed by a three -position

level control), a 7 -inch woofer, and a
crossover network designed to main-

tain highly accurate phase performance. Its low -frequency limit is giv-

en as 30 Hz at -6 dB. A removable
baffle and a wide -flange frame help
simplify installation.

Phase Technology's CI -601V ($250 each) has

The RM-1 Ribbon Monitor ($900 a
pair) from Apogee Acoustics features
a 4 -inch -long ribbon tweeter that can
be oriented horizontally or vertically
to provide proper vertical directivity;

a removable baffle and uses locking

clamps to secure its frame to the wall. It has
a 614 -inch woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter.

the adjustment is a simple matter of
removing four screws. The 16 x 11 x
31/2 -inch open -backed speaker is rated
down to 45 Hz. Apogee also offers the
541/2 x 12 x 31/4 -inch sealed -cabinet
Ribbin Wall, which can be mounted in
($1,495) or on the wall ($1,595).

Martin-Logan's Stylos hybrid elec-

trostatic speaker ($2,695 a pair in

Klipsch's IW?00 ($235 each) unites a horn loaded tweeter with two 6'%2 -inch woofers in a

101/4 x 20' Michframe that has a removable
baffle. It's rated down to 40 Hz.

black, $2,995 in white) can be mount-

ed in or on the wall or placed on an
optional stand; the company even offers optional pivoting brackets for
side -wall mounting. The Stylos combines a 38 -inch electrostatic element

and a 61/2 -inch woofer in a slender
cabinet that measures 631/2 x 101/2 x
41/2 inches. Frequency response is given as 55 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB and sensitivity as 88 dB.
The first in -wall speaker from NHT

(Now Hear This), the Model 1.1iw
($350 a pair), is designed to deliver

Sonance's three-way 06000 ($999 a pair) has

reasonable bass at low listening levels
without breaking up at higher levels,

eight switches (three treble. two midrange,

according to general manager Chris
Byrne. The designers measured the
speaker's response in an in -wall setting and then modified the drivers ac-

numerous response -altering combinations.

cordingly. The 1.1iw's rated frequency
response is 55 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB.
s Amultiroom

audio becomes
more affordable and home
theater a more common
household amenity, in -wall speakers
are likely to become even more popular. And that's good news for music

lovers, because the more in -walls
manufacturers sell, the more resources

they'll devote to making "invisible"
speakers sound as good as their freestanding counterparts. It'll just be
more good music to go around.

o

and three bass) that can be set to yield

Instead of conventional

cone drivers, the face
of Sound Advance Systems'

"invisible" SA -2 ($795 a
pair) is a flat polystyrene
diaphragm that can be

completely concealed with

paint, light wallpaper,
or fabric (its location is
spotlit in photo).
Rated bandwidth is 70 Hz
to 20 kHz.
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The Ass Ponys: Smaller Than Life
Could an Ass Pony be a kind of Crazy

Horse? Well, yes and no. Yes, on
their major -label debut, "Electric
Rock Music," this small-town Ohio

band takes its snaggletoothed arrangements in all kinds of directions,

from hard rock to jangle -pop to sweet
country. Yes, there's an electric guitar do-

ing nice stuff out in front and a singer
who takes his Henry Aldrich voice to the
Neil Young stratosphere. But no, the Ass
Ponys don't go for the big picture as Neil
Young and Co. do. Their music is smaller
than life. Their songs work because they
focus on the significant detail, the revealing character. If 0. Henry had rocked out,
I bet he would have been an Ass Pony.

"Electric Rock Music" is the band's
third album, which might explain why the

Ponys are so coherent, playing
that's calculatedly roughhewn while making sounds that fit together perfectly. The
bass is dynamic without going crazy, the

drums snappy without fibrillating, the
guitars imaginative without getting slick.
The arrangements match the deceptively
low-key lyrics. On Grim, for example,
when the singer screams painfully over
how his ex -girlfriend was his only joy, the
band lurches from a sweet/sour verse into
a full -out howl of a chorus.

What makes the Ass Ponys truly special, however, is the way in which they
capture the quality of life in Smalltown,

Ass Ponys bassist Randy Cheek told an
interviewer recently that "Anything could
be an Ass Ponys song." I am encouraged

U.S.A. Chuck Cleaver, the Pony credited
with the words, is clever without being a
smart -ass. He's not laughing at the people
in these depressing little burgs, he's
laughing with them - hey, he's living
with them. When he sings about Grandma's collection of wacky crafts attempting to be really practical household items

by that statement, because I believe it

or the guy whose girlfriend left him for
Jesus, he does it straight. That same kind

of delivery gives a lot of power to this
end -of -the -day assessment in Live Until I
Die: "It's evening and I'm alive / No

3 bruises or abrasions outside / No bones
'-'. protruding through my skin / What a

wonderful way / For the day to end."

means that there will be many more Ass
Ponys songs. And I'll take all I can get.
Ron Givens

Eyen if you already own a recording of
Bach's "Brandenburg" Concertos, go
out today and buy Philip Pickett's new
set. When you get home, do the following. in this order: 1) Tear off the
plastic shrink-wrap and open the jew-

el box. 2) Take out the booklet and hide

vet and Twin Peaks, but he got carried
away with his own weird tics. Cleaver

I've never heard a livelier and tastier
version of this best -loved of Bach's instrumental suites, nor have I ever read

i gives us less, and it means so much more.

Electric Rock Music
Grim; Little Bastard, Ape Hanger; Place Out
There; Lake Brenda; Wall Eyed Girl: Live Until I
Die; Peanut '93; Banlon Shirt; Gypped; Blushing
Bride; Earth to Grandma; Otter Slide

A&M 314 540 270 (45 min)

Bach's Brandenburgs In A Set To Savor

,, David Lynch tried to capture the manically depressed heart of podunk in Blue Vel,c2

ASS PONYS

it. 3) Load the discs. 4) Push "play."

such rubbish as the essay Pickett wrote to
accompany the recording.

To begin with the good stuff: Bach's
suite is a collection of inventive variations on the concerto grosso, which he
copied out to present to the Margrave of
Brandenburg. They run the gamut from
an elegant concerto for harpsichord, flute,
and violin (No. 5), played with exquisite
grace by Pickett's New London Consort,
to a medley of brisk dance tunes (No. 1)
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whose eminently danceable performance
here reminds us that the minuet, as stately
as it may sound to our ears, was meant to
swing, to get people up out of their seats.

No matter where you stand on the
question of playing Baroque music on old
instruments, this is a performance to treasure. The playing doesn't get much better

than this, from the bracing bite of the
strings to the crisp, colorful flair of the
winds. The hunting horns in the first con-

certo will make you want to take your
trusty musket down from the chimney
and let loose the dogs. If you prefer your
Bach smooth and serene, you may find

Pickett's version rough -edged: This is
peaty, single -malt Bach, not for fainthearted sippers of the blended variety.

As for that booklet I instructed you to
hide, on the inside cover are a pair of portraits, exactly the same size, of composer

and conductor, apparently intended to
prove that Philip Pickett has a better hair
stylist than Bach. Then there is the essay,
which makes better garden fertilizer than

Dar Williams: unguarded openness and intimacy

nine heavenly spheres in classical cosmology? That must be it! In No. 2 the
strings "must symbolize" Homer, while
the recorder "must represent" Virgil; in
No. 4 the strings are Apollo and the recorder the satyr Marsyas. And so on.
Not one shred of documentary proof is

earnest intensity on serious songs about

art, death, and existential angst (Mark
Rothko Song), social consciousness in the
atomic age (The Great Unknown), and the

meaning of love and independence (In
Love but Not at Peace, This Is Not the
House That Pain Built, You're Aging

adduced to support any of this moonshine, which is scholarship of the "No-

Well), she soars highest on songs that put

body can prove I'm wrong" school. But
does it matter? When it results in a per-

opening When I Was a Boy, for example,
begins as both a homage to Peter Pan and

3certos has an allegorical basis, and he
'j shops around mythology and Baroque

formance as vigorous and shapely as this,

a fanciful recollection of a tomboy girlfriend ("I won't forget when Peter Pan

painting until he finds something he likes.
For example, the third concerto is written
C for three groups of three violins, three vi-

thinking about his favorite recipe for guacamole.
Jamie James

! olas, and three cellos, which adds up to
2 nine - hey, aren't there nine Muses? And

BACH:
Brandenburg Concertos

musicology.

Pickett believes that each of the con-

I don't care if Pickett tells me he was

Nev. London Consort, Pickett cond.
L'OISEAU-LYRE 440 675 (95 min. two CD's)

her sterling sense of humor to use. The

came to my house, took my hand / I said I
was a boy, I'm glad he didn't check"), but
by the end it's become a commentary on
the emotional freedom of androgyny and
the male and female in us all.
There are many other delights in "The
Honesty Room," among them Alleluia, an

irreverent, imaginative take on life in

Dar

Mims,

heaven as a high-school angel, and Flinty
Kind of Woman, in which a pack of smalltown mothers go gunning for a man who
exposes himself to their kids.

There's an intimacy that Williams

folkie Original
just when you thought New England

singer -songwriters had stretched
their collective imagina-tions as far
as they'd go, here comes a startlingly fresh voice in twenty -eight -year -

old Dorothy Snowden "Dar" Williams, a pixie-ish woman whose airy so-

a child's point of view).
In concert, Williams says, when things
go well "the great paradox of the folk au-

tribute to her folkie predecessors with so-

street.

unguarded openness. In her debut album,

lo acoustic guitar and evokes medieval
and Celtic melodies with the spare accompaniment of violin, mandolin, and
cello. Lyrically, however, she almost always strikes out for original territory.
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1995

daughters of Yale and Vassar graduates
generally follows her head and not her
heart (the album's one nod to sentimentalism is The Babysitter's Here, told from

"The Honesty Room," Williams pays

dency and her own childlike spurts of
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haps because this youngest of three

dience is that the people don't feel the
singer has been heard - they each feel
that they've been heard." On record, at
least, that's a most enjoyable two-way

prano darts between Nanci Griffith's stri-

Conductor Philip Pickett

arouses that goes beyond the standard
coffee-house sense of community, per-

While she displays confidence and

Alanna Nash

DAR WILLIAMS
The Honesty Room
14 hen / Wu.% a Bob; Allehou; The Great

Unknown; When Sal's Burned Down: The
Babysitter's Here: You're Aging Well:

Traveling Again (Traveling I); In Love hut
Not at Peace; Mark Rothko Song; This Is Not
the House That Pain Built; / Love / Love
(Traveling II); Flinty Kind of Woman; Arrival
RAZOR & TIE 2816 (47 min)

Rachmaninoff from
St. Petersburg
have always had a special fondness for

the work of the conductor Yuri Temirkanov, going back to his 1978 Royal
Philharmonic recording of Rachmaninoff's Second Symphony for Angel. A

new RCA disc of Rachmaninoff's
Symphonic Dances and other works, recorded in London's excellent Blackheath
Concert Hall, offers Temirkanov and the
St. Petersburg Philharmonic in top form,
and in the Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini they are joined by one of the best

of the Soviet -trained piano virtuosos,
Dmitri Alexeev.
The CD opens with the brief overture

to Rachmaninoff's early opera Aleko,
which is by turns pensive and menacing.
The massive tone and intensity of the St.
Petersburg strings presage in no uncertain
terms what we will hear during the hour
of music that follows.
Performances of the twenty-four variations that make up the Paganini Rhapsody
usually emphasize their combination of
razzle-dazzle and sentiment, but here one
senses a deeper collaboration between so-

POPULAR
DUKE ELLINGTON: The Far

CLASSICAL
BERIO: Recital I for Cathy; Folk

East Suite. BLUEBIRD 66551. Remixed

Songs. WEILL: Three Songs (arr. Berio).

and remastered version of Ellington and Billy
Strayhom's ground -breaker, originally
released in 1967 and now fleshed out with

Berberian; London Sinfonietta, Juilliard
Ensemble, Berio. RCA VICTOR 62540.
"Brilliantly conceived and equally brilliantly
realized" (February 1974).

alternate takes.

M*ASH (Original Motion -Picture

BRAHMSs Symphony No. 3. Houston

Soundtrack). LEGACY/COLL SIBIA

Symphony, Stokowski. Symphony No. 4.

66804. Johnny Mandel's music (including
the ever -popular Suicide Is Painless) from the
1970 Robert Altman film that inspired
the hit TV show, interspersed with dialogue
tracks featuring Elliott Gould. Donald
Sutherland, and others.

Pittsburgh Symphony, Steinberg. EVEREST
9016. Originally released in 1959 and 1960,
these "Lltra Analog" recordings were
transferred from the original three -track 35mm
tape masters using Super Bit Mapping.

MUSIC FOR THE GODS.
RYKOD1SC 10315. From the Smithsonian
Collection, 1941, field recordings of
music of the Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia)
made before World War II disrupted the
indigenous island cultures.

MICK RONSON: Only After Dark.
GRIFFIN 344. -kw mid -Seventies solo efforts
on one disc - "Slaughter on 10th Avenue"
and the title album - by the late guitarist of
David Bowie's Spiders from Mars.

MOZART: Requiem; "Coronation"
Moss; Exsultate, Jubilate. Soloists;
Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields, Marriner.

LONDON 443 009. "... a scrupulously
musical and well -organized account of the
Mass" (October 1978).

J. STRAUSS: Waltzes and
Overtures. Berlin Philharmonic, Erich
Kleiber. TELDEC 95513. The great Viennese
conductor treated these bon -bons, recorded in
mono between 1931-1933. like miniature
symphonic poems.

loist and conductor that brings out the
heartbreak underlying the music. The
playing is marked by superb discipline on
the part of soloist and orchestra alike, and
the recording is flawlessly balanced between them. For me the high point arrives
with the deep sighs in Variation No. 17,
which lead the way into the "big tune" of
No. 18. The whole reading comes across
as a labor of love that goes beyond mere
virtuosity.
Temirkanov's reading of the Symphon-

ic Dances - Rachmaninoff's very last
work, which was received coolly at its
premiere and neglected for decades after

- is highly individual without being

Conductor Yuri Temirkanov

/

tJNr

raise triste; the trumpet interjections cut
right to the heart. The concluding fantasy
on the Dies Irue chant melody, which like
the first movement quotes from some of

Rachmaninoff's earlier works, is grippingly dramatic without being whipped to
a meaningless frenzy. As the composer
directed, the final tam -tam stroke is al-

lowed to ring until it dies out on its own

- a telling effect. The Blackheath hall
contains and defines the sound beautifully. There are other fine recordings of the
Symphonic Dances, but this one is special. Don't pass it up.
David Hall

g mannered. He shows himself to be a real

master of free phrasing in the opening
1 movement, which starts on the fast side
but shifts gears with considerable subtlei ty. The great central waltz movement is
(2 less febrile here than usual, being treated

i - most convincingly - as a large-scale

RACHMANINOFF:
Symphonic Dances; Rhapsody on a
Theme of Paganini; Overture to "Aleko"
Alexeev; Si. Petersburg Philharmonic.
Temirkanov cond.
RCA 62710 (63 min)
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IF YOU'RE NOT RECYCLING
YOU'RE THROWING IT ALL AWAY.

A little reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you're not recycling, you're throwing away a lot more
than just your trash.
You and your community can recycle. Please write the
© 1988 EDF

Environmental Defense Fund at: EDF-Recycling, 257 Park
Avenue South, New York, NY 10010, for a free brochure that
will tell you virtually everything
you need to know about recycling.

EDP

TM

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED
BY CHRIS ALBERTSON,

FRANCIS DAVIS, PHYL GARLAND,

RON GIVENS, ROY HEMMING,

ALANNA NASH,

POPULAR MUSIC
BROTHER PHELPS
Anyway the Wind Blows

from the Kentucky Headhunters, the
last thing anybody expected was a kinder,
gentler sound, especially since Ricky Lee,
the Headhunters' former front man, was the

wildest looking cat of the bunch. Kinder/
gentler was, nonetheless, what you got on
their first album, but now, on their second,
they've attempted to clone the raw, raucous
Headhunters sound, even reprising one of

STEVE SIMELS

BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE
CANYONS OF YOUR MIND

\S\ Ll NI 617.24 (4v nuns

Performance: Disappointing
Recording: Good
When Doug and Ricky Lee Phelps split

PARKE PUTERBAUGH, AND

Sundazed Records has long been our

' Fapardokly." a self -titled psych -pop ef-

favorite reissue label (after all, they
resurrected the ouevre of the immortal

fort frcm a bunch of guys who later

Nancy Sin 3tra for CD), but this time

overall: way, way cool.

they've totally outdone themselves. Yes,
Sundazed has unleashed three vintage
acid -rock albums from Those Fabulous

PCIf

their old songs (Ragtop). The problem is
that the Phelpses need their old cohorts and their synthesis of boogie, bluegrass,

Sixties - Elbums so obscure that even
I, older than Methuselah and a record
collector a most all my life, had never
heard of th?m before I got the press release. Best (and wiggiest) of the bunch

and rock - to make it work. They also

is

need a producer other than themselves.
Here, we've got three songs by Dennis
Linde, even the best of which sounds a little
manufactured, and two (/ Ain't Ever Satisfied, The Other Kind) by Steve Earle, which
shows good taste even if the Phelpses can't
make Earle's gritty vignettes sound believable. We're also offered a mediocre original
tune about a guy on the make (Johnny), a

tle freeze-dried, there's something about
muscular, stripped -down tracks like Gel, a
crotch -minded rocker from the Gary Glitter

mold, that makes Collective Soul a hip shaking blast.

A .N.

COLLECTIVE SOUL

P.P.

STEVE FORBERT
Mission of the Crossroad Palms
GANT 24611 (40 min)
Performance: Z
Recording: Apt

ATLANTIC 82745 14( 111,111

The latest of Steve Forbert's mediocre

Performance: Kinda good
Recording: Ditto

comeback albums (he made his debut in

1978) makes it hard to believe that this

Collective Soul is kinda bluesy, kinda
Southern, kinda Brit. Kinda like Carl
Perkins by way of T. Rex, or Delaney and
Bonnie's crowd when they were working

folkie with a perpetual rasp was ever considered a precocious contender. While he
still has a graceful way with a melody, Forbert has virtually nothing to say, and this

with Joe Cocker. Cross -cutting riffs, divided -octave vocals, and big fat singalong choruses are what put this crew on the map. On
their second album they don't fiddle much
with the successful formula of their debut.
Three guitars grind out workmanlike gobs

of goo while singer/leader Ed Roland
mouths hippie-trippyisms like "Let love

(A.(6111.0,111

THE
,c

meals; almost as good are the Maze's
"Armagedc on- (lots of great organ) and

(Walls), the breezy J.J. Cale title song, and,
in a tip of the hat to Seventies country -rock
groups, Firefall's Cinderella. In other
very interesting one at that.

S.S.

the C.A. Quintets "Trip Through
Hell," a "Sgt. Pepper" wannabe with
more fuzz guitar than you've had hot

Kennedy Rose bit of romantic philosophy

words, an eclectic mishmash, and not a

played with Captain Beefheart. Verdict

Chris Mars: ready for Oprah?

collection of mostly acoustic folk/pop
songs, distinguished only by the presence
of keyboardist Benmont Tench, just lopes
along. Most of the tracks explore love lost
and found. The most interesting of these is
Oh, to Be Back with You, fitting a laconic
lament around religious symbolism. Elsewhere Forbert concocts a tale about a former Cotton Queen who embezzles from the

bank to pay for fertility treatments (The
Trouble with Angels) and, in the jazzy blues

of Don't Talk to Me, blathers on about a
woman whose revealing clothing makes
him declare, "All I want for Christmas is a
one-night stand." This particular woman is
evidently spectacular, but even she can't
save Farbert from the wasteland of his once
fertile creativity.
A.N.

CHRIS MARS
Tenterhooks
BAR/NONE iis2141 nun)
Performance: Alternately fun and intense
Recording: Home job
Replacements drummer Chris Mars re -

lead and let love flow" on the Lenny-Kravitz-meets-Black-Crowes opening track,

turns with his third solo album of left field, eclectic Brit -styled pop, once again
striking a delicate balance between hit and

Simple. The band teases the feet with stop -

miss. Mars produced the record in his home

start rhythms in numbers like Untitled, and

off like an alternative Lynyrd Skynyrd for
the Nineties, and you get the sense that if
they went all out they could really pack a

studio and, as a result, seems to have included every barking dog, every strike of
his cuckoo clock, and even his neighbor's
lawnmower into the mix. At times, in genuinely funny satires like White Patty Rap,
which goes after white musicians who imi-

ferocious wallop. But even though it's a lit -

tate black rappers, that's an advantage; oth-

g pumps up the volume on the riff -happy
Smashing Young Man. Overall, they come
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POPULAR MUSIC
er times it just gets in the way. Mars tends
to get boring with his overly serious social
THE MOST ACCLAIMED JAZZ MUSICIAN OF THE DECADE
dr

inbOW
MOST BEAUTIFUL AND ACCESSIBLE ALBUM

JOE HENDERSON is a

talk shows.

winner and a

winnet

wags a finger at network news and its endless parade of dead bodies. But he scores
with Mary, an affecting look at a psychotic
young girl with a shameful secret; with Water Biscuits, a brutal put-down of the suburban middle class; and especially with The
Forkless Tree, a hilarious look at the half-

wit families that air their most intimate
dirty linen - starting with incest - on TV

THREE -TIME GRAMMY AWARD

DOWN BEAT TRI

commentary, like Cadaver Dogs, which

A.N.

E CROWN

ive years

C

cs

polls.

- Art
"As close to artistigAriuldla jazz gets.",
NW YORK TIMES

11,111,
TmHuthp.
VNO_DARliftS JOIliM

SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES
The Rapture

wring:

GEFFEN 24630(54 min)

HERBIE HANCOCK,

Performance: Gorgeous when it works

MCBRIDE,

JA

Recording: Lush

JOHNETTE,

Where's no getting around it: Siouxsie &
the Banshees make some of the best
make -out music in all of rock. The icy voiced Siouxsie Sioux remains the pop

drind an additIonaI
group at Brazilian a
TH 527 222.2

01995 PolyGram RecoMs

does
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"The Rapture" aims to be a more artful album than usual, throwing out the traditional
synthesizers and bringing in art -rock godfather John Cale as part-time producer. The
five Cale -produced tracks are indeed the
strongest, brightening up the sound with
some new touches: brushed drums on 0
Baby, acoustic slide guitar and accordion
on The Lonely One, viola and psychedelic
phasing on Falling Down, girl -group har-

monies on Forever. These tight, catchy
Check

box and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.
PLACE
LABEL
HERE

haunting textures and sensual atmospherics
as well as anyone. That's fortunate, because
they still can't get by on songwriting alone.

tunes even allow Siouxsie to loosen up and

show some warmth. Elsewhere you'll find

the predictable bummers, with the title
track droning on for 12 minutes as the
lyrics descend into teenage Sylvia Plathisms. In short, another spotty Banshees album, although the high points are higher
this time out.
Brett Milano

CHRIS SMITHER
Up on the Lowdown
HIGHTONE 8001 (4 1

117 111)

Performance: Good 'n' greasy
Recording: Just right
Guitarist-singer Chris Smither, who de-

scribes his style as "one-third Light Mu' Hopkins, one-third Mississippi John
Hurt, and one-third me," follows his 1993
"Happier Blue" with a highly satisfying album of technical dazzle and atmospheric
scene -setting. With a voice that suggests
crushed gravel rolling down a conveyor
belt, Smither moves from Bob Dylan's un-

POPULAR MUSIC
settling What Was It You Wanted, a tale of

sexual game -playing with an insinuating
melody fit for a David Lynch film, to Jesse
Winchester's uptempo Talk Memphis,
which captures the joys and sorrows of the

CRU

DARK NIGHT OF
THE SOUL

HFIELD
Surround Sound:
For Movie Theater

city through evocative lyrics and note -

Impact at Home!

bending electric guitar work. Much like the
early Eric Clapton, Smither lets his instrument take center stage, employing vocals
and lyrics mostly as accompaniment. When

vt

he launches into the slippery slide of his
own Can't Shake These Blues or the bad dream shroud of / Am the Ride, the world
takes an extra spin on its axis.
A.N.

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
Greatest Hits
COLUMBIA 67060 (77 min)
Performance: Misleading
Recording: Fine

onfession time: I became a rock critic at
Illalmost the same time Bruce Springsteen

He made some of the greatest soul

released his first album (1973), and in all
the years since, no rocker but Paul Westerberg of the Replacements has ever moved

singer James Carr has become a colt legend more for his highly publicized men-

me as much on a gut emotional level.
Which is to say that, in my humble opinion,

records of the Sixties, but, alas,

your -neck thrilling as rock-and-roll has

R&B style). Fortunately, Razor and Tie
has just reissued "The Essential James
Carr," whic i is just that - all his best
singles, inckiding the indisputable clas-

ever dreamed of being.
This ill-conceived best -of, however, reflects that only fitfully. The absence of any-

sics Pourinf Water on a Drowning Man
and the original Dark End of the Street.

thing from Bruce's first two albums (the

Short of an Otis Redding best -of, you're

not likely to hear more emotionally

Springsteen's best work (including bootlegs) is as passionate, funny, profoundly
honest, and raise -the -hair -on -the -back -of -

second of which is arguably his most musically inventive) is simply bizarre; sure, the
later Hungry Heart and Dancing in the
Dark (both included) were his biggest

FREE

tal problem than for his music (yes,
kids, it's the Syd Barrett syndrome,

Stereo
Catalog

charged SoLthem soul shouting any time

in the foreseeable future. This one's a

Convenient shopping - over 100

genuine mu it -have.

full -color pages covering hundreds
of the latest stereos for your home
and car, plus video and telephones
Quality you can count on - Sony,
Kenwood, Pioneer, JVC, Carver,
Polk, Advent, Infinity, Bose, NHT,
Panasonic, Mitsubishi, and more
The information you need
including product descriptions,
consumer tips, specifications, and
our exclusive comparison charts
Call for your free copy! You'll be
glad you did

S.S.

chart -toppers, but only a marketing exec

could consider them as crucial as early

unreleased Springsteen studio tracks right

MIA's Spirit in the Night and Rosalita.
s There's no live stuff, either, an equally puzzling omission, and the new songs with the

off the top of his head.

greunited E Street Band are at best generic.
Even the famous 1982 outtake Murder Incorporated (released here, Bruce notes, at
the request of longtime fans) is just okay;
P this longtime fan could name twenty better

Thunder Road still chokes me up after all
these years; Born to Run remains an amazing accomplishment; The River is the best

Of course, to give the album its due,
there are some truly magical moments:

faux -folk song ever to come out of New
Jersey; and the home-made Atlantic City is
eerily prescient as both music and cultural
criticism. But overall it's hard not to view
"Greatest Hits" as a big-time missed opportunity, or perhaps a portrait of an artist in
severe midlife identity crisis. Hmmm . . .

-

anybody know how Paul Westerberg is
feeling these days?

S.S.

Call Now!

MATTHEW SWEET
100% Fun
ZOO 72445-11081 (41 min)
Performance: Familiar

1-800-955-9009

Recording: Good

Matthew Sweet's latest album - the

8 a.m. to Midnight (Eastern time). 7 days a week

third that combines his softer power -

or mail this coupon

pop tendencies with the harder guitar py-

rotechnics of guests Richard Lloyd and

Springsteen: midlife crisis?

Robert Quine - starts off with a killer
song, Sick of Myself. For a long time, I

`AMC

couldn't bring myself to listen to the next
one because I had to keep returning to the
buoyant melody, soft vocals, and brilliant,
jagged guitar solo. So I just kept listening

Nddress

to Sick of Myself I have yet to get sick of it.

stat.

Then I played the rest of the album. And
it's quite good - catchy tunes, relevant obSTEREO REVIEW JUNE 1995
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Receivers

Receivers

Compact Disc Players

!RATED MST WY'

53% OFF
Tirem.a.

Teac AG -V1050

Sherwood RV -6030R

Remote A/V Stereo Receiver
ii -watts per Channel 6 audio inputs. 2 yid,
Puts Molceized volume control .1-leadphors

Quartz PLL synthesized tuner we'
station memory

'Mir UV Price $319

$14995
Sherwood RX-1010

Compact Disc Player
.tdi size 9 -key remote control 2 -digit LED
- splay .2x oversampling *Dual 16 -bit D/A
snverters 20 program memory 1 year parts

Der ch a 3. 24 wan per ch rear *Dolby Pro Log's c
194 processor .AM/FM tuner VA th 30 pressremote control
Mfr List Price $610 00

P32
995
Sherwood RV -4050R

-.'abbe warranty

Mfr List Price $169.95

nur

(TEA AGV10501

Price

'109"

-35 wartsichannel. 30 station presets

Sherwood RX-2030R

51 39"

:- wansichannel. matrix surround

Sherwood FU( -4030R

'1 59"

warts/ channel. surround sound i.-h

Technics SA-GX190

'17995

-0 walta/Ohannef, MAIO/rodeo reel

JVC RX-317

7995

o wadi/channel. remote

Technics SA -C4(390
waits x 2 50

RCA CD -1051M

Surround Sound Receiver
na!!:. per canne:113nt Siround mode 1/

$22895

4. Home Pleas.

rice

(SHE RV6030,.

channel. Dolby

Teac PD -D880

V --

laps. female

Sherwood RV -5030R
Sherwood
Technics SA-GX490
.100 watts x 2.100

$25 995

JVC FIX -815V

.

-Inc Changer, 1924 oversampling. remote -1 %V --

Technics SL-PD787

39995

105 watts per channel, Dolby Pro Loge

Technics SA-TX1000

579995

:0 wansich (M1.55 x 2

11112G;;;1==.11
atstua

,

I.I. 20 -track programming. remote.

Magnavox CDC74517

534995

4. Home Theater

i.scChinger, tront-loading

JVC XLM-415
61 Changer/single-play. remote

$21 995

-RHYTHM& IOUL_

Thorens 180

78 rpm

,
0 player Double cassette deck 3-wii

ciakers Remote control Nit

ce$22995

(Ann/ N,X27, )

Craig HS -2001
AmeM 7"
S.

519.9995

or, dual cassette

Panasonic SC-DH30

$21 995

retie CD Play,

JVC MX -C33
.sm,X1,4 6.1 CD -payer

Fisher DCS-993
."

watts.? 24.6sc CD di(

Aiwa NSX-5200

7,iet Synchronous

assen- $38895
cassete '44995

CALL

MCA

- Aj ,. it

skating External power Supply Inch,
Stanton cartridge
Price

$1 2"

le remote

RCA RP8593
if.19.4

pd, $400

Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes
If You Don't Know Me By Now (Best of)

CD

3 -Speed Bek Drive Turntable

*Vocal fader for r
pper T -Bass -stA/FM tuner with 32- I

COL 66338

$099
$699
wir

SPEEDS!

6 watts per

MELUIN
Si INC1LUCNOTES
.1411116 MP, ..a

Audio liochnica Phono Cold**

Aiwa NS -X2700

Me By Now

'1 79"

33/45/78

Mini Component System

New From Legacy
11f You Don K

Si 4995
Sherwood CDC -5030R $14999
sac Changer. remote
-

rs per channel. Dolby Pro Logic. remote -24995

Technics SA-GX690

CALL!

'13995

so,c Carousel Changer. remote

Technics SL-PG450

:00 watts x 2. BO x 4. Home Theater
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(RCA CD1051M1

58995774

Audio Technica DR950
Universal Mount Phono Cartridge
s. standard & P-mour
-toms *Linea,
,

stylus 10-30.000Hz Irc;_fu.sncy response

ickmg force 1.1 6 grams

!

Mb. List Price $429 95

529995Our

Ts= P-595

SEI 955

Turntabif

Aiwa PXE850

511 89$

Turrity

Technics SL -81322K

S 28"

auto Pi.

Teac BOA -110

56995

-Equalizer. 15 '

Teac EGA -220
urn Isola, $8995

-Equalizer, 10-banasch

Mfr. Lie Price $129.00

$2995

(THN Ifrife

Technics SH-GE7O

'189"

(As 15095(1

Audio Technica ATN3472LC
-;.1.3terne- .
tor 59950
Audio Technica AT -300P
i.indge P

hi conical stylus

Audio Technica ATN3472C

'1 295

.s for AI S

Audio Technica PT300

S1 995

universal mount, elliptical stylus

-

52295

Audio Technica PT600
-

,

uniyeisa

.! elhprical sylus

-

Audio Technica ATN3472SE

'1495

Cassette

Aretha Franklin: Unforgettable A Tribute to Dinah Washington
COL 66201
CD $9.99
Treniers: They Rock! They Roll! They
Swing! (Best Of)
COL 66800
CD $9.99
From Philly With Love: 14 Sultry Soul
Treasures, various artists
COL 66913
CD $9.99
Cassette $6.99
The limy Thought of You:
Jazz for Lovers, various artists
COL 66954
CD $9.99
lsley Brothers: Funky Family
COL 57858

CD $9.99
Cassette $6.99
Major Lance: Evettody Loves A Sood
Time! (Best Of)
COL 66988
2- CDs $17.99
O'Jays: Give The People What They Want
COL 66112
CD $9.99
Cassette $6.99

Loudspeakers

We Cassette Decks

St

welt" -

Yamaha NSA -636
3 -Way Speaker System
coustic
erf0(fluid cooled midrange & dome twee!.
,wee rating 10.140 walls 8 ohm imceda7
Mfr. List Price $175

s9995/pair

Design Acoustics PS 1 010
Bookshelf Speakers

,(611

producing excellent bass in a comps'
Poini Source design provides an cocci'
stereo usage *Black of oak Mk

way. 10 -woofer.
s rived Subwooler 35 watts shielded

JBL Pro III

pair 51 1 995

-2-way. 6 5' woofer

-2-way. 7" woofer

way Mini Speakers. shielded

pair $1 4995

Technics SB-LX90-BK
pawl 9990
way, 15' woofer
Recoton W-440
- ,:ess System, we/dual toRrols

Pinnacle AC -650
woofer. claduct port

pair $1 9995

pair $229$$

, selector *Counter z.
.iudes remote Control

5349 95/pa i r

Design Acoustics PS66-BK,e,

each $1 4995

Aiwa TS -W5

:Azar *Dolby S. B s

List Price $639

Price

Technics SB-LX50-BK

Aiwa AD -S950

Cerwin Vega L7
.

$1 5995

pair '1 6995

Celestion MP1
witelleSiStailt tOriCketS pair $26995

Bose` 301* -111
-

';'. compact. 2 -way

pair S318"

3 -way. 12' woofer

pair 849995

JBL 4312-BK
s

Cerwin Vega AT15
.3 -way. 15" woofer

pair $59995

Teac W -515R

3 Head Cassette Deck
..! 1,6

Dolby HX-Pro Fini
rekrrn Mosic sons' .

$32995

cy B. center mounted mechanism
B.0 HX-Pro, fine bias, remote

Teac R-550

(AIW ADS950)

$7495

'1 4995

Io-reverse, Dolby B/C/11X-Isis 110/220'1 6995

Technics RS-BX501
;.rev. Dolby B/Cfmy p, -

Technics RS-DC1 0
.

Dgeal Cassette !..

Teac V -8030S

Conbnuous playback

Mr,. List Price $499

Teac V-375

Aiwa AD -F450

Dual Cassette Deck With Auto -Reverse
Deck 81 features auto -reverse plays.,
Dolby B *Normal & high-speed dubb

'19995
$32895

a41'3 -motor WIN SB C HX-Pro rem* '799"

PrrCe

Aft ust Fw, $179.9.5

$899

Technics RS-TR232
Auto -reverse. C'

Technics RS-TR373
Dual auto -reverse LuPy a L fiX 7,6

JVC TDW-317
-Dual autO ,ev Dolby B/C/HXPro, pitch

Sherwood DD -6030C
sty 6/0110 -Pro

.

Technics RS-TR575
.

Dolby B/C/HX-Pro

Teac W -6000R
owai rec./play. auto -re.

.

'Mt E

'14995
'17995
519995
519995

'229"
'429"
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ORDER TOLL FREE
For PHONE ORDERS ONLY
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PUTERS/PRINTERS/MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S
ESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/PORT
/RECORDS/COMPACT DISCS/PRE-RECORDED CASSETTES/STE

I U SIC
WORLD
4.4

sti-sp "mins- -

/

.4

/-

/-

it

Sony SLV-720HF

4

IC:

TV/Laser Disc Players

Camcorders

HI-Fi Stereo VCRs

New On Laser Disc
Ed Wood
LMERBOXE0

'34"

LASER

On sale thru June 30 1995

VHS Hi-Fi Stereo Recorder

Advanced color viewfinder 10x

Pus. programming Cable mouse remote

.4 -mode program auto-expgsure AN i!
fader *Flying erase head

s.ead cleaner .8-even61-month time. *Remote "
Lnuttle control
Ws List Price $549.95

Price

$29995

.4 meads 8-e ventd-month programmer), 522995

Compact VHS, 3. power zoom

JVC HR -J610

Panasonic PV-IC1305

2.99
7.99
7.99

Bullets Over Broadway (LTX)
Mrs. Parker & The Vicious Circle (LTX)
Radioland Murders (LTX/THX)
The Shawshank Redemption (LTX)
U2: Rattle & Hum (AC -3)
Forrest Gump (LTX/THX)
Hoop Dreams

7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
9.99

Remote control 450 lines of horizon!:,

solution AN input *Variable audio pulp.

-'-ice

.4 -heads. 1-rno/8-event. universal remit, $27995

.011 arum Stead.iShor !ma:.

Sony SLY -43201V

Panasonic PV -10604

$28995

.f -heads. shuffle control. a-event/1-month

Stereo TV/Monitor.

Mitsubishi CS -4)503

JVC HR-VP81 8

534995
03499$

.4 -heads. Cable Mouse'- system

NM.

Panasonic PV -54
Sereo. coin,' s 7

.

Fliimrn Vercam.

-

s299"
CALL

r Disc:$3299$
Denon LA -2100

s 9 9 995

:

Sharp VLH41 0

'249"

Panasonic LX -H170

s 979"

C Color .CD viewfinz,

ivC; AV?6BM.I

Panasonic CT -20512

$64-9"

VHS -C. Color viewfinder. 14 1 mum

$399 95

Sony FDL-370

$399"

Sony CCD-TR400

Panasonic PV -4551

49 Pius, 4-neads. lookout. control

Blue Sky

s579 95

JVC GR-EZ1

$27495

I 00-.2nar.,e1 cable red,:.

kJe0

Mk List Price $699.95

(SON SLV720F,

Samsung VR8704
.4 -heads. 1-year/8-event. remote

26" Stereo TV/Monitor

Handycam° 8mm Camcorder

.1 -heads Dqtal auto tracking Tape slabthzer

Sony SLV-770HF

/Its° ON LASER Disc:
Love Affair( 1994)

JVC AV26BM4

Sony CCD-TF,70

$39995

Panasonic LX -H670

vieudi Kier CALL

1/442995

Headphones

maxell.
sesrwanim

AudioSourx,,

7.99
Star Wars Trilogy (Letterboxed Collectors ed.) $199.99

New On VHS
Triple Pack

-7
AF

Includes: Die Hard,
Die Hard 2 & the
making of
Die Hard With A
Vengeance

$2499
VHS

On sale Ihru June 30.1995

ALSO ON VHS:
Die Hard or Die Hard 2
The Jungle Book (1994)
Getting Even With Dad
Hard Boiled (Subtitled/Letterboxed)
Maverick

13.99
19.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
$9 49

The Piano
Serial Mom
True Lies

,,w..mixamak.,,,,,,momg.,:

Power Amplifier

BO -war,.

o 200 -watts mr

,

Left/ hgra

,5:51 controls plus Sepa,s'

s24995
AudioSource EQ-8/II

'

(ASO AMP cif.

$9995

c Equalizer. 10 bands/channei

AudioSource EQ-11

s

Equalizer, tape -to -tape dubbing

1 1 995

s,

.,,,

AudioSource EQ-12

I

-,,a511,c Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer

AudioSource SS Five

-

-.urrouncl Sound Processor until Arnpbt e r

AudioSource SW Four

*ugh Bias Tape 25th Anna Pack Inc 1

Sony MDR-CD550
each5699

Digitai Audo Tape (DAT). 120 minut.s

.jital Reim-

each s5"

Ho vide. 150 minutes

Maxell P-120GX-3P[

3.9k$69'

- milord grade. 120 minutes

3-pk $9"

Profesional grade, great for nal,

Maxell TC3OHDKAPK

c. s13"

C. High grade

.Home Theater Complete Add -On Pa-.

pen Alf Conan

$6995
57995
59995

Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro 512995
r al. deep bass. naiNwhir

Sennheiser HD -56011
bass c.

Sony MDR -V900

Computers

Cameras

'Al pi,:

Sennheiser HD -52011

Maxell P-150HGX

.

$129.95

(SE.N

6-pli 5799

Maxell R120DM

-

AudioSource 555001

Electronic Reference

FREE)

Maxell T120XLHF/3

c.aW

Powered Subwooler. 150 watts

7 99 5

WAS

Sony MDR -V600

Maisel! XL1160-5ANV

93,5

,

.34.-,
;me stereo-includr s 10 ft cable with
cgs 16-23 000 Rz '00 ohms

495/5-pk.
(MAX M :S1..

S

Our

-.17

,npie
ster trans en

oLeput with ultra -wide dynamic range
3reater realism ultra -low noise Superphase accurate CaSSette mechanism
j

iedicaled high & medium level inputs (allow dir..
.-.nnection of CD players) Dua DANl meters
Price

Sennheiser HD -340
Supraural Headphones

Maxell MXS-100
Premium Metal Audio Cassettes

AudioSource AMP One

Die Hard

plug<

"- I r, -19995

J&R Catalogue

rackara nen rorc e J411..1)
Multi media Desktop Comp Ile

2iss MEMORY

60kitiz Pentium pr....

,

.

'13 RAM exp to 128MB DLe.,
16-b1;01 coupynddricvaerd 1

.Local4

Psion Series 3a Pocket -Sized Computer
with Digital Voice Technology
agenda Microsolt WordoompatibleOrdprocss..

DalabaSe Spreadsheet *Personal manage- edoll g GrapNcs *Multi -tasking 2 SSD memory card a' .

Lo $59995

(PSN SE P)3022c

rice

Franklin MWD-440
Dicbenary/Thesaurus

Olympus Infinity Mini
$

B O S S Bectrorac Organizer 64K memo,

Atwater Worldmate
Sharp YO -380
*Data Organizer 29,K

995

$7995

.15 -Language Translator

--

rice $19995

-

$12995

Wireless Far. 0, ,
*Graphic Wizard 5126 touch scree,

pan Weatherproof, 35mm t3 51e -is

Minolta Freedom Moo Zoom II Kit
...10 locus. 35-60mm zoom lens

VivItar V50 Kit

-

',Mtn lens

case

Canon Sure Shot Al
..u.11aceve autOlOun

.1

asv.to-use SLR wr35-70mm lens

539995

--

...

-

s9995

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

ultra -fast autofocus

(,--E

$1 299'
51 7995
$1 9995
--

For FREE
FREE Catalogue, Please Mail in:
Or Call Toll -Free 1-1100-221-8180 Write To

J&R MJSiC World
Departrrent SR0695
59-50 Oueens-Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

ADOITIONAL MEMORY pow LZ1:12
4me

./ AMEG-061

-16mi PNY16MEG 021

5-99.95
S:99.95

Fackard 8.1114 -Color Monitor
a dot pitch

$269.95:PBE PB1412
ME

OMKTERS
MONITORS

AMERICA'

murwEDiA

ISTOP

SOFTWARE

- ()DRESS

COMPUTER

Nikon 1490,
,

.

3-D /AMPHITHEATER gOLIND
P;ukord goll's exclusive Sound Rerieval Systerr' adds cl
:spatial 3' dimension to stereo sorrid, giving rim listener,
the impre Sian of a live concert
perlotmakte

Minolta Maxiuum 400$1 Kit

Smith Corona HandiFax 1000

Sharp OZ -9520

(am

not ns

S 1 5 9 99

stares with Auto -S red -eye reduction

°OXMAN cartridge slot 54995

Casio SF -5300B

Inclu les softwae
speakersM

-

Weatherproof AutofocJS Camera
ire 28-80mm family zoom *Glass aspner,ca.:-..
.ement Light. pocket -sized PredSe 3 -beam a.:
_eus Creabve exposure modes Advanced Ila

.(;ecnio verde, Boles .2MB ciemal memory

fax phone SySInr-

pefehfn

Olympus SuperZoarn 2800

Es

video 14.400 bp. voice

Prig

tows tractang CALL

PRINTS

11601:444y

$0

PERIHERALS

Tv

STATE

Zip
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TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK. MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include
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POPULAR MUSIC
servations, crisp playing. But, on the whole,
it does not sustain the glory of that opening

tune. For one thing, the musical formula
seems to be wearing thin. As much as
Sweet tries to vary the use of his two guitarists - pushing them up front, tucking
them into the background, teaming them up
- the recipes aren't as tasty. And while the

riffs and melodies are fresh from tune to
tune, the lyrics are not, and the sappy stuff
is therefore a little too sappy (although a di-

rect, plaintive ballad, I Almost Forgot, is
entirely winning despite its utter sappiness).
The inescapable irony of Sweet is that he

LIBERTY 28943 (35 min)

bands, the innovative Minutemen and fIREHOSE, put together.
Fortunately, Watt's a little too weird and
way too subversive to play the all-star format by the book. Instead, he writes songs
that send up the pretensions of his guests:

So it's no surprise that "Ball -Hog or Tug-

n 1991, former Chicago postman
John Prine recorded "The Miss,ng
Years," his twelfth album but the firs' to
bring him mass attention (and a Grammy award) to accompany his longtime

critical and cult acclaim. While it took

Performance: Updating her sound
Recording: Very good

that album to get Prine back to the level
of creative consistency he attained ear-

E n her long and uneven career Tanya

ly in his career with songs of lucid social commentary in the post -Vietnam
era (Hello In There, Your Flag Decal
Won't Get You into Heaven Anymore),

Tucker has metamorphosed several times,
from country Lolita to TNT rocker to whatever you want to fantasize in between. In
recent years, however, she's evolved into a

surprisingly mature singer with a subtle
feminist edge, and on her latest album she
emerges as a grown-up who makes no at-

Prine has never been a full-fledged bellringer every time out.

Mixed Blessings," a fourteen -song of-

demonstrate both her famous grit and an almost matronly tenderness. On the title tune,

mentary for smaller observation and in-

a duet with Willie Nelson, Tucker shows
what two people are really thinking in the

earlier efforts, the new album is full of
honesty, heart, and humor. We Are the
Lonely, for example, revisits the same
territory as Hello In There, Prine's ode
to old folks, except this time it's to people of all ages. Beginning as a rumina-

matter-of-fact attitude to Come In Out of
the Cold. On I Bet She Knows, a smoky,
snaky blues in which she taunts a former
lover, she drops to her throaty lower register. Both fetching and fevered, it's the passionate sound of a woman who's too confident to play games anymore, who thrills us
from the sum of her varied experience. A.N.

Tonya Tucker: tenderness and grit

deflates the arena rock that Pearl Jam has a
weakness for; Piss -Bottle Man takes a dig

at Lemonhead Evan Dando's sex -symbol
image by making him sing ever so sensi-

Lonely and Leave the Lights On, a
rhythm number with a joyously happy
ambience, a self-propelling beat, and
stream -of -consciousness lyrics. "Lost
Dogs & Mixed Blessings" also contains
several moving love ballads, including
This Love Is Real, where Marianne
Faithfull contributes a perfect down -in the -dumps, ravaged harmony vocal, and

a reworking of the old Floyd Tillman
schmaltz-fest / Love You So Much It
Hurts, which Benmont Tench's piano
transforms into something elegiac and
time -defying.

That's still true on "Lost Dogs &

tempt to deceive herself about life. The
above -average clutch of songs lets her

sweaty -sheeted dark. She brings a similar

Against the 70's, featuring Eddie Vedder,

John Rine Meets the Mainstream

occupation, he has benefited greatly over
the last three albums from the gnashing of
Lloyd and Quine. If those guys are ever
downplayed, or even phased out entirely,
TANYA TUCKER
Fire to Fire

the complete works of Watt's previous

I PIC 67086 (68 mill)
Performance: Clever
Recording: Cluttered

dream: one Chili Pepper, two Beastie Boys,
three Sonic Youths, the surviving Nirvanas.

cast a little darkness over his romantic pre-

B.G.

boat" is getting more of a promo push than

on't look now, but the super -session
',concept has finally hit alternative rock.
The credits of writer/bassist Mike Watt's
new album, featuring a large chunk of the
indie in -crowd, read like a marketer's

is sweet, from his voice to his effortless
tunecraft. While he sometimes offers a
bracing counterpoint through lyrics that

where will Sweet go to get his sour?

MIKE WATT
Ball -Hog or Tugboat

fering that skirts larger political com-

Pr

JOHN 'PRA

sight into the human condition. Like
Offl'
-I L.

cos -

tion on his desire for an unseen up-

DOGsixED

stairs neighbor, the song evolves into

m
BLESSiNcr

a hilarious laundry list of singles so
desperate to mate that they resort to
the personals columns. After all, says

It's odd to think of Prine, closing in

Prine, "We are the lonely / All together
We're all alone." And then there are the

on fifty, as a radio staple, but creatively
he's still fertile. And in other ways, too,

songs that fulfill every promise - like

it seems. His new wife had a baby in

Lake Marie, which details odd happen-

late 1994, and by March of this year she

ings at a Wisconsin resort area - and
live up to Prine's reputation for quirky

was pregnant again - a mixed blessing, perhaps, for yet another old lost

brilliance.
But the big news here is that for per-

dog recently found.

haps the first time in his twenty -five-

JOHN PRINE

year career Prine has a chance of getting mainstream radio play. The new al-

Lost Dogs & Mixed Blessings

bum has a bigger, fuller rock sound
than the acoustic folk that sustained
him in the past. Producer Howie Epstein

fleshes out Ain't Hurtin' Nobody, a sort
of talking blues, with organ fills and female background singers, and he adds
a big, pumping rock beat to We Are the

84

STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1995

Alanna Nash

,\winnly: All the Way
New Train:
with You; We Are the Lonely; Lake Marie;
Humidity Built the Snowman; Day Is Done;
Quit Hollerin' at Me: Big Fat Love; Same
Thing Happened to Me; This Love Is Real;
Leave the Lights On; He Forgot That It Was
Sunday; I Love You So Much It Hurts
OH BOY 013 (57 min)

new
est
electronics

DON'T
!MSS
THESE
AWESOME
DEALS!

a division of Clarity Electronics LID. 41211 Meridian Bellingham. WA 98226 lax (360)734-3314

ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH
America's
hottest
speaker

We am America's

audio//video

specialist!

HOME THEATER*

is now

available
at
new "super low" prices!

CALL FOR DETAILS!

*AUDIO SEPARATES*
(AND COMPONENTS)

SPEAKERSSUBWOOFERS
TVsBIG SCREENSDSSLASERDISC
CAMCORDERSVCRsVIEWCAM & MORE!

FREE DELIVERY!

NEW LOW PRICES &
PACKAGE SPECIALS!
ONE MONTH OF USSB FREE
%ITN SYSTEM PURCHASE!

CALL FOR DETAILS

(ON ALL ORDERS OVER $100.00 TO BE DELIVERED WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL U. S.)

GREAT PRICES EXCELLENT SERVICE
WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER:

WEVALOFTW

PIONEERHARMAN KARDONKEFKENWOODJVC
INFINITYCERWIN VEGASONYRCASHARPB&K
TOSHIBAHITACHIARDENONMONSTER CABLE.

NO O1HER VCR DELIVERS
LIKE THE 7100! GREAT AUDIO AND
VIDEO QUALITY, ADVANCED
EDITING FEATURES AND A

GO-VIDEODESIGN ACOUSTICSAND MUCH MORE!.

GREAT PRICE!

Feder.

CODs & POs
WELCOME!

07-1

=

ALL TIMES PST: M -F 6:30A to 6:30P/SAT 7:00A to 6:00P/SUN 8:00A to 5:00P

OUR BEST SELLING JVC
SVHS VCR OF

HRS7100U

ALL

TIME!

PIONEER

ALL COMPONENT AND
PROJECTION TELEVISION MODELS
IN STOCK!
CIRCLE NO 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD

sff9

Polk Audio MM2265

'199

Teac AGV1050

w/M0ASH 1 -Bit D/A remote control

359

:89
'369

$239
$799

NEW at Sound ow Call for models and pricing

Crimestopper Alarms

2 x 30 Watt per channel car power amplifier

Sherwood XA2100

4 -Channel bridgeable car stereo power amplifier

Advent PA450

4" Component Speaker system w/X-over

Advent AM4200

Sonic maximizer for the car

BBE 4012

76W x 2 car power amplifier MOSFET output

CALL

'99

$89
$169
LOW

$129

51069PR

'229PR
$f49PR
'179PR

$449PR

sg9pa

$799PR

s99Ps

$169PR

$399PR

CALL
3 -Way acoustic suspension speaker system with 8" woofer
Acoustic Research 338

5359PR
Powered 10" home subwoofer 50W RMS power output

JBL PS100

z -Way tower speaker system 250W power handling

JBL L3

2 -Way bookshelf speaker system available in oak only

Celestion 5SEMKII

3 -Way floorstanddrg loudspeaker with 12 woofer

Advent
A1061
aduate 2 -way bookshelf speakers w/8" woofer 210W
CALL
Cerwin Vega AT12

sf19Ps

.579pR

mstl

$179PR
rosewood

m

2 -Way indoor, outdoor weatherized speakers

Jensen 1525

a/d/s/ M3OR

2 -Way bass reflex home speaker system

jamo Cornet 401V

Indoor/outdoor 2 -way speaker system weather resistant!

Advent A1038

Legacy III floorstanding home speaker system

'239PR

2 -Way bookshelf spealfer 100W Black ash 6 17" woofer

Advent A1046

Altec Lansing 115B

3 -Way tower floorstanOing speaker system

Altec Lansing A508

Wireless speaker system 15011 range built-in amp

Recoton W440

2 -Way acoustic suspension speaker design

a/d/s/ SAT 5

2 -Way shielded speaker system 100W power handling

JBL Pro III

2 -Way bookshelf speaker system 125W power handling

JBL U300

4 -Way tower speaker system 450W power handling

JBL L7

amplification
Volume, bass and treble controls
Video shielded
AC/DC capability
Versatile mounting options

2 -Way speaker system
35 Wispeaker of

49

Video switching. Fully double balanced mixer
5 Line in uts and 2 to e
uts 18 Tuner presets

Preamp/Tuner
Defeatable tone controls Remote controlled

Hafer 945

150W/ch stereo amplifier Bridgeable to 450 wafts into 8 as
Utilizes 15.000 UF 75V low ESR storage capacitors

THX MOSFET Power Amplifier

HAW 93007101

AIS6

145W ch stereo amplifier Bridgeable to 420 watts mono
Front panel mounted gain controls Mono/stereo switching

Haller
MOSFET Stereo Power Amp

Vet.

677

President
Sound City, Inc.

Kamel Yassin

Thank You,

Your credit card is never
charged until your order leaves
our warehouse - why pay a bill
for something you don't have?

number

Honest, friendly service
before and after the sale
Toll free customer service

Audio, Video and Car stereo
products anywhere

The largest selection of
105W/ch stereo amplifier Bndgeable to 300 watts into 8 LI
Employs B self-limiting lateral MOSFET output deks

hidden charges No Games!

Full US warranty on every
item we sell. No extra or

This means you get:

come with full manufacturers
warranty. This is because we
are an authorized dealer for
all the products we carry.

At Sound City ALL products

MOSFET Stereo Power Amp

'

1'

AUTHORIZED

FACTORY

Hafts

Pure class A all discrete primary signal path exploits the
"Tube -like" sonic qualities CMOSFET and relay switching.
5 Line inputs and 1 tape in. u1. 4 Switched/1 unswitched outlet

17" Preamplifier

Nailer 915

4.11

65W/ch stereo amp Bridgeable to 150 watts into 8 iz
Self limiting lateral MOSFET output devices

Power Amplifier

Hafer 9130

HAFLER-SPECIALS

.S1r/AA7/3

7 1:1::YS
A WILIKI

OPEN

FACTORY. AMPTIKORIAMECO

Dual cassette deck

Harmon/Kardon DC5300

Dual cassette deck Dolby® B noise reduction

JVC TDW106BK

400 Watt dual mono amplifier

Soundstream DAIMKII

Rated #1 Mono amplifier

Audio Source AMP ONE

Preamplifier
amplifAlerVwPith200ol0bye+0 Pro Logic

Dvnaco
Vaum
tube CD player

CDV1

Hafler MSE88

CALL
CALL

$449

Soundcraftsman A400

Remote stereo receiver 65Wich preamp matrix sound

$159

Brand Name RF Changer

$399
10 disc CD changer connects to any cir stereo system
Soundstream Granite 180.6
$279
6 5 4 3 chancel car power amplifier
$99
JBL GT0100
100W 4-ch car amp speaker & line level inputs

Sherwood RX403OR

200 Watt stereo power ampler

FOR
LOW
PRICE

CALL

Worlds smallest 5 disc changer unit 18 bit D/A converter

Denon DCH600

Cassette receiver hi power Changer control

Denon DCR73OR

Amplified or Non amplified All Sizes available

'99

$39
$47

269

CALL

$

Dolby® Pro Logic surround sound receiver veremote

Sherwood RV503OR

150W/CH THX0 Bridgeable Power amplifier

NAD2700THX

CD player

NAD500

Dolby® Pro Logic surround sound receiver w/remote

Philips FR930PBK

Technics SAT)(101Q

Bazooka Bass Tubes

2 way car speakers 180W peak power

$259

x9

Phase Linear PL2690

6

a/d/s/
P08.2
BOW 4 channel car power amplifier

$159

Mixed mono passive crossover

Soundstream PC100

6 IT component system flushisurface tweeter mount

CALL
THX control receiver Dolby® Pro logic. Dolby® 3 & more,

AN stereo receiver 100W x 2 stereo remote

Technics SAGX190

JVC R1(815TN

$369
Dolby® Pro Logic receiver 70W x 3 front w/remote

WV stereo receiver 100W/ch 6A/20 inputs

40W/ch Stereo receiver Matrix surround and remote

Philips FR910PBK

HiFonics Ophelia

$179
ED/crossover comb, - (2) 10 band Rh and (2) 3 -way xovers

de

1^stalled F ash
.";osse

with Ad;Lsta5le T:. core Levels prig /49

Surface Mour'ed
Conveni
I-

Midrange Driver
5-100 Watts per channel

2- Polymer Laminate

Polymer Dome Tweeter

. 5 25" midwoo'er
5 Ferrofluid Damped

Powered
Speaker
System

AR Partner 570

HOMEISIVAKERS

Component
Speaker
System

I0

Polk Audio MM 2255

CA R

Meadtown Shopping Center Route 23 S. Kinnelon, NJ 07405

5139

Stock 810615

Dolby® Pro Logic surround sound Dolby® 3 stereo
2 Video and 4 audio inputs
Remote control
Alpha numeric display
30 AM/FM station presets

A/V Receiver

Brand Name Receiver

HOMEUDIO

DEALER 1995

SONY

AUTHORIZED

NE

#5473
#12121
04646
#30404
#30405
02678

SONY STRD711 65 X 3 25 WPC SURROUND RECEIVER
NAD 21000X 250W DYNAMIC HOME POWER AMPLIFIER
JVC HRJ410U VHS VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER 4 HEAD
INFINITY SM122 STUDIO MONITOR SPEAKERS - BLACK
;..,; uM152 FSTUDIO MONITOR SPEAKERS - WALNUT
MONITOR AUDIO MA100 HOME SPEAKERS - GOLD ROSEWOOD
TECHNICS SATX1000 HOME THX RECEIVER
TEAC CDP3500 COMPACT DISC PLAYER DUAL VOLTAGE
PINNACLE PN SUB DIADUCT COMPACT SUBWOOFER
PHILIPS FC910PBK DUAL WELL CASSETTE DECK
PHILIPS CDC925BK REMOTE 5 DISC CAROUSEL CHANGER
ORION 2125SX 125WATTS X 2 CAR AMPLIFIER
ORION 71CORY CAR RTFRFn AMR IFIFR
HARMON/KAIIDON HD7326 SINGLE CD PLAYER
Teac E0A110 STEREO 10 BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
Teac E0A220 STEREO 10 BAND GRAPHIC EQ w/SPECTRUM DISPLAY
GRADO SR60 PRESTIGE SERIES STEREO HEADPHONES

TREE *oe apple n UPS pool WACO

Do, delecke atop Iron Mk Oncso II Runs ntokkode ven 10 dip d mood modsods se stlea 0 a
etsetleR ke lees oal ton kg* cordlee
kakiv0 Skeorts m1hadre Mt *toe itnecerreKral
sabre, Po at all is coOrts Romeo al as mean pulp Toe sows' Wes 1) IPS owl seocecrk

sel Nol swift lo WNW mos NO Mot m Kee of omeo polOs 10

0707

JVC nol3VTI1 DOL137 moLoolo DECEIVER

Fury ktotad ly al tote

#2564

'259

'169
'219

NOW

"fag"'

'599"

'379

'7"
'239

'79"
'39"

'229
'269
'189'.
'45".

'159
'29"
'159

'339
'229
'57

'219

CALL

'67
'239
'219
'39
'159
'369
'119
'469
'229
"249
'239

'199

'/s!
'59

'64"

Viz

/3900

/4581

/5005
/4580

'69

'379
'399
'199
'69
'79

'189
'149
'149
'169

Orig $340
Ong $290
Orig $299
Orig $299
Ong $699
Ong $599
Orig $319
Orig $99
Ong $139

VL

'349""

Orig $1299 '769

#4576
#11799
#12255
#12237
#3663
#3665

Ong $559

Ong $1000 CALL

Orig $430
Orig $429
Ong $299
Orig $600

Mho R7ek1

Orig $99
01i9 $3I 9
Orig $100
Orig $249
Orig $79
Orig $299
Orig $349
Orig $145
Oriq $249
Ong $599
Orig $159
Orig $850

Orig $84.99 .54-=

Ong $400
Ong $599
Orig $399
Orig $179
Orig $249
Ong $59
Ong $299
Ong $429
Orig $429
Ong $299
Orig $79
Orig $149
Orig $79
Orig $3.99
Orig $599
Ong $12.99
Orig $499

Ong $7995 CALL
Orig $99,95 CALL

Orig $800
Ong $300

Orig $1400 '699"
CALL
Orig $599
CALL
Orig $799

Orig.
Orig $250
Orig $350
Orig $400

/3557

/2526

09536

/11648
/5762
/8835

/12131

/6726

#6739

/7080
/30038
/3507

#7119

#7031

#8810

/1709
/3660

#1637
#1642
#1655
#1658
#1662
#12217

/1630
/1634

#1907
#1575

/1610

#1091

#1090

/4526

04539

#1111

/30403

#30402
#1404
#1390

/8304

#8302
#8305

SANYO VHR5420 4 HEAD VHS VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDER
SANYO VHR9421 4 HEAD VHS HI Fl VIDEO CASSETTE
SANYO VHR9415 VHS VCR PLUS+ VIDEO CASSETTE
A/D/S/ SAT7 BOOKSHELF MONITOR SPEAKERS - BLACK
A/D/S/ 5600 2 WAY BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS - PAIR
A/D/S/ MS2 POWERED HOME SUBWOOFER
ADVENT A2002 MODEL 500 3 WAY FLOOR STANDING SPEAKER
AR CLASSIC 5 5" 2 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
TERN FM9900 WHITE FM ONLY STEREO ANTENNA
TERK AFT AM FM 0 AMPLIFIED STEREO ANTENNA
AIWA ADF810 THREE HEAD STEREO CASSETTE DECK
AIWA AMD50 PORTABLE MINI DISC PLAYER
BEL 615STI REMOTE SUPER WIDEBAND KA/LAZER/SHADOW
HUGHES AK500 SURROUND SOUND RETREIVAL SYSTEM
BBE ARS HOME SONIC MAXIMIZER
BEYERDYNAMIC DT211 LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES
BEYERDYNAMIC DT801 ENCLOSED BASS REFLEX HEADPHONE
BEYERDYNAMIC DT911 OPFN HFAOPHONES
THORENS TE1180MKIii 43 SPEED (33.45,78) TURNTABLE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 555X LEFT/RIGHT/CENTER. SHEILDED SPEAKERS
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 705 5" DUAL CONE CAR SPEAKER
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 780LF 8" CAR SUBWOOFER PRO SERIES (EACH)
PHASE LINEAR PLS800 8" SUBWOOFER (EACH)
MAXELL XL2S90 90 MINUTE HIGH BIAS AUDIO TAPE
CERWIN VEGA HT12D 35" TV STAND/CENTER BUILT-IN
KEN WOOD TDFSC1 DETACHABLE FACEPLATE CARRYING CASE
PANASONIC KXF60 FAX MACHINE WITH 10 PAGE FEED
PANASONIC KXT5000 2 MICROCASSETTE ANSWER/MACHINE
PANASONIC KXT3712B CORDLESS PHONE WITH 10 CHANNEL
SONANCE SI330 INDOOR/QUI NUR SPEAKERS
BRAND NAME TURNTABLE SEMI AUTOMATIC BELT DRIVEN
SONY SPPER1 BLACK CORDLESS PHONE
SONY SPP73 TELEPHONE CORDLESS BLACK
NAD505 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER (REFURBISHED)
MITSUBISHI HSU28 VHS VCR 4 HEAD SYS WITH REMOTE
BRAND NAME 6X9" 6X9 3WAY CAR SPEAKERS
BRAND NAME CD CHANITFR MArIA2INE CO CHANGFR W/RFMOTF
BRAND NAME LASER DISC MULTI FORMAT LASER DISC PLAYER
JVC TDW215TN DUAL CASSETTE DECK WITH HX PRO
JVC XLMGBOOTN 6+1 CD CHANGER WITH KARAOKE

Stock Number

SUPS-PECIALS!

tock Ready For Delivery

Over 80,000 Items In

6399

w/5 disc CD changer AM/FM

LOW
PRICE

OUR

FOR

CALL

CANADA
ESPANOL

CIRCLE NO 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD

We Ship To

SE HABLA

Priority Code # SR695

AgEr's--

GRADS & MOM

GIFTS FOR DADS,

3 Piece sys w/CD player dual cass/remote

Panasonic RXDT690

Top of the line Sony Mini system!

Sony MHC7900

AM/FM Cassette Remote w/Multi CD

Technics SCCH717

AWFWCassette/Multi CD mini system

Kenwood 00351M

AM/FM/cassette/CD mini system

Denon DFIORCS

50W/c

Sony MHCC70

40Wich DSP 3 CD changer dual cuss AM/FM w/karaoke

Aiwa NSX5200

Full function remote
40 AM/FM presets
Random play from seven discs
Double auto reverse transports
Dolby B noise reduction
Three-way toss -reflex design

volume control
3 custom equalizations

25W/ch Motor -driven

Mini System

JYC MX -C33

6169

6269

io0/shuttle remote 8 morel

CALL

6569
6549

Retail Store:
Sat 9-6
Mon -Fri 10-9

I

I

lo 1 power zoom

Panasonic PVI0204

6549

STOCK

699PR

Sat 9-6. Sun 11-5

2

:roofer

Customer Service

1

FOR
LOW
PRICE

CALL

1-800-233-4010

2-Wayln-wall100W power f'andlino 6

a/d/s/ AVS140

2 -Way cent/ channel 100W heielliny

Jamo Surround 100

2 -Way cent r channel 90W handling

Atlantic Technology 254SR

Mail Order : Mon -Fri 9-9

NEW! VHS -Compact w/color viewfinder 12X

JVC GRAX700U

6119

Dual designed full range surround sound speakers shielded

Jamo Center 50

Advent HT204

2 -Way dual 5" woofer center channel 100W power handling

JBL SC305

Ssurround speakers w/dual 3 1/2 8 (1)4"

NEW IN

579

_pd."

Video shielded center channel w/dual 4" drivers 3/4" tweeter

DCM CX Center

100 Watts peak power handling
Dual 5 25" woofers
2- fe,rrofjuiplilled dynamic tweeter
Black as finish

Center
Channel
Speaker

Jensen
CS225

J VC GRAX350U
NEW! VHS -Compact camcorder

s/39PR

6119PR

CENTER/SURROUND

Gallery series in -wall .2 -way system design

Mvent A1043

CALL

FOR
LOW
PRICE
2 -Way speaker with 512' woofer 8 1" tweeter

s/ C4001s

Brand Name In -wall

2 -Way in with 6 woofer

hid/s/
C300is
aid/2 -Way in wall with 5 1/4" woofer

Infinite baffle for ceiling applications

Niles 75

9189m
Jill
5-4
2 -Way in -wall. 100W power handling 61'2" woofer

Great For
Surround

butyl edge long throw woofer
5-90W power handling
White cloth or metal grilles

Vented system, vertical woofer
Tweeter woofer configuration with
central dome tweeter
1" Sonance soft dome tweeter
Dual 4" polypropylene cone,

On Wall Speakers

Sonance SoundFrame 400

4111.11111115

ID)

CALL
8mm Viewcam w/3" LCD screen 80 zoom built-in speaker
CALL
Sharp VLH410U
Hi8 Vie cam Hi-Fi stereo sound 4" LCD screen 16X zoom
Sharp VLE36U

8mm compact camcorder 16X zoom DSP

Hitachi VME52A

8mm camcorder w/pop-up light 10X zoom, 2 lux 3 -mode At

Canon E520

Stock 05517

AFM Hi'Fi sound
Optical 101 variable speed zoom
Full range auto focus
Multi -angle cportEfinder
Manual backlight contol

8mm Camcorder

Brand Name Camcorder

CAMCORDERS

VC
NtS710
uper VH
VCR VC1Olus+

flying erase head dual audio evel meters

4-Hea

4 Head VHS Hi-F1 V

5269
VTF3BIA
Video bream remote control
6339
Sony5LVT/?HF
HS Hi-Fi V R Multi -brand remote
JVC HRVP710U
6349
VHS Hi-Fi VCR Hi -spec drive log/shuttle remote
Hitachi

2 -Head VHS VCR Front panel AN inputs

Hitachi VTIA1111A

4 -head VHS Hi-Fi stereo VCR universal remote

Panasonic PV4451

Hi-fi stereo
VCR Plus+ with cable box controller
Random assemble editing
Multi brand remote control

Super VHS VCR

JYC HIS5100U

VCRs

TIC WAR

MINI SYSTEMS

G

ADS Advent Audio Control Aiwa AKG Altec Lansing Audio Quest Acoustic Research Audio Source Atlantic Technology B&K B&O B&W Bazooka BBE Beyerdynamics Bellogetti
Brother Canon Carver Cerwin Vega Celestion Clif Designs Canton CodeAlarm CWD Denon Dynaco Dynamat Grado Hafler Harmon/Kardon Hitachi Hughes Infinity Jamo
JBL JVC K40 Kenwood Koss Lexicon Monitor Audio Monster Cable Niles OmniMount Orion Panasonic Philips Pinnacle Pioneer Panamax PPI Proscan PS Audio Rane
Rockford Fosgate Rock Solid Runco Soundcraftsmen Soundstream Senheiser Sherwood Sharp Sony Sonance SSI Stewart Target TechnicsTerkThorens & Morel

POPULAR MUSIC

QUICK
FIXIEIII

ALANNA 5558 (51 min)
Philip Green has taken great love themes
from opera and ballet and turned them in-

tively about, well, check the title; and on
the opening Big Train he gets a Meat Puppets/Nirvana/Dinosaur Jr. supergroup to
play a wonderfully dumb bit of bloozerock. Unfortunately the disc is littered with
filler tracks and rambling jams that suffer

to pop instrumentals with dance -band

from the absence of Minutemen/fIREHOSE

arrangements reminiscent of Tommy Dorsey and Guy Lombardo. To someone who
knows the classical originals the disc is a

member George Hurley's fluid drumming.
Still, Mike Watt may have found his niche

very funny spoof. But it is so idiomatic
that you could play it at a hotel ballroom

Brett Milano

PHILIP ORRIN
Arias and Entrechats

00.11V1111.

as the guy who keeps indie-rock honest.

CHRIS WHITLEY

on New Year's Eve and the senior citizens
would glide across the floor without missing a step. Good fun.
W. L.

Din of Ecstasy
WORK/COLUMBIA 52970 (48 min)
Performance: Strung out
Recording: Good

HUUN-HUUR-TU
NAPPY BROWN
Don't Be Angry

The Orphan's Lament

SAVOY JAZZ 0259 (44 min)

Western music has reached some of the
Turkic and Mongolian peoples of Central
Asia, but it has not adulterated the purity

An unjustly overlooked footnote to rock
history, Nappy Brown was a Fifties R&B
stylist with a stuttering gimmick worthy
of Buddy Holly and a couple of memorable hits, including this compilation's title tune. Well worth checking out.

hris Whitley seems to have learned a
%/few things since his 1991 debut, "Living with the Law," and most of them are
dangerous. For nearly all of "Din of Ecstasy," someone seems to be getting high or

SHANACHIE 64058 (63 min)

S.S.

of Tuvan throat singing, which requires
producing two notes at once. In this program Huun-Huur-Tu, a vocal and instru-

crashing low. Drugs seem to be the perfect
way to begin or end an evening, which just

mental quartet from Tuva, introduce a few

transcendental sex.

wouldn't be complete without a bout of

nontraditional instruments, such as the

So why isn't everyone having a good

MIKE DOUGLAS

guitar, but their work is still as other-

You Don't Have to Be Irish

worldly and exotic as world music gets.

LEGACY/EPIC 66987 (33 min)

and 1 like it a lot.

time? For starters, Whitley writes lyrics that
lacerate with contempt, although it's not always clear what he's so angry about. He's
slouching toward higher ground, attempting
to raise his consciousness, his moral standing, and his sexual responsiveness. Some-

. but if you're a former TV talk -show
host singing Danny Boy as you might in

LEGENDS OF ACCORDION

the shower, it probably helps.

RII1AO 71847 (47 nun)

.

W L.

.

S.S.

times he makes it, but mostly he doesn't.
Which leaves him in a snit. Or a stupor. Or
both. And everything is a little too metaphorical; if it weren't for the guitars, you
could get mighty tired of references to how
"epiphany bleeds like rain."
But then there are the guitars. Whitley

Arguably the most eclectic accordion al-

SHISNA EASTON

bum of all time, with just about every

My Cherie

squeezeboxer of note represented, from
Dick Contino (Lady of Spain) to Clifton
Chenier (Squeeze Box Boogie) to "Weird
Al" Yankovic (Lasagna). Pick hit: a blistering Theme from Perry Mason by the
aptly named Those Darn Accordions! S.S.

MCA 11203 (43 min)

Pretty much what you'd expect - expensive -sounding production, mildly trendy
dance grooves, and romantic ballads in
the Vanessa Williams/Whitney Houston
mode, the whole shebang rendered with
rather frightening professionalism and a

has turned them up since his first album, yet
he hasn't left behind the sinuous elegance

complete lack of feeling. Bottom line:

that made "Living with the Law" so special. On the hotter numbers here, he cap-

Come home, Olivia Newton -John, all is
forgiven.
S.S.

tures some of the full-blown sweetness of a
Hendrix or the electric earthiness of a Page.

MICHAEL FEINSTEIN

The emotions in his playing are deep and
complicated, but immediately understand-

Such Sweet Sorrow
ATLANTIC 82740 (52 min)
Michael Feinstein shows good taste in his
choice of songs, but the fancy arrangements cannot disguise his vocal limitations. His interpretations here remind me

able. If only his fingers were as skillful
when they picked up a pen.

R.G.

THE VANDALIAS
Mach V

of an emotionally needy lounge singer

BIG DEAL/CAROLINE 9015 (48 min)

who's telling me more about himself than
I want to hear.
William Livingstone

Irresistible power pop by a punkish Minneapolis guitar band with a harmonic so-

phistication beyond their years, sort of

STIWART FRANCK,

what Green Day might sound like if

Where the River Meets the Bay

they'd cut their teeth on the Raspberries

SCHOOLKIDS 1531 (44 min)

instead of the Undertones. A real find. S.S.

A thoughtful singer/songwriter from the
land of the MC5? Believe it or not, that's

JUNIOR WILLS

what Stewart Francke is, and his debut al-

Everybody's Gatlin' Some

bum is among the most impressive surprises of the year - musically rich, lyrically graceful, deeply felt, and without a
hint of Jackson Browne Syndrome (i.e.,
it's never boring despite its mostly mid tempo calm). Plus, ya gotta love somebody with the wit to name a song (Kiss
Kiss Bang Bang) after a book by Pauline
Kael. Highly recommended, and not just

TELARC 83360 (57 min)
In which the sixty -year -old blues legend
is joined by some interesting guests (Son-

to Detroit chauvinists.

lous sound, too.

S.S.

ny Landreth on guitar, Bonnie Raitt on

WEBB WILDER & THE HASHVEDANS
Town & Country

vocals), resurrects songs both old (Tampa
Red's Don't You Lie to Me) and unexpect-

WATERMELON 1032 (44 min)
Performance: Energized
Recording: Good and rough

ed (Bill Wither's Use Me), and comes up
with an album very nearly as epochal as
his Sixties stuff with Buddy Guy. Fabu-

Anybody who covers the Music Machine's Talk Talk - a bratty outcast's

S.S.
I

88

STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1995

rant from 1966, sort of Louie Louie with an

FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE CONTINENTAL Ut

1E800 -394E6283
CALL FOR THE BEST PRICES AND FOR BRANDS & MODELS NOT LISTED !

RECEIVERS

CAR STEREO

4 PIECE CAR
STEREO SYSTEM
SONY CDX-51

10 DISC CD CHANGER

Trunk Mountable 1 Bit D/A Converter 8X
Oversampling Vertical Or Horizortal Moun:

AHA RXV-690

SONY XRC-210

DOLBY°. PRO LOGIC REMOTE RECEIVER
70 Watts X 3 Front 25 Watts X 2 Rear
4 Hi Fi DSP Programs Built In
Cineama DSP Modes 40
AM/FM Presets Remote Control ;161.V

DETACHABLE AM/FM CASSETTE

CD Controller 25 Watts X 4 RCA Output
Fully Logic Controls 24 AM/FM Presets

BLAUPUNKT SPEAKERS
Your Choice 5''",

AVR-2500
PRO LOGIC RECEIVER
699
RX-815VTN PRO LOGIC RECEIVER
379
KENWOOD KRV-8070 ... PRO LOGIC RECEIVER
479
SONY
STR-D915
110 WPC PRO LOGIC
349
TECHNICS SAGX-490
110 WPC PRO LOGIC
249
SHERWOOD RV -6030
TOP RATED RECEIVER
YAMAHA
RXV-590
PRO LOGIC RECEIVER
449
DENON
JVC

YAMAHA

VELODYNE

100W 3 -WAY
BOOKSHELF
SPEAKERS

POWERED
SUBWOOFER
12" Driver 100 Watt
Amplifier

8" Woofer
5' Midrange

3/4'

DENON ocm-460
Programming Remote Control

DCM-340 .5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER. 199
XLM415TN 6 CD MAGAZINE CHANGER 189
KENWOOD DPM-5570 6+1 CD CHANGER REMOTE .189
SONY
CDP-C445 .5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER. 219
TECHNICS SLPD-887 . 5 CAROUSEL CD CHANGER .169
YAMAHA
CDC -655 ...5 CAROUSEL CD CHANGER 249

79PR.

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR
ADS
MS3
100W TOP RATED POWERED SJB ... 999
ALLISON
AL -115
149
150W BOOKSHELF

ALTEC LANSING MODEL 83...3 Way Bookshelf

129

SLANT 6
CERWIN VEGA L -7B

169

APOGEE

DEMON
JVC

Voice Coil 1514

d.

Dome 41
Tweeter

RIBBON SPEAKERS
Top Rated

IN STOCK

3 -Way Design
5" Midrange

10' Woofer

HARMAN KARDON CS -5 ... Center Channel

Full-Range/9
Driver

SONY Tcws-sass

JBL J-50

100 Watt 2 Way Bookshelf

JBL L-7

TOP OF THE LINE TOWER

JBL LX -E990

3 Way Floorstanding

JBL Music1-Music2-Moviel-Movie2

79

MI
P&L

IN STOCK

$229

AIWA

ADF-850 .. 3 HEAD TAPE DECK
DRW-660
KENWOOD KXW8070S
PHILIPS
DCC-170
YAMAHA
KXW-282 . DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK
DENON

229
199
229
499
249

PR. L

4 HEAD HI Fl STEREO REMOTE VHS
WITH VCR+ PROGRAMMING

249
399
399

$399

AIWA

NSX-C737 3 CD Dual Deck Remote .... 549

BOSE

LS -12 LIFESTYLE HOME THETRE SYSTEM IN STOCK

KENWOOD UD-552
DENON
D-500
YAMAHA
CC -70

3 CD Dual Deck Remote
3 CD Dual Deck Remote
3 CD Dual Deck Remote

649
599
699

IPIONEER CLDA100

$

PACKAGE
160 W POWER AMP 249
HARMAN KARDON 23 AUDIOPHILE REMOTE TUNER 299
THORENS
TD -180
TURNTABLE
291

AUDIOSOURCE AMP 1

Am_p

2 PIECENIVIT
ENTERTAIN

PACKAGE

Laserdisc Based Home Entertainment System
Plays 3", 5', 8' & 12" Laser Discs &
CD's 425 Line Resolution Remote

MSC AlITCFOCUS
CAMCORDER

Color

Viewfinder

$599
SONY
SHARP
SONY

Format Software (CD,LD,ROM,CD-G)

CCD-TR700
VLE-32U
CCD-TR70
PANASONIC PV -10505

1149
DP RATED 8MM
H-8 VIEWCAM $200 Rebate
PAM Color Viewfinder
549
VHS -C Color Viewfinder 699

HUGE SELECTION OF 110/220 VOLT 50-60
CYCLE MULTI SYSTEM PAL, SECAM,
NTSC WS, VCR'S AND CAMCORDERS

SE HABLA ESPANOL ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!

Authorized Dealer For....

AWAgERIVEDIABIlin

CD

New Jersgy Retail

FOR
rsiFL) CALL
201 -46-7- 014343

6 DAYS SATURDAY 10-9 MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-9:30

10AOANPMEAAMT-MA aSTTAM
TIME

331 Route 4 west Paramus, NJ 07652

BOW SIDE PLAY LASE:

379
699
249
299
449

JVC

Gives You Total Control of SEGA

MEGA LASER DISC PACK

10
DAY REFUND POLICY
30 DAY IN HOME SPEAKER AUDITION

4 HEAD HI-FI VCR+
4 I-EAD HI-FI S -VHS
4 HEAD HI-FI STEREO
4 HEAD HI-FI VCR+

PANASONIC PV -4551
PANASONIC PV -4562
SONY
MDP-500

PIONEER PAC -S10

PROCESSOR IN STOCK

lit KO"
GUARANTEED

Cable Compatible On Screen 349

Programming Jog Shuttle Remote
JVC HRVP-710U
JVC HRS-7100U

GRAX-70U

INTERACTIVE HOME
ENTERTAINMENT LASER PLAYER

Dolby" Pro Logic Matrix Hall
Modes 24 Watts X 2 Amplifier

DSPA-2070 PRO

SONY SLV-740HF

. Includes Rear Surround Sounc
Speakers Scper T -Bass Super
Woofer Output Karaoke Mic.

TIE ULTIMATE HOE ENTETAINIENT CENTER

AUDIOSOURCE ss-5

YAMAHA

3 CD/ DUAL DECK REMOTE MINI SYSTEM

80 Watts Nita! Signal Processor

DOLBY°. PRO LOGIC PROCESSOR

3 mut

wilipeiner

AIWA NSX-5200

6'1' Woofer 6'

priver499

27' Pleture-le-Pletwe 599

KV-32XBR37 32' STEREO P -I -P .... 1249

1

Uni
CI

50' PROJECTION P4- 2199
STEREO P4 -P .... 1299
27' SUPER FLAT
549

CT-27SFII
KV-27V15

KEF

ADVENT
LEGACY III
BEST BUY!
AUDIOSOURCE SW -4
150W 121 Powered Sub
HARMAN KARDON THIRTY
BOOKSHELF

YAMAHA MX -63Q .. 1 KW/ LOGIC

c Compatible
Screen Displays

0-50

JBL KEF ADS SONANCE ETC

4' FULL RANGE SURROUND
SOUND SPEAKERS

-

1,inote Control

PANASONIC
SONY
SONY

229
1499

LARGE SELECTION OF IN WALL SPEAKERS

FISHER Ws -608

VS -5051
50" STEREO
PROJECTION

MITSUBISHI VS -5053
MITSUBISHI CS -35303

121150W Subwooler 549

150W 3 WAY
SPEAKERS

FULL LINE IN STOCK

4799

300 Watts 12 3 Way ... 449

100W BOOKSHELF
REFERENCE 2 AUDIOPHILE

KEF

VELOCITY SERIES

MITSUBISHI

EL

$249 PR.

0-10

KEF

DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK
Dual Autoreverse High & Normal Speed
Dubbing Dolby' B C & S NR &
HX PRO Auto Record
Calibration MPX Filter

Balancing Act Noise Cancellation $229

PAIR
99
GT-C9615 . 3 'NAY 609'
MB QUART OM-215CX.02 . 5 1/4' Component PAIR 269
SOUNDSTREAM GR-110.2 2X55W/1X100W/X-OVER .... 199
BAZOOKA - MIX HIFONICS - BEL FULL LINE IN STOCK

4 Piece Acoustimass System 449.96
MP -1
ledoor/Outdoer Satellite
VS -120
HT -12

4 Channel Built -In Crossover

Circuitry Mixed Mono Capable
BLAUPUNKT
JBL

BOSE AM3 SIII.3 Piece Acoustimass System 399.96
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
CERWIN VEGA

CAR INSTALLATION KITS AVAILABLE
INSTALLERS .... CALL FOR PRICES !

30 WATT X 4 POWER AMPLIFIER
EA 399
EA 129

100W Powered Sab

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR

Titanium Dome
Tweeter

BOSE AM4

$269

BLAUPUNKT CDC-ORF 6 CD Chanter ORS CHANT UNIT
AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 249
KENWOOD KRC-601
SONY
CDX-5290 AM/FM DETACHABLE CD ... 249
SONY
XRC-610
AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 299
289
SONY
CDX-71 .... 10 CD CHANGER
TOSHIBA
TX -204 ... AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 119

SOUNDSTREAM GR-120.4

EA.

CSW

100W CENTER
CHANNEL SPEAKER
Dual Tuned -Port
Design With 4.2"
Shielded

240 WATT FLOOR
STANDING SPEAKERS

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR

CELESTION
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POPULAR MUSIC
attitude - is automatically okay in my
book. That's just one of the fifteen rock and
country obscurities that Webb Wilder has

dug up for his latest album, which shows
how smart, lively, and just plain entertaining an all -covers set can be. Wilder's a gregarious type with a Foghorn Leghorn bellow of a voice, his band's equally adept at

twang and thrash, and the songs they've
chosen are, for the most part, worth reviving. Put it all together and you've got the
kind of album that gives roots -rock a good
name. Paced like a good club set complete
with spoken intros, "Town & Country" see-

saws from rock to country with a few surprise twists: the Small Faces' My Mind's
Eye is done like an Everly Brothers tune
while Rodney Crowell's Ain't Living Long
Like This is bashed out Aerosmith-style.
Wilder knows his history, and rock snobs
will love the way he's covered two all-time

JAll

critics' faves, the Flamin' Groovies and

DON BYRON
Music for Six Musicians

Mott the Hoople. But it doesn't take a musicologist to recognize Jerry Lee Lewis's
Rockin' Little Angel as a heartfelt version of

NONESUCH 979354 (60 min)
Performance: Luminous
Recording: Excellent

a great, little-known number. And you
thought all record collectors were boring.
Brett Milano

Musicians" is the versatile clarinetist Don Byron's "Latin"

"Music for Six

album, but it isn't really Latin at all, a
seeming contradiction that goes a long way

SONY PANASONIC MITSUBISHI TOSHIBA YAMAHA DENON

0

2

imaginative jazz album we'll hear this year.

NEW YORK'S

God knows that clave rhythms can be as
much a straitjacket as chord changes. But

ORIGINAL
& FRIENDLIEST

0

slave serves only as a recurring motif here;

Byron never lets it dictate the rhythmic
flow of his compositions, the titles of which
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and emotionally stirring. By this point, it
goes without saying that Byron plays his

horn suberbly. The word "virtuoso" is

0

I

to be reckoned with beyond his obvious
skills as an instrumentalist.
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thrown around pretty loosely in jazz, but
Byron is one of a small handful of musicians to whom the term actually applies.
This new release establishes him as a force
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his own phrases at strategic points during
his solo, thus maintaining the sense of a
melody being developed as a round. But
everything here is intellectually satisfying
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refer to Rodney King, Ross Perot, Shelby
Steele, Al Sharpton, Clarence Thomas, and
Anita Hill. Byron's eclecticism continuously yields surprises: there are cyclical Latin
rhythms on Crown Heights, even though
the piece is essentially a calypso, and the
piece dedicated to Perot, despite starting off
like a floating number written by Wayne
Shorter, swells into an Ornette Coleman like free improvisation.
The best piece of all might be Sex/Work
(Clarence/Anita), in which Byron echoes
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in explaining why Byron's third release
might prove to be the freshest and most
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY
Demi-Centennial
CONCORD JAZZ 4633 (62 min)
Performance: Solidly golden
Recording: Very good

eave it to Rosemary! Instead of celeMbrating her fiftieth anniversay in show
business with an album that rehashes past
hits (actually, some of her Fifties ones are

POPULAR MUSIC
best forgotten), she's opted for a fresh and
much more revealing alternative. On "De-

groove, but Potter - a twenty -four -year -

ing more than an opportunity to wiggle

ent reeds or woodwinds here, and sometimes overdubs, he sticks mostly to tenor a wise choice because this is the horn on
which he is most forceful. Even if they're
essentially only blowing vehicles, Potter's

from chorus to chorus without doing much
of interest harmonically. Another minus is

originals have a nice sense of detail to
them. The most striking of these is the

a version of Fool on the Hill that unsuccessfully attempts to transform Paul McCartney's sticky melody into a Coltrane -

opening Salome's Dance, on which Larry
Goldings and Potter match tones on organ
and bass clarinet, an unusual and highly
imaginative instrumental combination. Pot-

mi-Centennial" she's picked songs she links

old saxophonist who first attracted attention
as a member of Red Rodney's band a few

with people who have been especially

years ago - occasionally treats it as noth-

meaningful to her over the past fifty years,
among them Bing Crosby, Tony Bennett,
Nelson Riddle, Marlene Dietrich, ex -hubby
Jose Ferrer, and her children (liner notes by
her brother, American Movie Classics host
Nick Clooney, detail each song's connection). Rosie sings them all, whether familiar
standards or newer songs by Dave Frishberg, Jimmy Webb, and Stephen Sondheim,
with a warmth, expressive depth, and unfaltering musicality that few singers today can
even begin to match.

like devotional.
But much of what Potter has to offer on
his third album as a leader is very impressive indeed. Although he plays five differ-

ter emerges as a young musician not fenced

in by postbop conventions, and one therefore worth keeping an eye on.
F.D.

RONNIE JAMES
Ronnie James and
the Jez Hot Swing Club

ONE CALL

INTERSOUND 9141 (50 min)

Performance: Amazing
Recording: Excellent
As jazz continues to bebop and boogie on
the treadmill, we hear just about every

GETS IT ALL!

facet of it reproduced by today's crop of
musicians; ragtime, New Orleans, Dixieland, swing, and bebop are regularly emulated, and Coltrane clones, like Elvises, are

everywhere. There is, however, one style
that appears to have eluded the flame keepers: an intimate, highly rhythmic Swing Era

BEST IN THE WEST

style, the embodiment of which is found in
the works of guitarist Teddy Bunn, singer
Leo Watson, and the Five Spirits of

AUDIO.

Rhythm. This infectious form of jazz expression has no name, but, as I have just
learned, it has a current exponent in guitarist -singer -songwriter Ronnie James.
A new Intersound CD features James and

his Jez Hot Swing Club in a program consisting mainly of original material. By focusing on his own expertly written songs,
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James has taken his art beyond mere recreation and given us a new experience in fa-

miliar wrapping. The album perfectly captures an engaging and almost forgotten
swing music sidebar, putting the attempts
of Harry Connick, Jr. and others to shame.

III Indio & Video Accessories

With his delightful songs, mellow voice,
and Django -like guitar, James breathes

PRICE DELIVERY SERVICE

fresh air into music that conjures up more
innocent times. And while his keen percep-

,11,1, 111.10R BIUMIS!

tion forms the core of these gems, vital
sparkle is added by Vince Montana's

luthorind dealer for all maauladurers.

Hampton -styled vibes and the perfectly
grooved solos of trumpeter Stan Slotter and

baritone saxophonist Dennis DiBlassio.
When the background singers occasionally
join in, the sound brings back more recent
memories of Dr. Buzzard's Sweet Savannah
Band, and when James and his carefully

18005400900

chosen colleagues render such standard ma-

terial as Sweet Georgia Brown and China
Boy, the album explodes.

FAX: (509)838-4387

C.A.

CHRIS POTTER
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IV. 115 Riverside Spokane. IAA 99201

Pure
CONCORD JAZZ 4637 (61 min)

Performance: Generally impressive
Recording: Excellent

most jazz CD's tend to be in this era

Asof protracted playing time, this one is
extremely uneven. Drummer Al Foster and

bassist Larry Grenadier lay down quite a

VISA
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NEW RECORDINGS
REVIEWED BY ROBERT

ACKART, RICHARD FREED,

DAVID HALL, JAMIE

CLASSICAL MSC
Christian letzlatt

S NCII So\M5

of the contrasts in the first movement be-

est of Classical violin concertos - quite

tween the menacing grave episodes and the
main body, which is con brio with a venmovement is a bravura rondo with the inner
voices meticulously set forth. The famous

the individuality that Itzhak Perlman did in
his memorable 1981 collaboration with Carlo Maria Giulini and the Philhannonia Orchestra on EMI, Accardo's new reading with
the same conductor is technically impecca-

opening movement of the "Moonlight" is

ble and utterly precise in phrase and rhy-

almost eerily calm, and Wild's delicate rendering of the succeeding allegretto adds im-

thm, yet by no means lacking in heart. Tempos throughout are easier than in the 1981
recording, but not at the expense of the mu-

presto agitato finale.

The mighty "Hammerklavier" gets a
splendidly imperious treatment throughout
the opening movement and a fine realization of the brief and quirky scherzo. If Wild

Christian Tetzlaff
VIRGIN 45089 (two CD's, 129 min)

does not probe to its ultimate the "dark

Performance: Intelligent
Recording: Superb

slow movement, he does sustain the big

night of the soul" implicit in the 17 -minute

enough to relish the technical challenges
and mature enough to convey the musical
substance beneath the dazzling surfaces.
His performances are beautifully thought

line with flawless control from start to finish. He is very much in his element in the
demonic and intimidatingly complex fugal
finale with its fearsome trills.

The recording seems rather closely

miked, which works perfectly for the two
early sonatas, but I would have liked a little
more acoustic space for the vastnesses of
the "Hammerklavier." Taken as a whole,

out, and some of the more complicated

though, this CD is a fine achievement -

thickets of counterpoint are so resourcefully
colored and articulated that it's easy to for-

turned seventy-nine.

even a remarkable one for a musician just

get the essentially homophonic nature of
the violin. The dance movements are refreshingly straightforward rhythmically,
and they're played with a confidently inflected briskness.
Tetzlaff's approach to this music is high-

ly Classical, right down to his emotional

D.H.

lOVEN
k1

R,

111

551\.515)51 5« 5R1))
CARL( M Ma% 1,11 I INI

reticence. For some listeners this could be a
serious drawback. In the famous chaconne

the hands of emotive violinists that it's a reD.P.S.

Performance: Flawless control
Recording: Good close pickup

Wild's image over the years has been

Mot' a fire-eating virtuoso pianist with a
Earl
penchant for transcriptions and the works
of Liszt and Rachmaninoff rather than more
standard Austro-German Classical and Ro-

mantic fare. But this latest CD gives us
92
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the opening pages of the slow movement.
If you want a Beethoven Violin Concerto

that leans more toward the Classical than
the Romantic, this new version is for you.

The disc is filled out with the two Romances for Violin and Orchestra, also very
well placed

D.H.

BRAH MS: Piano Concerto No. 2;
Five Songs, Op. 105
Kovacevich; Murray; London Philharmonic,
Sawallisch
EMI 55218 (62 min)
Performance: Exquisite songs

Recording: Warmer in songs
Stephen Kovacev [eh 's exception -

al recent recording of Brahms's First
Pianist
Concerto with Wolfgang Sawallisch raised
the highest expectations for the inevitable
follow-up. If the impact of their recording
of No. 2 is not quite as electrifying, well,
this is a different sort of concerto, more expansive, more lyrical, more downright endearing than its fiery predecessor.

looking in. The finale is engaging in its

lief to hear them so effortlessly executed,

km I Wild
CHESKY CD 120 (71 min)

tural detail, but I miss the ethereal hush
Giulini and the Philharmonia achieved in

has poise, balance, and no little nobility, but
the reading seems very much on the outside

works can so easily squawk and shriek in

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas No. 8
("Pathetique"), No. 14 ("Moonlight"),
and No. 29 ("Hammerklavier")

sical flow. The microphone pickup seems
closer, too, which helps in matters of tex-

Soloist and conductor alike, however,
seem curiously cautious toward those aspects of the work. The opening movement

that ends the second partita, the lack of
emotion stalls the momentum. But these

and they're beautifully recorded, too.

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

Even if he doesn't bring to the solo role
of the Beethoven concerto - still the Ever-

pact to his fiercely taut treatment of the

whe Hamburg -born, twenty -nine -year -old
O Christian Tetzlaff seems to be at exactly
the right point in his career to record Bach's
solo sonatas and partitas: young and eager

ERIC SALZMAN, AND

three of the best-known Beethoven sonatas.
In the "Pathetique," Wild makes the most

geance. Following a well-balanced slow

BACH: Sonatas and Partitas
for Solo Violin

JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK,

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto;
Romances
Accardo; La Scala Philharmonic, Giulini
SONY 53287 (63 min)
Performance: Classic poise
Recording: Good

Accardo is Italy's violin virtu oso par excellence, having made numerSalvatore
ous elegant and brilliant recordings of Mozart and Vivaldi as well as all the Paganini
concertos and caprices. He has also tackled
Tchaikovsky, Prokofiev, and Ravel.

way, with plenty of verve and sparkle, but
is so aggressively energetic that Brahms's
grazioso marking seems to have been either
ignored or consciously rejected. The two inner movements are altogether more fully realized and richly satisfying, but the contrast
between these portions and the outer ones is
likely to be more jarring than convincing
for most listeners.

The songs, though, compensate a good
deal. Kovacevich accompanies mezzo-soprano Ann Murray in the five songs that
make up Op. 105. The second song is /miner
Leiser Wird Mein Schlummer, for which

Brahms adapted the beloved cello melody

from the slow movement of the Second
Concerto; it is especially welcome in this
(apparently) first integral recording of the
Op. 105 set, which adds up to a listening

sic, and these performances can live quite
comfortably together if you just remember
to lower the volume so the music can work

The first of his three recordings of the Second Symphony, for London, with the dual
advantages of the Vienna Philharmonic and

its magic.

experience as rich in contrasts of mood and
substance as the concerto itself. The performances are without exception superb, and

a Christa Ludwig still at her formidable
peak, is apparently not available in our

GLASS: String Quartets Nos. 2-5

country at present, and that's a shame, for

Kronos Quartet
NONESUCH 79356 (68 min)

his 1988 live recording on Pickwick is

Performance: Inspired
Recording: Glowing

as the fairly pedestrian reading, and this

Irhe ever -prolific Philip Glass has written

and alto has little beyond sonic superiority
to recommend it. And even the sound is undermined by some distressing spotlighting

the sound is a bit warmer than in the concerto, which has a rather distant focus. R.F.

E.S.

I no fewer than eight string quartets. I
have always preferred his music for his

CAGE: In a Landscape
Stephen Drury (keyboards)
CATALYST 61980 (59 min)

Performance: Effective
Recording: Good with adjusted levels

It used to be said that John Cage was the
most famous unknown American composer; everybody knew who he was, but

hardly anybody knew his music. That is
now much less true than it used to be; since
his death there has been an amazing rush

to record his work. Interest has centered
on the delicate and exotic prepared -piano
pieces, mostly written in the 1940's to accompany dance works. This is the part of
his output that is most accessible and most
agrees with the temper of the current time:
Eastern -influenced, meditative, engaging.
Everything here dates from 1938-1948,

with the exception of the recording première of Souvenir, a rather baffling organ

own ensemble to his orchestral music, but
the string -quartet medium suits him well,
especially when the quartet is the Kronos.
Of the four works recorded here, two originated as incidental music, No. 3 for the film
Mishima, No. 2 for a play by Samuel Beckett. The two more recent works were commissioned as quartets, No. 4 in memory of
the artist Brian Buczak, who died of AIDS,
No. 5 by the Kronos Quartet, and both are
among his most magical and even passionate works. The performances are consistently inspired, and the recording - made
at Skywalker Sound in Marin County, California - positively glows.
E.S.

new Teldec version with the same orchestra

of big effects and by what seems like a
snipped -out pause before the first entry of
the chorus in the final movement.
But that hardly matters; more important

Back to Bach

GR I E G: Cello Sonata; Intermezzo

SIBELIUS: Malinconia; Cello Pieces,
Opp. 77 and 78
Mork. I hibaudet
VIRGIN 45034 (69 min)
Performance: Sinewy
Recording: Favors piano

Whatever its shortcomings in terms of
classical form, Grieg's Cello Sonata
is one of the most effective of his handful

of large-scale instrumental works. In this
latest recording, the tone production and
performance style of the Norwegian cellist
Truls Mork, a Tchaikovsky competition
laureate, is lean and sinewy, and the pianism of the French virtuoso Jean -Yves Thibaudet is extraordinarily brilliant, especially in the final movement. Indeed, his instru-

piece from 1983. Not everything is, strictly

ment tends to overpower the cello from

speaking, for prepared piano. The title

time to time, which I would judge stems as

piece is "prepared" only in that the sustaining pedal is held down throughout; pedal is
also used liberally in Dream, a very attractive and relatively unfamiliar work of 1948.
There is a piece for the nine notes of a toy
piano, too, and another, Prelude for Meditation, that uses only four of the eighty-eight
keys of a regulation grand. Stephen Drury,
who is something of a Cage specialist, has
found a lot of variety within the small, Zen
aesthetic of this music.
The subtle colors are recorded close up,
and the playback levels are high. That is not
necessarily a problem, but I would back off

much from Virgin's production setup in
Torgveien's Ski Hall as from his playing.
Neither the early (1863) Intermezzo by

Joao Carlos Martins

razilian pianist Joao Carlos Mar-

Grieg nor the Sibelius pieces are in the

Eltns launched his musical career

same league as the sonata. Malinconia, Op.

in the early 1960's with well -received
performances and recordings of the
music of Johann Sebastian Bach. But
a soccer injury forced Martins to retire
from the concert stage in 1970. After

20, starts off in dramatic fashion but runs
out of steam. There are lovely moments in
the two Op. 77 pieces, titled Cantique and
Devotion, but the four of Op. 78 (Impromptu, Romance, Religioso, Rigaudon) verge
on high-grade salon fare except for Religioso, which was dedicated to the composer's
brother.
D.H.

the volume quite a bit, especially for the
organ (whose fortissimos can blow your

MAHLER: Symphony No. 2
("Resurrection")

speakers) and the kiddie keyboard, which at

Soloists; Prague Philharmonic Choir; Israel
Philharmonic, Mehta
TELDEC 94545 (78 min)

"normal" levels sounds like the Toy Piano
That Ate Carnegie Hall. 1 think we can
safely say that this effect is not really what
Cage had in mind. Drury, in his liner notes,
actually quotes Cage's famous line that the
purpose of music and art "is to sober and
quiet the mind thus rendering it susceptible
to divine influences." That credo, this mu-

ruled out by its fitful outdoor sonics as well

Performance: Glossy
Recording: Big on effects

ubin Mehta has always been a sympa-

thetic conductor of Mahler's symphonies, and for the most part he's been fortunate in the choice of associates and venue.

surgery and a long rehabilitation during which he became successful
as a banker, boxing manager promoter, rock -music impresario. and a politi-

cian - he's back on the concert circuit and has resumed recording. Earlier tr is year Labor Records released

the first seven CD's (of a planned
twerty). including both reissues and
new recordings, of his traversal of the
com3lete keyboard works of the com-

poser he still champions after all
these years: J. S. Bach.
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is that where Mehta's Vienna reading was
urgent and glowing, with one of the most
eloquent and moving singers imaginable for
the Urlicht movement, in both Tel Aviv performances he seems to have been content to
stay on the surface and settle for glossy play-

same hothouse, late -Romantic musical language as Verklarte Nacht and Gurrelieder.
The performance here brings the coloristic
aspects of Schoenberg's scoring very much
to the fore, thereby making the piece more
listener -friendly than usual.
D.H.

Kissin; Berlin Philharmonic, Abbado
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 898
(42 min)
Performance: Scintillating
Recording: Splendid

Yevgeny Kissin has the lull measure of
both works here, especially Prokofiev's
youthful and exuberant First Piano Concerto. His fingers are as fleet and nimble as can
be throughout the kaleidoscopic first movement, he responds with both warmth and elegance to the predominantly Romantic second movement, and after bringing a charming lilt to the tarantella -style episodes in the
finale he makes the most of the mad dash to
the end.

The recording of Kissin's performance of

the popular Third Concerto in Moscow in
1985, when he was thirteen, is still avail-

able on RCA. The ensuing eight years
brought him maturity and strength, along
with state-of-the-art digital sound, for this
September 1993 concert recording, which
is replete with both dazzle and tenderness.
The early pages of the second -movement

variations and what follows say it all very
beautifully. Claudio Abbado and the Berlin
Philharmonic provide ideal collaboration,
and the well-balanced recording leaves
nothing to be desired. The overall playing
time of the CD is short, however.

Radu Lupu

ary 1997) that comprises not only the
sonatas but virtually all of his work for solo
piano, including the collections of dances
and various minutiae. The cycle has been a

Recording: A little dry

Michel Dalberto
DENON 78914 (71 min)

t

Performance: Ingratiating
Recording: Very good
has been too long since we last heard

I re cmummiummacals
Fran

SCHUBERT
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' from Radu Lupu. He gets down to very
serious business here in the last and greatest

of the Schubert sonatas, the B -flat Major;
his performance is inward and poetic in a
way that rings true because it is leavened
with animation. Spontaneity and thoughtfulness seem to go hand in hand with an instinctive regard for tonal beauty that makes
itself felt in every phrase.
Lupu takes the big exposition repeat in
the first movement, and he makes it work
by keeping up the momentum. In the same
vein, he does not have to belabor the dark
mood of the brooding slow movement but
allows it to speak straightforwardly, its dignity intact, and follows up with a light -as air statement of the scherzo in which the
marking "con delicatezza" is taken to heart,

providing just the right level of relief following the weighty ruminations of the preceding half-hour. Only the final movement,

curiously, fails to rise to the level of the
first three - perhaps because it was recorded in a different session. No problems at all

delight so far, and I imagine many listeners

will find Dalberto's somewhat brighter,
more ingratiating way with the little A Major Sonata more persuasive than Lupu's unexpectedly probing one; certainly Denon's

warmly realistic piano sound is more appealing here than the relatively dry acoustic
London has provided for Lupu.
Dalberto's generously filled disc also in-

cludes not only the seldom heard B Major
Sonata but many short pieces we simply
never encounter, such as the Adagio in G

Major (D. 178), the Six Ecossaises (D.
421), and fourteen dances from Op. 9 (D.
365). Especially intriguing is the tiny CotilIon in E -flat Major (D. 976), all of 37 seconds long. Such pieces were as close to

D.H.

City of Strangers

Atlanta Symphony, Levi
TELARC 80372 (78 min)
Performance: Lush
Recording: Resplendent

to Lemper, with successful audio and

0. video recordings of the music of Kurt

Woe' Levi may not have the charisma and
I dynamism of Robert Shaw, his prede-

cessor as music director of the Atlanta
Symphony, but the polish, precision, and
tonal richness of this string -orchestra performance of Schoenberg's Verkliirte Nacht
(Transfigured Night) border on the world class. Thanks not only to the playing but
also to Telarc's production, Schoenberg's
passionate idyll is depicted in almost overwhelmingly gorgeous sound. More intensity might be in order at the emotional crisis
of the work, but the coda is sheer magic.

Among the two dozen and some other
recordings of Verklarte Nacht on CD, this
generously filled Telarc disc is the first to
offer as coupler the composer's elaborate,
Richard Straussian treatment of the Pelleas

and Melisande tale. Densely textured and
calling for an enormous orchestra, it uses the
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1995

the outer ones.

LONDON 440 295 (59 min)
Performance: Poetic

SCHOENBERG: Verklarte Nacht;
Pelleas and Melisande
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tively mined for emotional depth and most
agreeably set off by the songlike lyricism of

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas in B -flat
Major (D. 960) and A Major (D. 664)

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas in A Major
(D. 664) and B Major (D. 575);
other works

PROKOFIEV: Piano Concertos
Nos. 1 and 3

Sonata, whose middle movement is produc-

Michel Dalberto has now progressed to
the eighth installment of a Schubert survey
(projected for completion just before the bicentenary of the composer's birth in Janu-

ing, and in the Urlicht alto Florence Quivar's untamed vibrato wipes out the simple
dignity of the music and text. (Nancy Gustafson, the soprano in the finale, is only too
happy to match or surpass her in that respect.) The Prague Philharmonic Choir performs at its usual fine level but cannot rise
much above what is asked of it.
R.F.

in the earlier, three -movement A Major

Chanteuse Ute Lemper

Weill and of songs made famous by Edith
Piaf and Marlene Dietrich, has recreated
the cabaret "chanteuse" of Paris and
Berlin for a modern audience. But Lemper
must feel a tie to New York as well, for
her latest London Records CD, "City of
Strangers," features songs of Broadway
composer/lyricist Stephen Sondheim.
The German-born singer's acting
ability has landed her roles in the
Viennese production of Cats and recently
a small role as a very pregnant model in
Robert Altman's movie Ready -to -Wear.
Lemper met the country singer Lyle
Lovett on the set, and the two recorded a
duet that will appear on her next album,
due this fall.
la
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

LOICIK

Schubert's heart in their way as his songs
and large-scale instrumental works, and
they are presented here, as on Dalberto's
earlier discs, with the same affection and

RACHMANINOFF: Vespers

FIXES

St. Petersburg C'hamber Choir. Komiev
PHILIPS 442 344 (56 min)

respect lavished on the sonatas.

R.F.

A collection of fifteen hymns written for
the All -Night Vigil, a service of the Russian Orthodox Church that takes place in

BACH: Prelude, Fugue, and
Allegro; Suite in E Minor; Chaconne;
Partite in E Major

the middle of the night, Rachmaninoff's
Vespers shimmer with luminous beauty,

Julian Bream (guitar)
EMI 55123 (70 min)

tensely romantic piano concertos. The

as passionate in their way as any of his in-

R. STRAUSS: Salome
Norman. Morris. other soloists: Staatskapelle
Dresden, Ozawa
PHILIPS 432 153 (two CD's. 103 min)

Performance: Tempestuous
Recording: Outstanding
Ozawa and his Dresdeners serve up

conne, originally for violin solo), these
are all works written or arranged for an
unspecified instrument, often thought to

music is almost too rich to be taken in all
at once; better to dole the hymns out, a
few at a time, at the end of an evening of
listening. The recording is spacious and
J.J.
bright.

be a lute; hence they have always been
considered fair game for guitarists, and
Julian Bream, among others, has played

SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto;
Violin Concerto

spired Salome; she captures the character's

Argerich, Kremer; Chamber Orchestra of
Europe, Harnoncourt
TELDEC 90696 (63 min)

majestic tone at certain junctures to achieve
the insinuating and at times childish effects

Except for the Chaconne (yes, the Cha-

and recorded them often. His playing here
is organized, sober, uninspired - in short,
institutional. The performances go through
E.S.
the motions but not the emotions.

Pianist Martha Argerich is in her best

cal rhythmic elasticity that brings out all
the romantic impetuosity of Schumann's
Piano Concerto. The Violin Concerto does

not fare so well. Written in rough, broad
strokes, it seems even less impressive
here than usual because Gidon Kremer
and Nikolaus Harnoncourt inflate it pretentiously, offering weightiness in lieu of
nuance.

and I find their treatment of this stormy

opera entirely convincing, tailored as it is to
soprano Jessye Norman's volcanic portray-

al of the central character. She is an inmonstrosity while managing to lighten her

form here, with not only her usual electric
virtuosity and explosive playing at the climaxes, but also an eloquent, deeply musi-

OAVIN ORYARS: The Sinking
of the Titanic

a highly charged, even savage Salome,
Seiji

D. P.S.

required. She finds a wide range of vocal
colorations to reflect changing moods and,
a few strained top notes aside, delivers her
final scene with a commanding intensity.
While not of uniform excellence, the rest
of the cast is more than satisfactory. Jochanaan's imprecations are unleashed by bass
James Morris in a rich and steady tone but

with little variety of expression. Kerstin
Witt and Walter Raffeiner make a properly

repugnant kingly pair: the mezzo limns
Herodias's character with cannily expressive vocalism, while the tenor, as Herod,
rarely resorts to singing where ranting will
do. Tenor Richard Leech, by contrast, is an

uncommonly suave and touching Narra-

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Seasons;
Six Pieces, Op. 21

POINT 446-061 (61 min)

both. There are no outstanding voices among
the assorted Jews, Nazarenes, and Soldiers,

eccentricity is based on the hymn Au-

Mikhail Pletnev (piano)
VIRGIN 45042 (66 min)

tumn, reportedly played by the S.S. Titan-

In these piano works Mikhail Pletnev

Philips engineers have captured the individ-

ic's salon orchestra as the ship went

shows a quiet restraint in his imagery (a
considerable contrast with his all-out dramatic approach when he's conducting the

feat. In all, this is one of the best versions

Gavin Bryars's latest bit of metaphysical

down. Around it he has woven an evocative tapestry of performed and electronified sounds suggestive of ships and seas
and, one supposes, death by drowning.
There are notable performers here, including violinist Alexander Balanescu, a children's choir, and others, but it is the totality of the effect rather than the individual
contributions that counts. All is calmness

but the ensembles are effective, and the

material just fine. The six early pieces
will be an especially happy discovery for
many who have never taken Tchaikovsky
seriously as a composer for piano.

R.F.

Philadelphia Orchestra, Sawallisch
EMI 55185 (70 min)

Wolfgang Sawallisch made a good
choice to lead the Philadelphia Orchestra is
invited to give a listen to this live recording

of two favorite Strauss tone poems, introduced by the magnificent and all too rarely
performed Festive Prelude for large orches-

tra and organ. Judging by these perfor-

SUMI JO: Carnavall

The Salzburg Chamber Soloists play with-

English Chamber Orchestra. Bonynge
LONDON 440 679 (68 min)

out a conductor; Boris Belkin, listed as
"artistic advisor," takes the violin lead in
the two concerted works, and the concertmaster, Lavard Skou Larsen, switches to

viola for the Sinfonia Concertante. Everyone seems to revel in the fine tunes
and the colors spun from the modest instrumentation, and the performances have
a chamber -music intimacy without sacri-
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R. STRAUSS: Sinfonia Domestica;
Till Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks;
Festive Prelude

Anyone who needs to be convinced that

Belkin, Larsen: Salzburg Chamber Soloists
DENON 78918 (77 min)

96

G.J.

Performance: Rich and supple
Recording: Superb

E.S.

MOZART: Sinfonia Concertante
(K. 364); Divertimento (K. 205);
Violin Concerto No. 5

ficing brilliance.

on disc of this much -recorded opera.

Russian National Orchestra) that suits this

and meditation as we - Bryars, the performers, the Titanic, its passengers, and
presumably all the rest of Western civilization - slide off into the watery depths
of eternity.

ual strands in clear focus - not an easy

R.F.

(French Coloratura Arias)
The thirteen selections here from French
operas and operettas are showpieces calling for daredevil pyrotechnics and flights

up to E -naturals. They are dispatched
with aplomb by soprano Sumi Jo and con-

ductor Richard Bonynge. The singing is
expert if a bit faceless, largely because of
indistinct pronunciation, but there's bravura aplenty.

G.J.

mances at Tokyo's Suntory Hall, the Philadelphians are now playing with a finer polish and greater expressiveness than they
have in years. The famed string sound, particularly, seems to have been fully restored
to the glory of the Ormandy years; the adagio of the Sinfonia Domestica, for example,
soars and overflows with exquisite emotion.
The recording is gorgeous, capturing the
excellent acoustic of Suntory Hall with as-

tonishing fidelity. I've never heard the
hall's organ before, but in the hands of the
(strangely) anonymous organist in the Festive Prelude, it is a mighty impressive in -

CLASSICAL MUSIC
strument. Indeed, this recording of that
work, with its massed strings, intricate brass

passagework, and wide dynamic range,
makes an exemplary demonstration disc.
The phrase "live recording" once served as
a warning to expect inferior sonic quality
and lots of shuffling and snuffling; in this
case, it means that a living, breathing (but
very quiet) audience has contributed richness to the acoustic and a sense of immediacy to the interpretation. The applause at
the end comes as a real surprise.
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
KREISLER: Violin Concerto in the
Style of Vivaldi
Shaham; Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
439 933 (50 min)
Performance: Thoughtful
Recording: Excellent

mere mention of yet another Four
Seasons recording is enough to make

The

many music lovers groan, but this is one of

the most noteworthy new ones in recent
years. Violinist Gil Shaham's playing is a
joy throughout, displaying a lustrous tone,
penetrating understanding, and a general
sense of fun, and the conductorless Orpheus

Ian, William Bolcom, Aaron Copland, Alfred Schnittke, and Paul Dresher. Copland's
bluesy Nocturne of 1928, an evocative early work that foreshadows his popular style
of the following decades, is a real find. Bolcom's Second Sonata for Violin and Piano,
even more jazzy, mixes modernism and pop

Americana a la Joe Venuti (the finale is
dedicated to his memory) in a wonderfully
blatant manner. This multiculturalism also

carries over to Dresher's Double Ikat,
which has an Eastern flavor that is also a bit
bluesy, and the big Schnittke Violin Sonata

No. 1, which glides across a huge terrain

from country to folk with a great deal of
spirit. Only MacMillan, with his Kiss on
Wood, all neo-Baroque stop -and -go, is the
odd man out here.

Bachman's gleaming tone, sweet temperament, and silky technique are shown
off to best advantage in the curlicues of the
Dresher piece, inspired by the weaving and
the music of southeast Asia and performed
and recorded with a wonderful focus and
grace. But everything is played in an equally appealing manner by Bachman and pianist Jon Klibonoff, and it all sounds gorgeous in this neat recording.
E.S.
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LJ
Chamber Orchestra has rarely sounded so
crisp. Together, they accomplish the near
impossibility of making fresh listening ex-

\_,/

ADCOM

AUS ADVENT
APOGEE B&O
B&W BAZOOKA BOSE

*1101.1
it-,-

periences of these four little concertos.
And there are two notable bonuses: One
is Fritz Kreisler's sunny, mildly schmaltzy
Concerto in the Style of Vivaldi, a Viennese
romantic's view of the Baroque. The other
is a video version of the "Winter" concerto
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ill

on CD-ROM (for Windows or Macintosh

computers) that shows people slogging
their way through New York City's 1994
winter storms while the orchestra rehearses
indoors. It's a witty and unfailingly musical
foray into this new medium.
D.P.S.
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Kiss on Wood
CAA Al

S I 62668 (67 min)

Performance: Appealing
Recording: Neat

The violinist Maria Bachmann confirms
her reputation as an exciting young performer of new music with this most attractive recording of works by James MacMil-
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Sound Anchor
Esotaie
Straight Wire
Forte
}Clamber Kable Tara Labs
Target
KEF
Threshold
Klipsch
Velodyne
Lexicon
VTL
McCormack
Yamaha
Mirage
Sr 49 More
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
M
NAD
M -T -W -T F -S
NEAR

ALCHEMY
APATL RE
CARVER
GRADO
HAFLER

Video. $18900

Complete set ot three $59900

Horne theater system; of the highest guald y metal and tempered. beveled glass
Several cles.gns. all conceal *ding .n tear column Speaks, stands also evadable
Grande. black or whde sand high impact polymer coatings Deluxe aucbo top. $25
Shipped fully constructed
30 day home trial
Free color literature

Glass Racks Incorporated

(612) 452-7099

2890 Skyline Drive St. Paul, Minnesola 55121
Madan USA

Patent Pending

Audio Control PS Audio

B&W

NAD
NHT

NILES
PARADIGM
PS AUDIO
PSB
HARMAN-KARDON
SANUS
KIMBER
SONY
LEXICON
SONY ES
MARANTZ
SUMIKO
M&K
THORENS
CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS

617-547-2727
Q AUDIO

95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. NAD *
M&K * HARMAN KARDON * ONKYO * SONY ES

* CARVER * KEF * CELESTION * AUDIO CONTROL * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * MONSTER CABLE * _EXICON * GRADO * PRO -AC *
SANUS SYSTEMS * THORENS *ALTEC LANSING

1KIEF IS

AkIJI3ICl/VII3E0
913-842-1811

24th & Iowa Lawrence, KS 66046
STEREO WORLD" YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE THIS CAR
;TEREO SEASON! DEALS ON -SONY, CLARION. KENWOOD. JVC,
HIFONICS, POLK BLAUPUNKT PIONEER. SCOSCHE EFX, KITS,
13ASSBOXES, AND MUCH MORE! CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE SALES
FLYER. FREE UPS! OUR 8TH YEAR. VISA/MC; COD. P.O. BOX 596.

MONROE NY 10950 (914) 782-6044.

the
SoundSeller

,_1(

* STAX * PSB * TARGET * SOUNDSTREAM *
ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SHARPVISION * HAFLER * SOUND ANCHORS *. SOUND SELLER, P.O.

BOX 224, 2808 Cahill Road, Mainette, WI

54143-0224. Fax 715-735-5838, Phone
(715) 735-9002.
BEST BUYS ON ADVENT ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY BOSE B&W

BOSTON CELESTION POLK PSB PINNACLE ADCOM
ONKYO ROTEL NAD JAMO DENON HK & MUCH MORE!!
DAVE S 1-800-30e-03554 NJ & NY 201-997-7812
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST. FRIED,

KIMBER KABLE, QUAD, SPICA. STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ

BROTHERS, 593-0 KING. CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29403.1003)723-7276.
SAVE - BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS! We hove all the compo

A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

rents you need - design books also. MENISCUS, 2575 28th St
S.W.Wyoming. MI 49509 (616) 534-9121

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -

woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.

1 (800) 283-4644.

Sanus

10sim-Spro 10smarso

CWD * NILES AUDIO * JAMO * VELODYNE *

Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

Nile. Audio

Aragon
Atlantic Tech

AUTHORIZED

Audio, $24900

Nakamichi

Onkyo
Cinkyo Integra

For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:
NAD
GF ADO

PFOAC
AFATURE
PSB
CWD
. sS4TANXus

tA s K
KEF
OIIKYO
SONY ES
ADCOM
TI-ORENS
TARGET

CARVER
LEXICON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
NAKAMICHI
AUDIOCONTROL
CELESTION
ALTEC LANSING
NILES AUDIO
NITTY GRITTY
SOUNDSTREAM
HARMAN KARDON
MONSTER CABLE
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143
(715) 735-9002

1-800-826-0520

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

PLEASE NOTE:

SEE US

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following

A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR NAT PRODUCT.

LAST

information is provided for yoir

WE WILL

protection.
WE BEAT PRICES!!!- Carver, NAKAMICHI,
Polk, B&K, Parasound, NHT, Denon, PSB, Onkyo, KEF, Marantz, NAD, Snell, M&K, Spica, PS
AUDIO, Audio Alchemy, VELODYNE, and more!
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.

lin sa z --a-.. __,MIN/MIIIMEIMMiiii/
Since 1982

T

.

.

omput Ability

,. et, HOURS:42ST)
Sai9am-Spm
5"",tm-Fmtkrami

Consumer Electronics

i

SONY.

Panasonic
yVIDEONICS

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE
ON HOME & CAR STEREO'

sories and rebates included in the

postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.

K=811

AUTHORIZED DEA! ER
TOSHIBA
Canon
431111110

2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the

information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-

allowable retum period, who pays the

STR 6/95

41k

price.

BEAT ANY
PRICE

1. Confirm price and merchandise

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or

JVC

foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a

nfrsuetsiii

RECCITON

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Full Mfrs. Warranty / Auth. Dealers Only

368.2344

AFACTORY
DEALER

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon* - Celestion* KEF - Signet* - Fosgate* - Alchemy* - Mirage -

AUDIO / MINI SYSTEMS

U.S. manufacturers warranty care,
if you purchase from an unauthorized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,

the manufacturer's warranty, the sell-

More Brands - Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRON-

LASER DISC PLAYERS

either case, what is covered by warranty, how long is the warranty peri-

VCRS & CAMCORDERS
HI Fl EQUIPMENT

jva

(1,0 PIONEER'

CD Players

NV Receivers

Cassette Decks

SONY.

JVC

Set -a5 )4

er may offer its own warranty. In
od, where will the product be serviced, what do you have to do, and

14Z

will the product be repaired or

I

a

replaced? You may want to receive a
B-7

SUNDA Y 9-6

S e6.11. OSES
NY IT i
00° 451'5951

I

24 NC AM

f

St 4136-4421

RADAR

Si&

4384 027

rssnr 011 /152

CALL

WA 715111

2351

5/
116

Gal 61501,

IN. .0,

213. 6456

1455111

11:31011KOMECIMIIM
PSONEER
SONY.'

1/0121 SO
1101100

219.

04161615

IT,.

006115

IN.

KI1900

400.

12014900

Nt.

III.
164.

:r
IX/ IN
4t0'

IN.

.2210

114.

/32410

seLA.upomacr
241.

ASK ICOR 1MKATM

Imsan

It.

1125
1140
1111

1250

St II/0

IN.

1112610

WASISTILMM

161.

IN. 11612ey

NA.

III

IN. 12620

2060

IN. 005

12/ Pert.
161

Ill. AnOss

134.

1..

111. CDOrt

RENS

pioNieEra
1Tl

JVC-

r

616
2210 01151. 4111.

11/5 IN.

249. P. 1171 IN.

NI 51/0

MX 1100

1S. 9/62 rt

DE MO IN. DE 1100 Ile.
IN.
2001

Nm 414

NL

SNP IN

C. 101

21/

MI6 110

N.
ler

IN. MR 5/5
164. 1/4I

344.

CD PLATERS
11.1

IN.

115

IN

ENE C01149PIENTI

004.

III.

66, 510

SOT

DISC RATERS
112 Ca au

749.
149.

o rs/3
111.121

t0
PDF SI

01 II/

009.

AIWA

MN SYSTEMS

tn.

IN. MU 220

009.

CORDLESS TEL

179.
5.11,0110

SPrt20

OW IONS

164

N. 5112010

M. .160

109.
141.

511/450

eamv

ABC 130 HIGHWAY .33 ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726
BEEMCBMI
MEEntri2I:EM

rielaWEEM
85-91070 & 870

YAMAHA.

Calvin.

CALL

CDC -645
CDC -745

HR -895

CALL

CANYON.

CALL

AVR30 & HK -3600

CALL

315

or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally

325

6. Merchandise substitution without

your express prior consent is not
allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent information and keep a copy.

KENHOOD.
TIOOX & 705

NAKAMICHI.

CALL
799

AV -1

RECESS 263

CALL

ONKYO

PIONEER
VSX-D903S

If, after following the below guidelines,
you experience a problem with a mail
order advertiser that you are unable to
resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th
floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,

ea

sure to include copies of all correspondence.

CALL

CCD TR-70

CALL

TL -8406
HD -7525

SLVR1000 S -VHS

BEST
PRICE

RATED

N AKAMICNII.

SONY LASER

MDP-800
CALL
PANASONIC V11110 CALL

CALL

DX C606

CALL
CALL

NIKON CAMCORDERS
VN- 760

CALL

CALL
CALL

GPS-27

S -VHS CALL
MTGE STABLER

ONKYO
DX- 706

PIONEER

CALL PD -M705033
IN STOCK SONY
CDP -C645
689 CDP-C 745

CDP-00100

PROTON

CALL

JVC VHS -C
GRAX 75

CIRO - 70 01CM NENRICER
CALL
CALL
100 CD

T161/3

...PVC WITS

FOR ALL M006LS
HRS-6960
CALL
CALL

HRS -4900

CANON CAMCe

ONKY

NAKAIA ICH V CALL

S IC
ALL MODELS

CALL

MOSE.
CALL

MANY MODELS

CALL

REFERENCES
REFERENCE 6

295
CALL

MANY MODELS

CALL

NNT

CILIATION.

KUPSCH
MIRAGE
MANY MODELS

YAMAHA.
D EMON'

AM5SI16 AN7

CALL

SONY MINI DISC CA1 L

ACI.IEFIEEM
FULL LINE

ADCONI

GIP -450
GFA-555MIBI
ACE -151

CARI/NA.

POLK AUDIO.
S-8 AND LS -70
RM-3000

NEW
CALL

PES
MANY MODELS

CALL

SUSHOOFEAS

Riff

CALL

SW2P

VELODYNE. a MC
IN STOCK

CALL

FOR

YOUR

giu

ES-1000 HI -8
Al DIGITAL

999

W8

CALL

CALL
CALL
A MUST

TEN -35

CALL
CALL
499

9210
9300

CALL

CT -17

2700THX

YAMAHA.
DSP-A20 70
OSP-AUTO

CAULK NI

VMH39A-HI-8 COLOR V F
TOP RATED
VM-E58A

VII-E55A
VM-H71A

TOP RATED
LATEST HI -8

CALL AK HITACNI KAI

GO VIDEO

0141 DECK VCR5459 996UP

RICA
S IAM CAMCORDERS
PRO 930

CALL

PRO840 830806
USA wAriRm IT INCLUDED

CAR STEREO

N00

16AD

W E TALC BSI

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL 908.780.6600

ALPINE.AUTOTEK
E LAUPUNKT. CALL
B OSTON ACOUSTICS.

COLL INS IN F INITY.

AIL. LA. SOUND
MTXPOLK.SONY

=

11tH ADS P HASE LINEAR

DOLLAR INVENTORY
AR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE FOR ALL ITEMS
41* MILLION
S

CALI

UCS5

H. KARDON. BEST ES -500 DIOR VW NIP
120 ZOOM
ES -70
PRICE
PIONEER

HDPI&SUPER NM CALL TEN -55

TITAN AND 115E III CALL

USA

CALL
SLY-920HE
SLV-770HF & 720611 CALL
CALL
EVS-7000 HI -8

MB -2 & MB -3

CLD-D

SONY

CCD 7E41

SONY VCR'S

5000

NAD

TX-SV-919TI8
SV-717PR0

CALL

SON V' C ASIC ORDERS
CALL
CCD TR-400
CALL
CCD TB -7M

HARMAN KANDON

NAD

JVC
KRV- 7060

have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.

CALL
CALL

SD/A4901

A912500 & 3000

RX-815

1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Ba

SPAN. 149. 51101000

200001 repute 00266 P41.61.26 comer.
U S maw...en e/1.047 -1112n1w14 wxnemea 041009 lee 1 0.6 101..61 NM 5 150 roar
otettatt S to so ca KA., AAA KKes,A1,K
Mr re
For 11
2022.01 errors Nu
Cer01e006s4s. Roney Wen 461.56.

IWO-354-1324

PARADIGM.

NINA ITATENS
0 515

.4000 004. . 917 614.
,6[11/ 6..
IN. Nil 45006
1St . 70 111.
SO 50

CAMERA DECKS

.6 101005
:;:: 0.. yr,

IN.

)

shipped within the promised time

seller's state or your local Post Office.

09. 49 ROO

001.PCS

is not

146.

WO NO
DO 1010

llt.

451

PO 11U

IN 101

ILK I

IS/
229.

54

119.

0./rt 100

NI VI
KO .0

7015

VII 6045
2511

/14 111

KW 120
162 110

111.

908-780.6600

ORDER
ri 0 8.29FAX
4 -748
0
Thierican r3uyer's Club mit:Mgr:WS'

H ANNAN KAKDON.

119.

3116.

11111.

411 5045

Al 215
WY 411
112 509

.2
V.

FOR INFO OR
CUSTOMER
SERVICE CALL

DEMON

/11

114.

FRIENDLY PEOPLE a EXPERT ADVICE!

order date, expected delivery date

IN.

ruazits

150

ICS. (904) 376-8080.

including merchandise ordered, price,

DO 150

NV 1000 190 IN.
I. WTI 1010 N.

11.

V= 55

and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the

CD

N.

149. esyr, PI

RESIVIES

11101 690

WAR EMMONS
OD 5150

000 1155004.

ON am III. ON SiR IN.
ON 5171 IN. lWI SISS 10.
Art tlIO IN. Art 0010 IN.

CASSETTE MUM

0400.

tlD 5650

80600 8
KErttrillr

CDC 1626

/N.

.5 101

N,'

1010600

10111/200

.

am

000715

13= [F111100 a
Clarion
344. CM 1205 264.

15111 26/

21120 104
604

00015

TMCNAII CS

121/Ealti&C

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,

and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise

ts

8

Na 10129211

0015111

1107115120/ SW

5

IN. 00.01

(MM.

.1251/

00110011

1104

IN. (0171rt
MM. N. 5.220054N. 0200

&1*-nr.

00111S
001415

(00229

169. 201271

1.1101100141.9. 510000.1134.

(010010

IN.

N. 0121101

.101110

(12104161

0011010

(011011

01/

ankle,*

Ma 20061121

W.

placing your order.

including cancelled checks, receipts

1476 SIND ST. NELL. N.1.112.

DETECTORS

copy of the written warranty before

Harman/Kardon* - Bang & Olufsen - Denon Adcom - Polk - McCormack* - Eminent Technology* - Carver* - Unity - Velodyne - VMPS* + 29

:Pr= irra ir:ILAKS NIMMTWAINIITVIArmrAMEVRITZ

FOR SALE

Wholesale Connection

All Major Brands

Call Toll Free 1-800-226-2800
1:1111=M111

Home Speaker

JVC

45315
4X515

Call
Call

SAGX470
SAG9057
SAGX670

Call

Cat

Technics
CM SAGX770

Call

SATX1000

Call

Call

Cat
Kenwood

KRV5560
KRV6060
KRV7060

KRVI3060
KCX I
KAIX1

Call
Call

Pioneer
VSXD903S
VSXD1S.
VSXD2S

VS0453
VSXD503S
VSXO6O3S

05007035.

Call
Call
Call
Call

Call

Call
Call

51485

Cal

Gall

KAPPA61

Cal

Call
Call
Call
Call

KAPPAVIDEO

Cal

RSVIDEO

Cal

SM115.
SM125

II
Baby III

Prodigy Thew

Call

01.1.4C100

Call

AC500
AC550
AC600

can

MXS20

XLV161

Call

SI.P0667

Technics
Cal
Cal awgi000
CaN

M0055
M0077

Kenwood
DPM5560

Call
Call

0P54060

Call

DPR5060
DPR6060

Ell=

.....

Call
Call

Call

PD01.4802

CM I P04100

PD64703

Call
Call

Tape Decks
TDW215..
TDW309 ...
TDW315

Call
Call
Call

RSTR232
RSTR373
RSTR474

Call
RSTR575
Call I RSTR979
Call

TDW709
TDV661

TDVI050
Technics

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Let Our Knowledgeable

Call
Call
Call

Help Build

Sales Staff

Your
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Call
Call
Call

U0351
UD551

Call I UD751
Call
UD951

Call
Call

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IS YOUR BEST GUARANTEE

NSX2700
NSX3200

AIWA
4553500
Call
Call
NSX5200

Call
Call

Call I KXW8060
Call I

CTW40341.

Pioneer
GIW703RS
Cal CTWM62R

KDMK7IRF

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

455145
KSRT55
KSRT60
KSRT75

DEH205
DEH45
DEH505
DEH705
CDXP1200
CD0P606

Call
Call

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

CDXFM121
CDXFM61
KEHP4000
KEHP570

CalKEHP770

Radar Detector
Bel
6351

Call 16451
645ST1
Call

Call
Call

1125WH
1230SWH

Whistler
Call I 1250SWH
Call I 1280SWH

Call
Call

1901900
1502100W

Unman
Cal 1 01091000w Cm
Co j

Laser Disc Player

Call

Cal

"

Call

Call
Call

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

ap On

=mama

I

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

DAT Recorder Home
Portable Available

Call

MIS: DISC Home Portable

Call

Wholesale COnfleCTiOn 63-48 108th St. Forest Hills, NY 11375

AVNIEM

Onkyo, PSB, Denon, NAD, Velodyne, NHT,

Snell, M&K, plus more! SOUND SHOP

AUDIO

SPEAKERS
ADVENT
*ADS
ALTEC LANSING
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

ATLN. TECH

BIC

Ei & 0
'BOSE

AIWA
*CARVER
GEMINI
*HARMON KARDON

INFINI-Y

JAMO

VEMOVEOCALS

Unlimited, Low Cost, Instantly Available
Background Musk from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Beller and _gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator"'
1111
Free Brochure & Demo Tape..

LT Sound Det SR - I
7988 LT Parkway
41111111Fr
Lithonia. GA 30058
24 Hour Demo/info Request Line (404)482 -2485 -Zit 50

When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke:

CABLE TESTER, tests all common audio cables; CT -6 Kit
$60.00, Wired $89.00, shipping included, check or credit
card. SESCOM. INC. 800-634-3457.

XXX-TREME DISCOUNTS! ONKYO--DENON-

CARVER-NAKAMICHI-NADPARASOUND- APATURE-SUMIKO-KEF-

SNELL-POLK-M&K-NHT-SPICAVELODYNE-PSB--CHICAGO STANDS. U.S.

products. NO GREY! Many closeout deals!
STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.
DBX & ADC HARD -TO -FIND PARTS & SERVICE. CALL/WRITE

RES. 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT, CA 94538. (510)
490-1622, FAX (510) 656-8878.

WANTED. McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hr-Fi, and old JBL
Altec. Tannoy, EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers.

K :INWOOD
MAGNAVOX NAD

JVC

GEMINI *HARMON KAR

JBL

DENON

'BOSE

JBL PRO
*KEF

KLH MAGNAVOX
'NHT
*MIRAGE
'NAD
'ONKYO

360-692-8201.

19U

1-800-348-7799
*CARVER

LOW PRICES!! Nakamichi, CARVER, Polk, KEF,

FHP95 ALL IN ONE

- AU DION! DEO/CAR

Cal

KRC980
KRC880
KRC580
KRC480
KRC380
KCCG602411
Cal
KRC3006
Car Arnold.
All Models
Car Speakers
All Models
KDC5001
KDC6001
KDC7001
KDC9000
KOCC602

PION
CAR

AUTHORIZED

Call

Call For Brands & Model Not Listed

David. 1-800-356-4434.

SAT : 10-5

Cali

HRS: Mon -Sat 9 AM - 6 PM EST Prices subject to change. Prices
exclude shipping & handling. Not responsible for typographical
errors. MasterCard. Visa. Amencan Express and C.O.D. accepted.
Products come with W.C. Warranty. We ship UPS & FEDEX.

SINGERS!

Retail Hours

Call
Call
Call

Kenwood

Call

Customer Service
1-603-431-6251
FAX: 1-603-427-0679
For Returns, Service or Claims

Mon -Fri : 9:30-6

JVC

KDGS40
KDGS50
KDGT7
KDMK70

.

Call

Located at: 10 Congress St.
Portsmouth, NH 038C 1

Mail Order Calls
1-800-328-0069
in NH 431-8244
We Ship To Canada

Pioneer

Kennard
KXW4060.
KXVII6060 ..

6201

.

CALL US !!

,e

1111.111

JV

CTW503R
CTIN603RS

JVC
MXC99S
Call
UXC7
Call
UXT1

Cal

Cal
Cal

Kenwood

Pioneer
PC11.4423

WE'LL BEAT YOUR BEST PRICE - ALL MAJOR BRANDS!
HOME THEATRE SPEAKER SYSTEMS AUD 0 & VIDEO COMPONENTS
Projection TV 13" to 150" / Camcorders ' VCR's / HiFi / Car Stereo / Portables

Cal

VIDE01
SERVOSUB
Advent
Call
Legacy
Call
Laureate
Heritage
Cal
Pinnacle
Call
AC650
Call
AC800
Call
AC850

1-800-328-0069
IN NH 431-8244

Buy ELECTRON ICS AT WHOLESALE PRICES!

VS100
Cal
1011.41.48K.Cal

RS425
RS525

',mug..

XLV261

Call

Cali
Cal

22

Infinity
SMI55

Mee Ached?

Call

014211
5164415

DP1.13360

42

Call
Call

Call

JVC

gipge67
SI,D967

901 CiA,u.

.

C.0.1players
Cal

LS12

RS225

115625

Call
Call

Hanna Karoo°
AVR30

M4311 __._.__Call
AM4
Call
AM5 II
Call
AM7 11
Call
LS3
Call
LS5
Call

=

1-800-328-0069
IN NH 431-8244
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WE SHIP ANYWHERE

SALE & SERVICE

*POLK
PINNACLE
'PHASE TECH
SONY 'VELODYNE
*YAMAHA
PIONEER

NAKAMICHI
ONKYO WARASOUND

NILES

PIONEER
* PIONEER ELITE
SONY
*SONY ES
SHERWOOD TECHNICS
PHILIPS

CAR AUDIO
ADVENT

ALTEC

AIWA
BAZOOKA
*ALPINE
BEL
AVITAL ALARMS
CODE ALARMS
INFINITY

KARVER
JBL
'KICKER

PIONEER

*P10. ELTE

*CLARION

CRAIG

CDXPI210 12 C.D.'S

CDXP610
CDXM 30

'ROCKFORD

GMX304, 302
GMH100
GMX84, 62
EQ7000

FACTORY AUTHORIZED. EXCEPT

AU. ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH WITH RJLL
MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY RETURN POLICY:
11 DRY TRIAL FOR DEFECTIVES
FAX (305) 310-1945

PREMIER CAR

VIDEO
'CANON

GO VIDEO
HITACHI
PAN

r

Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG
Send your name & address to

Sound City Inc.
Mead:own Shopping Center
Route 23 South
Kinnelon, NJ 07405

Call Today
800-945-9300
Mall Order Center 11711 Monarch

St.

Garden Grove. CA 92641

Real Super Store 13110 Magnda St
Garden Grove. CA926114 (714)-530-6760

1111) PRO SOUND

& STAGE LIGHTING*.

OUR 19th
YEAR!

G.E.
JVC

MAG
RCA
SHARP

SONY
TOSHIBA

FREE 72 -Page Catalog with a

huge selection o name brand
professional gea- for DJ's.
Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices,

EQ6500

FULL LINE OF
PIONEER &

SONY

SHERWOOD
TOSHIBA

NEW!
STOCK

SHAFT PINTS CALL!

PANASONIC

*YAMAHA

DJ & Nightclub

DEHM980
DEHP705,715
DEHP6IS
NEW!
DEH515
DEH415
NEWT
DEH2I5
NEWT
DEQP800
NEWT
G.M.CHRYSLER
CUSTOM FIT
DEHSODH DEH4ODH
KEHP8200 WOOD
KEHP 7200
NEWt
KEHP6200
NEW?
KEHP5200
NEW!
KEHP4200
NEWt
CDXFMI21
STOCK
CDXFM67
NEW!

A
A

T

LOUDSPEAKERS

INSTRUCTION

Buy the
perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy
the perfect system. Our staff is widely
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most
courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated home theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.
To get started, call us today...
and

WANTED: TRAINEE FOR RECORDING ENGINEER. On the Job
Training at Major Studio IN YOUR AREA Keep Present Job. No
Experience Required. Troin Around Your Own Schedule. THE
iNFCT1ON. Coll: 1-800-795-5750

BLANK TAPES
1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000

Well beat an rice
AT -120

;AT -1200x '
DISC 74

7508THG

SHIPPING FREE CAT.
FUJI

MAXELL
.'3HGX 2.79

SONY

I

20

'60

.6.69
8.99
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'
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.
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27c

'099
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REFERENCE
AUDIOVIDEO

CAR STEREO
LATEST MODELS - CHEAP PRICES - FREE SHIPPING ON ALPINE, ADVENT, BOSTON, ADS, BAZOOKA, MB QUART, PPI, INFINITY, ROCKFORD,

JBL, JL AUDIO, SONY, PIONEER, CLARION &
MORE. CALL FOR HOME STEREO. SOUND
IDEAS, P.O. BOX 124, COMMACK, NY 11725.

(516) 864-6548, FAX (516) 864-6437.
WANTED TO BUY

SPEAKERS Direct
Go factory Direct
and WWI!

catalog
OW

Call for free catalog

Trial
90 -Day Home
for Home
edge design systems
II Leading
traditional

Theater and
guaranteed
II Satisfaction

Upgrades and service plus complete speaker
systems from $200 to $7,000 per pair. Ohm
Acoustics 800 -ohm -1236.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!
SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All
sizes including AR. Advent. BOSE. JBL.
Surrounds. adhesive & instructions

$27.95/pr BOSE 901's $67.95/pr
S/H. No COD's) Do it yourself with SAT!
800-747-3692 MC/VISA
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

PO Box 1088. Flat Rock, NC 28731

800
947- loF,b
310 517-1700 so. CALIF
310 517-1732 FAA

18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248
AUTHORIZED DEALER. ANG ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDI000EST AUDIO ALCHEMY AUDIO CONTROL BEYER DYNAMIC BOSE
CAI. AUDIO LABS CARVER CELESTION CLEARFIELD COUNTERPOINT CWD
DAHLQUIST DCM EAROUDIA FOSGATE GENESIS GRADO HAILER
HARMAN NARDON HUGHES/SRS LABS INFINITY IAMO IFIL LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB MELOS MERIDIAN WAD NESTOROVIC NILES OM IT°
PARASOUND PHILIPS PIONEER POWER WEDGE PROTON PROAC PSB
ROOMTUNE SONANCE SONIC FRONTIERS SONY STAB TARGET THORENS

lied Vel 1110 and more

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, J072, Audiophile. Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St.,
Princeton, NJ 08542. (6091921-0881

23 YEARS OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Ext. SR. Since

Ohm

1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road. Jenkintown PA 19046.

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi: and old JBL Altec,
Tannoy, EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David.
1-800-356-4434.

FULL ROOM STEREO' M
3 D STEREO IMAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

MISCELLANEOUS
PEE CATALOGUE! 800-231-3458. No matter where you sit you

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE' Nationwide link between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE. Box 31, Pelham,
NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

will hear balanced 3-D stereo image with Ohm FRS- speakers. All Ohm speakers are designed to deliver FULL ROOM
STEREO'. American Records Inc., 409 Plandome Rd.. Man-

LOUDSPEAKERS

hasset, NY 11030. FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALES/SERVICE
FACTORY DIRECT PRICES. DiscoverNisa/Mastercard/Amex.

BUY ACI SPEAKERS HASSLE FREE. Factory Direct. Money back

Audio/Video
Accessories
by SORICf
We've tested & selected the best...
IUniversal Remote Controls

VHS Video Rewinders
CD/VHS/Cassette Cleaners
Collection Cataloging Software

Powered AM/FM Antennas ill
CD/Cassette Carrying

phire III, patented Subi subwoofers ACI Home Theater speakers. Free catalogue (608) 784.4579, 901 S 4th St. La Crosse. IM
54601.

SPEAKER
CATALOG
Parts Express is a full -line distributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS: JERROLD, ZENITH, OAK SCIENTIFIC
ATLANTIC, ALL BRANDS AVAILABLE. LINK YOURSELF TO THE
FUTURE! VISA, MASTERCARD, C.O.D.'S ACCEPTED. CABLEUNX,

INC.: 1-800-501-0095.
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. DESCRAMBLERS. Scientific Atlanta,

W1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963.
FREE CATALOG!! NEW REVOLUTIONARY T.V. CONVERTERS AND
DE SC RAMBLERS. SAVE $ioocrs. CALL NOW MEGA ELECTRONICS

1-800-676-6342.
1-800-338-053i

Parts Express''
340 E. First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173
Fax: 513/222-4644

55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

els. Quality, Price B Service. Amex'DiscVisa/MC. Dealer
inquiries Invited. EAGLE Electronics Inc., 1-800-259-1187.

speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Call for your
FREE 212 page catalog today.

1-800-338-0531

Source Code SRM
ROTTEN FOAM EDGES'

BEST WARRANTY -GUARANTEE!

Factory Authorized Repair
ALL Brands. JBL BOSE, EPI,
ADVENT, CV, INFINITY, EV, AR

& More !

Best Selection, USA Made
Surrounds, Cones, Diaphragms.
Replacement Parts.
Foam Rot Preventative.
DIY Sunound KIts Save Big S

Call, Fax or Write TODAY

CALL TOLL FREE ! (24 HRS.)
SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MCNISA/DISC/AMEX.
DIY KIT INCLUDES ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE,

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS, WHOLESALE PRICES. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES! MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS US! R P ELECTRONICS:
1-800-304-3604.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL
US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24

HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS-BUY DIRECT! ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
*1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & LOW PRICES! THE CABLE OUTLET:

1100-203-7077.

CABLE TV -New products designed and supported by the
best in the business. External activators for Jerrold, Pioneer,
Scientific Atlanta living or dead! Save big! Make lots of money,
1-800-375-7022.

1-800-767-4041

TECHNICAL SUPPORT. WE MATCH PRICES!!

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER SYSTEM. DESIGN GUIDE -$200 (REFUNDABLE). ALLPASS

PO Box 747-01, Nutley, NJ 07110

Service, lk 14 years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE.
CALL 1-800-952-3916 Visa/MC/Amex/Disc/COD. ADVANTAGE

Zenith. Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replacements for most mod-

stock an extensive line of

& much more!...

L1SOR!C

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair Prices, Quality

ELECTRONICS, INC., 1125 Riverwood Dr., Burnsville, MN

Boxes Rechargeable
Batteries Surge Protectors

Tel 1-800-432-8005
Fax 1-201-667-8688

CABLE TV

guarantee. ACI is the manufacturer of the renowned Sap-

IIIICases Replacement Jewel

and ask for our FREE
Full Color Catalog No.101

701-597-9001 24 Hr
Incl make & model w/order

TECHNOLOGIES. 2844 CHARMONT DR. APOPKA FL 32703-5972
(407)786-0623.
1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. D.I.Y. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE WORE
SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE 1979. VISNMC/

AMEX/DISC. 1-800-639-3626.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS! WE
BUY, SELL, REPAIR ALL MAKES, MODELS! ASK
ABOUT OUR INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE UPGRADE

REFERRAL PROGRAM! MEMBER UNITED
STATES BUSINESS BUREAU & NATIONAL CONSUMER CABLE ASSOCIATION! FREE CATALOG:

800-407-4444 OR 305-428-8944!

CABLE TV

Index to Advertisers

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS! CALL THE ALTERNATIVE! 11 YEARS IN

THE BUSINESS! ALL BRANDS! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
PERSONABLE SERVICE! ASK FOR JOHN! CALL 1-800-200-8Y97.

ALTERNATIVE MARKETING INC.. 51 MCANDREWS. .111,
BURNSVILLE. MN 55337.

IS;

Reader
Service No.
8

1

SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 1710

KODA, MARENGO, IL 60152 OR CALL (800)
232-5017. VISA/MC/COD. NO ILLINOIS ORDERS,

FOR SALE

LITTLE BY LITTLE,
OUR WATERS ARE LOOKING
LESS LIKE ART
AND MORE LIKE TRASH.

BE
T!
Cut Out The

Middleman...

BUY DIRECT!

DIRECT

ELECTRONIC*
You won't find a better source for home
electronics than DIRECT ELECTRONICS...
all the quality items you want, all the leading
brands you want - from A to Z!

The leading brand names in...
CD PLAYERS
AMPLIFIERS
HOME THEATER
LOUDSPEAKERS
BIG SCREEN TV's
CAMCORDERS

VCR's
DSS SATELLITE TV
SURROUND -SOUND
CASSETTE DECKS
DIGITAL RECORDERS
LASER DISC PLAYERS

...and everything else you'll ever need in
home electronics!

WE OFFER MORE:
FREE 5 yr.
Combined Factory
Warrantee &
Service Contract
FREE Scheduled
Maintenance
BONE CRUSHING,
LOW PRICES
Next Day Delivery

FREE Electronic &
Mechanical
Performance
Guarantee

MasterCard, Visa,
American Express,
Discover & Purchase
Orders Accepted
FREE Shipping,
Handling & Insurance
FREE Price Protection Assurance

DIRECT

ELECTRONIC*

There are toxit chemicals in
our water. Such as oil. And pesticides.

You might think industry
is to Exile. But they're only part

of the whim. You and l, in our
everyday lives, aie also responsible for a tremendous amount of
water pollution.
Fowaer. we can all help protect cur water. Far example, use
less tox.c household cleaners and
practice natural lawn care by
comr osdog and Bing fewer
chemicals And iistead of pouring used notor cil onto the
ground or into storm drains, simply take it to a gasoline station
where can be iecycled.
To find out nore, call
1-800-504-M84 and we'll send
iou additional information on
how yeti can help protect our
rivers, lakes anc oceans.
That way we can turn this
terdble tide around. And restore
the Deauiy to our water.

CLEAN WATER.

\

WE CAN DO A LOT.

(800) 959-4434

ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER
SUITE 7967

NEW YORK, NY 10048

slaember Better Business Bureau of New

Vork}

Millions of your prime prospects can be found in the
industry leading titles of lischttle Fillpscal Magazines, hoc.
To place a classified ad, simply call
Toll -Free and reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (gam-Spm EST)
in

Canada. 1-212-767-5750

6

Natural Resourres
Defence Council

JapanCit

r39A Putlic Service of

The Publicaiicn

,IFO EPA

Acoustic Research

9

America Online

32a,b

BMG CD Club

16a,b

Bose

37

Bose/Acoustic Wave
Boston Acoustics

Cambridge SoundWorks

Carver

13

Chase Technologies

14

Clarion

19

Crutchfield

15

Definitive Technology

2

C4

Adcom

44

6
31

23, 25, 26, 27

29
6
7

81

Electronics Depot

42-43, 44, 45

97

Energy

11

Esquire Watch Company

21

Home Theatre Systems

95

20

J&R Music World

-

M&K

68

Mirage

C3

24

Mobile Fidelity

74

31

NAD

35

26

New West Electronics

85

42

NHT

19

NHT Sweepstakes

53

34

NuReality

39

39

One Call

37

Onkyo

12,13

PARA

10

46

-

82-83

68

Marlboro

14-15

91

-

6th Avenue Electronics

41

Sound City

-

Uncle's Stereo

90

U.S. Army

41

60

Wire Tape

28

-

Yamaha

38

40

IF WE ALL DOA LITTLE,

CALL (800) 959-HIFI

Page

Number
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ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG

DIRiffiCT

Advertiser

Paradigm

4

Pioneer -Car

2-3

Polk Audio

51

PolyGram Records

80

89

86-87

C2-1

June

surgery. If you make a poor choice, or
something better comes along next year,
you can always upgrade or replace it.

At every price level, selecting good

THE
DO
END
BY PETER W. MITCHELL

products is only the first part of the quest
for high -end sound. Dealing with issues

This column ran in STEREO REVIEW for almost a decade, until the death of its author and

with the aim of identifying product pairings that work particularly well together

of compatibility (interactions between
products) is an equally important aspect
of the search. This involves listening to
various combinations of components,

originator, Ralph Hodges, last year. After a too -long hiatus, we are pleased to bring it
back with Peter Mitchell at the helm. Peter has been contributing articles to this magazine for twenty years and has been known to some of us even longer, back to his days as
a founding member of the Boston Audio Society. Trained as an astrophysicist, he has had
practical experience in audio ranging from live recording to speaker design. We hope you
enjoy his columns as much in the months to come as we expect to ourselves.

- Ed.

occupy more of my time, but music is

hat Is High End?
rrom its inception, this column has
been devoted to exploring the many
aspects of our continuing audiophile
quest for perfection in the reproduc-

tion of musical sound. It is a topic
well worth exploring. New developments occur often in audio, promising to

bring us closer to our ultimate goal of
reproducing music so faithfully that it
sounds like the real thing. Some of the
best improvements involve the rediscovery of an old but forgotten verity.

People often assume that "high end"
means "high cost." And there is a kernel
of truth in that idea: Some high -end products cost thousands (or even tens of thousands) of dollars apiece. A wealthy enthusiast could spend $50,000 to $100,000, or
more, for a basic stereo system.
That is an extreme example, however.

Perhaps you can't afford to spend that
much; certainly I cannot. But at every
time in the half -century history of the hifi industry, the finest audio systems have
always cost about the same as the finest
automobiles. What one person may pay
for a Lexus or Lamborghini, another person may invest to obtain great sound.

what I care about most intensely.

Is that true for you as well? If you listen to music casually, or as a background

to other activities, then a stereo system
from any mainstream manufacturer may
sound good enough to please you. But if
music is one of the core experiences in
your life, occupying your focused attention nearly every day, then you owe it to
yourself to experience the level of musical realism that a high -end audio system
can provide.
In summary, high -end audio is mainly
about the intensity of your interest in mu-

sic, not about the size of your bank account. It's about the quest for the most
lifelike musical sound that you can find,
at any price level.
The main difference

between a
$50,000 system and a budget high -end
system is one of statistical probabilities.

If you have $50,000 to spend, the odds

also possible to assemble a satisfying

informed dealer. (This outcome is not

high -end system in which no component
costs more than a few hundred dollars.
Is high -end audio for you? Perhaps the
quickest way to answer that is to examine
your priorities. For example, my automobile provides reliable transportation, but

guaranteed, though - some $50,000 sys-

activity. TV (including home theater) may
104
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paired. Listen, and choose for yourself.
The third leg of the high -end triad is a
category called "tweaks": fine-tuning and
small enhancements that may add up to a
significant improvement in musical real-

ism. Some tweaks are universal - careful positioning of the speakers, for exam-

ple, and taming the acoustics of the listening room. The effect of other tweaks,
such as vibration -damping or the selec-

tion of cables, may depend on your
choice of primary system components,
producing an audible benefit in some systems but little or none in others.
Many tweaks are controversial because
their value is subjective, meaning that dif-

ferent listeners may arrive at different
conclusions. In part this is because critical listening is a learned skill: Everyone's
ability to detect and identify small differences improves with practice.

interest in music, not the size of your bank account.
are in your favor. You will probably end
up with a system that sounds really good,
particularly if you have the help of a well-

old used car when I bought it. My audio
system cost a lot more than my car, and
my record collection cost more than either. Music is my most important leisure

speakers your preference may be reversed. And with some amplifiers and
speakers, it won't matter how they are

High -end audio is mainly about the intensity of your

"High end" is really a matter of attitude. A $50,000 high -end system could
sound pretty darned wonderful. But it's

it's not a status symbol; it was a five -year -

in a system - complementing each other's virtues rather than aggravating each
other's faults. For example, two amplifiers may measure equally well in a lab
test. But, depending on your choice of
loudspeakers, one amplifier may sound
better than the other because of amplifier/speaker interactions that are not measured in standard tests. With different

tems do not sound very good.)
At the budget level, the odds are tilted
against you. The universe of $500 prod-

ucts is large, and selecting the very best

Even listeners with similar hearing and
experience may have different subjective
reactions to a small change in sound. You
and I may hear the same sound, but you
might regard it as a significant improve-

ment while it strikes me as trivial or
nonexistent. Or we may be attuned to dif-

ferent aspects of the sound: I may respond mainly to differences in timbre

from that diverse population requires
close attention. If you're not careful (or
lucky), you are likely to find that some
part of your system contains a compromise or limitation that prevents it from

while you care more about differences in
imaging - or the other way around.
Judging tweaks usually doesn't involve
much science. Often it's simply a matter

delivering really satisfying performance.

This is a hobby, after all; we do it because
it's fun.

Fortunately, hi-fi is not life -or -death

of, "Let's try this and see if we like it."

1!3JPOL
Introducing

Unquestionably sp.aciou
Uniquely accurate. Musica

transparent. The ionic advantages
-,of Bipolar loudspeaker design
are by now quite clear.

the Ne
MIRAGE

We know because we designed

the original Bipolar loudspeaker
eight years ago, establishing the
performance standard that others
re attempting to copy today.

90i Series

Ow.

-.0113

is our
IC

objectiv
to i

standard. But

an be

lofty a
-4111111109..

Introducing the new 90i Series of
Mirage Bipolar Lqu
eakers. New
thresholds. New stan
value. For sound so natural you'll
wonder is it real... or is it a
4110111," Mirage? The original Bipolar
explorers.

Iw

4/11,t0A0410.11
THE ORIGINAL BIPOLAR LOUDSPEAKER

3641 M:Nicoll Avenue, Scaroor-augh, Ontario, Canada FVX IGS (416)3211B00 Fax (416)321-15 0 0

The ultimate way to
remain

true

to

the listener,
is to

first be faithful
to the

source.

I

'

AZ

The way life sounds.
The new AR 303, 302, 338, 228, 208v & 218v loudspeakers. 1-800-969-AR4U.
CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD

